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Mill land. buildina deals uet serious -~ ~- - ~ -~ 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN , 
THE TERRACE Lumber Company 
(TLC) has accepted an offer by an UR- 
named group to buy all 73 acres of land 
it owns. , I  
TLC chairman Jocn Ryan says he 
can’t say how much the offer is for or 
what the terms of !he agreement are, who 
the potential buyers are or when the deal 
“We have a proposal in front of us - a 
letter of intent that we have accepted and 
we have notified the city,” said Ryan late 
last week. 
Because the city has the first charge 
on the land based on a mortgage in return 
for loaning TLC money, it also has the 
first right of refusal, which means it could 
choose to buy the property for the same 
9 is expected to close. 
price offered by the group. 
But Mayor Jack Talstra says it’s not 
likely the city will pursue buying the 
“No one on council has ever suggested 
that to date,” he said about the idea of the 
city purchasing the land. 
And while Talstra would not disclose 
the amount of the offer made, he did say 
he understands it will cover off the out- 
standing money owed the city by TLC for 
the loan it made to the company and for 
outstanding property taxes. 
The city is owed in excess of $1.3 mil- 
lion stemming from the $950,000 high in- 
terest loan made to the company in April 
2005. That money was used by TLC to 
help buy the mill out of bankruptcy af- 
ter its previous owner,,New Skeena For- 
est Products, failed to come up with the 
ProPeftY. 
-~ - -  
~ - w  
money to operate it. 
The city is also owed in the rangc of 
$800,000 in property taxes, which are in 
arrears. 
John Ryan won’t identify what group 
made the offer. 
“They’ve asked me not to disclose ‘ 
who it is,” Ryan said. 
But Gus Nehring of BoldBalvage, who 
purchased buildings, conveyors, residual 
steel and some wiring at the mill’s Oct. 
25-26 auction, says he received money 
from the newly-formed Terrace Forest 
Products company last week. 
That group is made up largely of peo- 
ple from the Lower Mainland who have 
been in Terrace trying to negotiate a deal 
with TLC. 
People from that company have also 
been trying to buy back much of the 
1 Glad tidings 
I RONElA Vainio, who lives near Nass Camp, sells wares imported from Thailand at Centennial Christian I ’School’s craft fair. Dozens ot people got a jump on Christmas shopping. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
- - - - - - u  ~ 
equipment, buildings and other items that 
were sold at auction. 
There’s no firm indication yet what 
the new company believes it can produce 
at the location from whatever pieces of 
the former sawmill are left. 
Nehring says in addition to the non- 
refundable deposit paid last week, he ex- 
pects to receive a more significant deposit 
sometime thislweek. ,, 
“It’s non refundable and they’ve paid 
other people here and there,” Nehring 
says. “People have told me they’ve been 
paid and it’s been cashed and it’s all 
good.” 
Nehring paid $200,000, for the main 
sawmill building, the building all the j- 
bar is in, the sawmill j-bar, several con- 
veyors, the chip bin, the hog bin and all 
kiln. 
He will sell it all back to the company 
for the cost of scrap metal, which is far 
below what many of the assets are worth 
intact, he says. 
In an effort to help the potential pur- 
chasers, Nehring says he’s holding off 
on dismantling the building as long as 
possible, so that the new potential own- 
ers won’t have to go through the cost and 
effort to reassemble it. 
“I’m postponing everything I can. 
Even though I’ve offered to sell it to them 
at scrap metal [prices], it’s worth millions 
of dollars as is, so I don’t see the p i n t  
in turning it into scrap unless I have to,” 
Nehring said. “I do believe they are defi- 
nitely trying, so I hope to give them as 
much support any way I can. 
’ 
the wiring in the planer mill and the dry Cont’d PageA2 , j\ 
Slow, steady increas 
in population foreca ?, I 
PROVINCIAL STATIS- continual, if tiny, growth be- He and other statisticians 
TICIANS have slightly tween now and 2031. are waiting for next spring 
trimmed population growth In the Kitimat-Stikine and summer when popula- 
projections for this region Regional District, the 2007 tion figures from this year’s 
for the next two decades but population is expected to be national census will be re- 
remain optimistic there’ll be 43,267, a slight bump of 271 leased. 
overall growth. people over this year’s fig- That’ll give them a solid 
Last year, they were fore- ure of 42,996. idea of how accurate‘iheir 
casting a tally- of 75,370 That’s cornpared to 10s- projections have beensince 
people for the North Coast ing 989 people between 
region by 2031 but are now 2opO and 2001. 
saying the number will more The highest the regional O’Neil and 
than likely be 73,800. district’s population has cians examine 
The population estimate been, going back to 1986, 
this year for the region is was in 1997 when it reached phone connection and el&- 
65,400, which is just 100 45,580people. trical connection numbers, 
more people than last year. This year’s tally is 42,996 to help them determine their 
The region takes in the meaning the loss has been estimates. 
Queen Charlotte Islands to 2,584. 
the west to east of the Hazel- O’NeiI said pending in- race itself, the 2005 popula- 
tons then up to Iskut in the dustrial projects in the area tion was pegged at 12,556, 
north and down past Kitimat will help population growth. reflecting a gradual 
to Hartley Bay in the south. “There’s going to be tion each year sinc 
Most of the population some development going on when the figure was 
growth will take place be- and that should draw in some Drops in population 
tween now and 2021 when people, even if the numbers throughout the region began 
today’s people tally of are small,” he said. - to take hold in 1997, match- 
65,400 is to reach 72,500. “Metal prices have gone ing the first economic trou- 
After 2021, population up and there’s potential for bles which faced the now- 
increases will be minimal mines and energy exports disbanded Skeena Cellulose < 
from that year’s 72,500 to have increased,” O’Neil company’s pulp and sawmill 
73,500 in 2026 to 73,800 in added. operations up here. 
203 1 + 
Provincial statistician 
Dave O’Neil said the earlier 
projections were perhaps a 
bit too optimistic. 
And they changed after a 
member of his unit, who is 
from this area, came up for 
a visit. 
“He said realistically 
there will still be [popu- 
lation] growth but not as 
much as first thought,” said 
O’Neil. 
The good news is that 
statisticians believe the arka 
has stopped leaking people. 
Within the Kitimat-Sti- 
kine Regional District, 
which is the area from Kiti- 
mat north through Terrace to 
the Nass Valley and Stewart 
and’ then east to the Hazel- 
tons, they are predicting 
’ 
We’re getting older 
~ 
THE NORTHWEST’S population is going to get i lot older 
with the over-65 group nearly tripling in size between now 
and 203 1. 
Estimates from statisticips with the provincial govern: 
ment place the number of people over 65 at 16,200 in 2031 
compared to 5,800 this year. The overall population is ex- 
“pected to grow from 65,400 this year to 73,800 in 2031. 
The estimates &&e in the area from the Queen Charlotte 
Islands through Terrace to east of the Hazeltons and up to 
Iskut in the north and past Kitimat to Hartley Bay in the 
south. . 
But while the number of older people will grow, the num- 
ber of younger people will drop, From 3,800 children under 
the age of four this year, there will be 3,500 children under 
the age of four in 2031. There are similar size drops in the 
age 5-17, age 18-24 and age 25-44 population groups. 
Provincial statistician Dave O’Neil isn’t surprised at the 
projections, saying they generally reflect an ageing popula- 
tion base that’s taking place everywhere else in the province. 
He says people are Iiving longer and tending to stay closer to 
families and friends as they get older. 
support.” 
The e-mail Ippel is responding to came from 
friends in Vernon. 
“Canadians, like you, me and all our friends, 
simply want to recognize that the vast majority 
of Canada supports our troops,” a portion of it 
reads. 
“Our idea of showing solidarity and support 
for our troops with dignity and respect starts this 
Friday - and continues each and every Friday 
until the troops come home, sending a deafening 
message that every Canadian who supports our 
men and women afar, will wear something red,” 
it continues. 
Ippel has been forwarding the message on 
since receiving it. 
number of vehicles around town are bearing yel- 
low ribbon decals containing the words “support 
our troops” in English and French. 
They’re being sold through Canex, a retail 
operation run by the Canadian Forces Personnel 
Support Agency. The agency “develops and de- 
livers morale and welfare programs, activities and 
services to members of the Canadian Forces, and 
their families, in Canada and overseas,” says an 
informationai booklet. 
Proceeds from sales go to supporting members 
of the armed forces and their families. 
Canex is short for the Canadian Forces Ex- 
change System. 
As well as selling decals, Canex also sells T-. 
shirts, golf shirts, ball hats and other items bear- 
/ I  J I M  IPPEL wants to turn that phrase “seeing red” 
into something positive. 
He’s responding to a mass-circulated e-mail 
encouraging Canadians to wear something red 
each Friday in support of troops in Afghanistan. 
“I want to see a show of support for our armed 
forces whether they are in Afghanistan or any oth- 
er peacekeeping they do,” he said last week. 
Ippel, a member of the RCMP auxiliary for 29 
years, has never been in the military and doesn’t 
have a connection with the armed forces, but says 
it’s time Canadians step forward. 
“I’ve been hearing negative comments about 
people not liking the war but that aside, we’ve got 
to support our people over there,” said Ippel. 
“We’re over there fighting to help the Afghan Y I 
people have a better future. We need to show our As well as the wear red campaign, a growing ing the “support our troops” logo. . ~ u p p ~ r t  the tro0ps.h Afghanistan. 
1 
I 
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Company gets more time 
to helpJ satisfy its creditors 
THE TERRACE Lumber Company was granted another ex- 
tension as it works out a proposal to present to its creditors. 
The company’s lawyers were in court Dec. 12 and were 
granted a 45-day extension as company officials continue to 
negotiate with several groups on the sale of what remains of 
the mill and the land it sits on. 
Talks with proponents of the newly formed Terrace For- 
l , est Products company continue, though a signed deal has yet to be worked out. toward the company’s outstanding deb!, he added. The proceeds from any land sale would likely be directFd 
/I - 
The company now has until Jan. 19 to come up with a 
plan. At that point the company could request another exten- 
sion, if need be. 
“These extensions are all predicated on the notion that 
the extension is necessary to pull something together,” says 
Prentice. “Whether the company would want an extension at 
the end of January and whether the trustee would support an 
extension at the end of January all depends on what happens 
in the next little while.” 
The extensions are ill1 predicated on the notion that the 
company needs more time to work out a plan. 
From front .- 
1 Mill sale dealinas heating ‘up 
5‘ I 
’ “And the only two ways I can, is to sell 
my stuff to them as cheaply as possible and 
give them as much time as possible,” said 
Nehring. 
Though an offer to buy the land has been 
accepted by way of a lettcr of intent, the sale 
is a long way from being closcd. 
Lany Prentjce, the trustee overseeing 
the Terrace Lumber ComDanv’s intention to 
’ 
I 
. <  
make a proposal to its creditors, says the let- 
ter of intention is the first steu toward a legal I 
I
(b sale of the land. 
‘The next stage, having achieved a letter 
of intent, the parties then turn it over to the 
5’ 
u 
lilwyers who craft a n  enfdrccablc SillC agree- 
ment ilnd that’s the next step i n  the process,” 
Prentice said. 
Letters of intent tend to have fewer tcrms 
and conditions that must be met compared to 
an official asset purchase agrecment. hc said, 
adding many things can change bctwecn the 
time 3 letter of intent is signed and it formal 
purchase agreement closed. 
A closing date for the potential deal 
has not been made public. It’s not know if 
there have been other companies interest- 
ed in buying all or parts of the 73 acre par- 
cel. 
1 
us af he Thornhill Animal 
I 
SUPER SAVINGS ON 
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR PET 
Pet Carriers, Aquariums (all sizes), 
Pet Beds, Leashes & Collars ... Plus lots of other stocking 
stuffers and ideas at ... 
HP6tland 
Carter Caid Interact 
*Visa Mastorcard Aniex 
10% Down Layaway Plan 
1-008-847-9766 
Come see us on the Web at 
www.cartersjewellers.com 
E-mail: I sales @carlersiewellers.com 
i’ 8. %.>* ’i t ,;.“ Q fp 
1131A Main Street PineqCentreT\ $ k ,: Skeena Mail West Park Mail 
Box 2059 Unit 132,3055’Ma~b~~Dr.’; , 320-4741 Lakelse Ave. 155 Malcolm St. Suite 3 
Smithers, BC VOJ 2N0 Prince George, BCeV2N;2S9yTdace, BC V8G 1R5 Quesnel, BC V2J 3K2 
Fax (250) 991-0159 
Ph. (250) 847-9766 ‘ “ Ph. (250) 614-9191 ,$-*‘ Ph. (250) 635-9000 Ph. (250) 991-0129 I F a  (250) 847-2664 Fax (250) 635-2727 
1 -8.3 -10.5 
CosMmcs; 
FASHION JEWELLCRY, 
CHRISTMAS TREES 
K T E L U S  Find the real deal this holiday authorized dealer 
, 
Free DELLfM DIMENSION’” C521 Desktop 
or $400 towards the purchase of a DELLTM 
Notebook with TELUS High Speed Enhanced: 
i 
ffer available untii January 31 , 2007 to clients who are not curren? subscribers of, or who have not subscribed within the past 90 days io TELUS High Speed Internet services. Minimum system requirements apply. Final eligibility for the 
service will be determined by a TELUS representative at the point of installation. ‘Only available on a 3 year Rate Protection plan (”RPP”). Must be acquired via the telus.com/freegift Web site by February 28, 2007. A $22 government 
computer recycling fee (plus tax) must be paid by Alberta clients. As it relates to the DELL’” DIMENSION’M (2521 Desktop, the client must remit the requisite EDS amount ($22) as required on the Dell Web site using a credit card, Dell’s 
approximate list price for the DIMENSIONiM C521 is $529. List price subject to change. TELUS and Dell reserve the right to substitute the C521 for an equivalent or better DELLTM DIMENSIONTM Desktop. Dell reserves the right to limit 
e-coupon usage. A cancellation fee of S480 applies to early RPP termination. TMDell, the DELL lcgo and Dimension are trademarks of Dell Inc. All rights reserved. Q 2006 TELUS. 
\ 
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;Gov’t faik to provide means 
:to eat healthy, experts say 
; SOCIAL ASSlSTANCE rates con- 
* tinue to lag behind what it takes to 
: buy healthy food, says a report just 
: released by dietitians and nutrition- 
: ists. 
: And a minimum wage of $8, 
: which hasn’t gone up in five years, 
: isn’t enough to buy healthy food as 
; well as meet other living costs, they 
; say in an annual report called “The 
I-Cost r  of Eating in B.C.” 
8 An average family of four on 
social assistance needs to spend as 
much as 41 per cent of its income on 
food while a low-earning family of 
four needs to spend 29 per cent of its 
inconib on food. 
(7 The report looked at income lev- 
els for fitmilies for four balanccd 
against the average monthly cost 
of buying healthy food across B.C. 
based on 66 basic items. 
It places the disposable income of 
a family of four on social assistance 
at $1,601 a month yet says i t  costs 
$653 a month to buy healthy food. 
Terrace-based community nutri- 
tionist Flo Sheppard says the link 
between income and healthy eating 
must be addressed. 
“What’s needed is a fair assis- 
’ tance system. Rent’s an issue that 
needs to be looked at. Once you fin- 
ish paying rent, if you are on social 
assistance, you don’t have enough 
for food,” she said. 
It means parents shouldn’t be put 
into a position of having to choose 
between healthy food for their chil- 
dren or other necessities, Sheypard 
added. 
Althoigh food prices in the north 
are about on par with costs else- 
where in the province, Sheppard 
said additional costs such as heat 
and electricity in the winter further 
reduce the amount of money avail- 
able for healthy eating. And outlying 
places such as Dease Lake and the 
Queen Charlotte’ Islands still have 
food prices affected by. transporta- 
tion costs, she said. 
Sheppard, who works for the 
INCOME LEVELS affect the choices people make in buying food, 
says community nutritionist Flo Sheppard. Some choices are better 
than others. ’ 
Northern Health Authority, helped 
gather the data that went into the 66- 
item food basket cost. 
Income not only determines how 
much food a person can buy but also 
what kind of food, she says. 
Those on limited incomes may 
not have the facilities to prepare 
food from scratch or, for instance, 
to properly store food they’ve pur- 
chased in freezers. 
It could lead to making poor food 
purchase choices simply because 
that particular kind of food won’t 
spoil or go bad for long periods of 
time, said Sheppard. ‘’ 
“To a person on a low income, 
$20 is huge. So if you have $20 to 
spend on food for your children, do 
you buy something they’ll eat that 
is healthy or do you buy something 
that’ll last,” she said. 
- 
Even distance from a grocery 
store can influence how much can be 
spent on food or what kind of food is 
purchased. 
“If you don’t have transporta- 
tion and you take a taxi, you have to 
consider the cost of that taxi,” said 
S heppard. 
Even having sidewalks becomes 
a factor in purchasing food, she 
added. 
“IF you are a mother with three 
young children and you live on the 
southside where there are no side- 
walks, think of what it takes to walk 
to the store,” she wid. 
And once at a store, what you buy 
must then be taken bilck home while 
taking titre of Y 6 U r  young ones. said 
S heppard. 
People on a low income with 
children are also faced with trends 
and expectations established by oth- 
ers and that could be a problem if it’s 
not a healthy food. 
“A child at scliool may look over 
abwhat others are eating ’and feel 
they want one, too,” said Sheppard. 
As much as income is tied to 
healthy food, Sheppard says having 
more disposable income is no longer 
a guarantee that good choices are be- 
ing made. 
‘‘I really think the line is 
blurring. Income can lead to bad 
choices such as wanting more con- 
venience. 
“We are losing our ability to cook 
from scratch. It’s open, dump, stir 
and serve.” 
Those kinds of foods require pre- 
servatives and other additives, said 
Sheppard. 
It’s why dietitians and nutrition- 
ists continue to work on encouraging 
people to make better choices and 
why there’s an increased emphasis 
on food education in schools. 
The Cost of Eating in B.C. was 
prepared by the Dietitians of Canada 
and the Community Nutritionists 
Council of B.C. It can be found at 
www.dietitians.ca. I 
DonationGuide 
YOU CAN SHARE the spirit of the holiday season b j  
supporting local charities and campaigns. 
Gifts for local children 
TERRACE ANTI-POVERTY is asking for your dona- 
tion of a new gift for a local child or teen as part of its 
annual Children’s Christmas Campaign. 
Select a gift tag for a child (newborn to age 18) from 
Christmas trees at MLA Robin Austin’s office, Ker- 
mode Friendship Centre, St. John’s Ambulance, Misty 
River Books, Fabricland, Pick up the Pace Health & 
Fitness, Skeena Mall and Wal-Mart. The deadline is 
Dec. 13. 
Hampers will be wrapped and delivered by Dec. 21. 
To sponsor a fanhy, donate a gift 01‘ make a fiiiancial 
contribution, call Stiicey Tyers at 635-463 I .  The soci- 
ety is locatcd iit 4628 Park Avc. 
Salvation Army appeal 
THE KETTLE campaign and the local letter appeal 
gitthcr donations to help p2y for Christiijiis hampers, the 
soup kitchen and a year round eiiiergency food bank. 
When you see the red kettles between Dec. 1-23 at 
Canadian Tire, Safeway, Save-On-Foods, B.C. liquor 
store, Skeena Mall and Wal-Mart, please give gener- 
ously. To volunteer at a kettle, citll Renee at 635-4313. 
’ The Sharing free 
THE MIX, CJW and CFTK-TV and partner Terrace 
Totem Ford ask you to support the 35th annual Shar- 
ing Tree. Donate non-perishable foods or unwrapped, 
brand-new gifts suitable for a child, teen or adult. The 
presents are distributed by the Salvation Army. 
Drop giftsoff at the Standard Broadcasting office at 
4625 Lazelle Ave. or at any one of 25 downtown busi- 
nesses displaying a Sharing Tree Poster, or help Totem 
Ford fill its Sharing Truck. The deadline is Dee. 18. 
Tree of Lights 
SUPPORT L O C a ‘  children with special needs by do- 
nating to the Terrace Child Development Centre’s 20th 
annual Tree of Lights campaign through to Dee. 22 
in the Skeena Mall. Sponsor a red, silver or gold light 
(from $25 to $100) in memory of a loved one. 
Give a gift to Ksan 
THE KSAN House Society invites people to stop by its 
offices at 4838 Lazelle Ave. with a gift for clients of the 
Ksan House Society and the Terrace Emergency Shel- 
ter. Gifts for men, women and children are welcome. 
Donations of office, bedroom and household furniture 
and supplies are also welcome. Call 635-2373. 
0 
Access ~ T O Y O T A  
a nicer way ?o buy a car 
Available in 
$37,898 Tundra fea tur 
and a towing 
TOTAL: 
I 
TERRACE MOTORS 1 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635-6558 I 
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It‘s about fodd 
HERE’S AN idea for a Christmas>gift that will 
only cost you the price of a stamp. And a piece 
of paper. And an envelope. That’s because it in- 
volves writing a letter to Premier Gordon Camp- 
At issue is the 2006 version of The Cosr of Enr- 
ing in B.C. which is prepared by the Dietitians oi 
Canada and the Community Nutritionists Council 
of B.C. 
What it points out is that people who either 
don’t make a lot of money or who are on‘hocial 
assistance simply don’t have enough to buy the 
right kind of food for themselves and their, fami- 
lies. 
It’s not rocket science. The people who did the 
survey checked out the price of food in various 
places around the province and compared that 
cost to the income of low wage earners and those 
on social assistance. Then they looked at average 
housing costs and other items. 
They’ve detennined that a family of four on 
social assistance that receives an average $1,601 
a month must spend $653 to buy the right kind 
of food. That’s 41 per cent of the:family’s in- 
come and that’s pretty much impossible given the 
need to pay rent and other items such as heat and 
The clear problem, say the dietitians and nutri- 
tionists, is not the cost of food. It’s that low in- 
come earners or people on social assistance don’t 
have enough money to make healthy purchases. 
When people don’t eat well, bad things happen. 
Pregnant women have babies who have low birth 
weight. People get sick sooner and for longer, 
placing ,a.strain on the health care system. Chil- 
dren who don’t eat can’t learn, paving the way for 
problems .later on. ’ 
To be sure, it’s not as if the provincial govern- 
ment has completely turned a blind eye to proper 
nutrition. It wants people to eat more fruits and 
vegetables. It wants people to become more ac- 
tive as that will cut down on obesity and, in turn, 
reduce health care costs. 
That’s all well and good, reply the nutrition- 
ists and dietitians, but it doesn’t get to the cen- 
tral theme - and that is ensuring people have the 
means ’in the first place to buy healthy food. 
Don’t think that writing the Premier is too po- 
litical. What can be political about joining with 
dietitians and nutritionists in asking that each and 
every person in B.C. have the means for a proper 
and sufficient diet? If anythng, writing the Pre- 
mier is simple common sense. 
By post, the address is: 
Premier Gordon Campbell, 
Victoria, B .C. 
VSW 9E1 
If by email, he’s at premier@gov.bc.ca. 
, bell. 
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Watch that ,person in the mirror 
MORE THkhT once I was ues down the throats of other strongly that certain rights and 
branded as a ”nerd” while people, whether it’s done by ’ forms of government must be 
growing up. I no longer get attaching strings to Christmas available to all people. 
that label, though I’m still a bit gifts or by flying planes into Canada has become a secu- 
of a nerd. I wonder why. tall buildings. lar nation. But that has not 
I’d like to think it’s because, I find these people (fellow freed Canadians of a collec- 
I’m now in a world of grown Christians included) to be no tive belief in the fundamen- 
ups, and grown ups don’t use fun, too quick to damn, and tal rights and freedoms of all 
labels to put people in their (at the risk of branding) ab- people - rights and freedoms 
places. But more likely things solutely mental. Furthermore, for which many have fought 
have changed for me due to the the indicted organization is not ’ and died, rights and freedoms 
rise of the Ultimate Nerd, Bill among them. This is proven by that are enshrined in a Charter, 
Gates. who took the stigma out the fact that it gives its gifts in rights and freedoms that our ” ” Q Y 
of these labels. countries where sharing their peacekeepers, politicians and 
ambassadors continue to pro- Others have ascribed this 
advice to‘ him: “Be nice to 
Christian faith in Jesus is not 
‘ ANDREASTABERT permitted, e.g., Afghanistan. mote around the world even ” 
nerds. You may end up work-, 
ing for one.“ While the ascrip- historical, popular, general. mentalist can be used in a gen- People who brand others as 
tion turns out to be urban leg- fundamentalist to put them in 
end, the advice remains valid. their place may not be Chris- 
The reason I find this second tian Fundamentalists in the 
reason far more likely than the historical sense of the word. 
first is that I still come across But they certainly are fund,a- 
grown Up people who put 0th- mentalists in its general sense. 
ers in their places by branding They believe some principles 
them with labels. the prevailing urinds of culture at great expense and sacrifice. apply to all ’people. Other- 
They’re fond of Qo& should blow. It’s this kind of fundamental- wise they wouldn’t bother 
people as “fundamentalists.” with branding. In fact, the act 
The writer of a recent letter in of branding could earn such 
The Terrace Standard. warned people the label in its popular 
against a Christian organiza- sense, though not from this 
tion that delivers millions of ganization that branded in privileged children or by tell- fundamentalist. 
gifts each Christmas to under- Let me adapt the advice 
privileged children around the that’s been falsely ascribed to 
world. The organization was a famous nerd: Be nice to fun- 
described as ,,being “funda- thor used the word in its his- gious. It becomes possible damentalists. If you don‘t find 
mentalist.” torical sense. to speak of Secular Funda- yourself working for one, you 
what this concerned citizen ac- used in its popular sense. A fundamentalists leave God -Andreas Taberr is tire pus- 
tually meant by using the word fundamentalist is Someone out of the discussion. But that tor at the Allioizce Ciziirch in 
“fundamentalist.” who forces his or her val- doesn’t stop them from feeling Terrace, B.C. 
It has at least t h e  senses: Finally, the word funda- where they are not popular. 
The historical can be traced eral sense. It can describe any 
back to a ,~roup of Christians in person who believes that there 
the early 1900~ who responded are some fundamental ideas 
to secularism by articulating a and principles that apply to all 
set of convictions that would people. These ideas and prin; 
set the direction of their spifi- ciples are worth sharing with 
tualiw no matter which way others around the world, even 
These convictions became ism that motivates Christians 
known as ~e Fundamentals “to communicate the love of 
and those who held them as God far and wide, whether its 
h e  Fundamentalists. The or- by delivering gifts to under- 
the letter aaces its roots back ing pqople about Jesus. 
to th is  movement with pride. This kind of fundamental- 
But it’s unlikely that the au- ism may or may not be reli- 
The letter made me wonder Most often, the word gets mentalism. No doubt, secular may find one in the mirror. 
Think before you start spending 
OPRAH DEVOTED her De- 
cember l. 2006 program to 
stories of what happened to 
average people who came into 
far more money than they ever 
imagined possible and how 
that affected their lives. 
A woman in her 20s opened 
her own boutique in New 
York City selling scarves she 
designed. Within a few years 
she was grossing S2.2 million 
annually. Forgetting her mod- 
est roots. she began swinging 
with the rich crowd, taking ex- 
pensive vacations. and dish- :LAUDETTE SANDECKj 
ing out S1.OOO a week dining 
at upscale restaurants. 
Feeling like a fraud, she 
turned to cocaine and devel- 
oped a S600 per day habit. In 
short order she was divorced. 
lost custody of her three chil- 
dren. and ruined her business. 
Homeless. she lived in the 
New York subway system. 
Now clean for over five years, 
she h e s  modestly as the buy- 
er for three small boutiques 
she operates with her sister. 
A mother went to a conve- 
nience store for milk but on 
impulse bought a lottery ticket 
instead. The ticket won her 
S15.5 million. It also gave her 
so many headaches she often 
S34.048 truck for himself and 
a car for a friend, and paid 
friends’ debts. 
He rented an apartment 
(where he slept on the floor) 
but passed up job opponuni- 
ties. He repaired his teeth. 
Then he married hk girlfriend. 
When his money ran out. so 
did she ... and his friends. 
Psychologists maintain 
throwing money at a problem 
won’t solve it. People have to 
change their thinking ‘and their 
behaviour before money can 
bring lasting improvement to 
their lives. _- 
assures you pay necessities 
first. 
* Have a system in place 
for dealing with requests for 
money. In Oprah‘s esperi- 
ence. if you give sonieone 
money once. they will return 
for more. 
Let an accountant or a fi- 
nancial planner handle the re- 
quests so you won’t feel emo- 
tionally responsible for saying 
no. 
* Make sure you have a 
structured way of giving. 
such as to charities or to your 
church, so no one can make 
wishes she had bought the To guard against squan- 
milk. dering money. whether it‘s a 
The third subject was a S400 tax refund or a S32.000 
47-year:old Los Angeles bin- inheritance. Lynnette Khalf- 
ner who lived under a bridge ani, financial expert and author 
while recycling up to S20 of of The Money Coach’s Guide 
bottles and cans daily. A doc- to Yoztr First Million. advises 
umentary movie-maker asked paying off debts before treat- 
a camera. If your windfall is S50.000 
Eventually the movie-mak- or more. Khalfani cautions 
er planted a briefcase contain- you to regulate your spending 
ing S100,OOO in a garbage bin by doing these five things: 
where he was certain to lfind * Get financial help. A 
it. trusted advisor can tall; to you 
At first he worried it was about long-term plans and 
drug money. that he might help you set up a budget. A 
get shot. When he realized it budget is not a punishment, as 
was his to spend, he bought a some seem to think. A budget 
permission to follow him with ing yourself. $ 
you feel guilty for not giving 
to them individually. 
I keep a list of charities I 
donate to so I feel less guilty 
denying the others. 
* Plan before you invest. 
Don‘t make any bi, 0 moves 
without a long-term strategy. 
* Give yourself time. Make 
no rash moves right after get- 
ting your money. Wait to buy 
the waterfront condo or the 35 
foot yacht. 
Looking back. the binner 
admits the people whose debts 
he paid ceased to be friends 
when his funds ran out. And a 
$5.000 truck was all he need- 
ed. 
!. 
I 
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Report reveals hidden nature 
of sex trade in rural northwest 
/ I  
.. ” 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMZRMAN 
THESEX TRADE. It doesn’t 
happen in Terrace. That’s 
somethirig 1 that happens 
in the big city, or tilaybe 
Prince George, brit certaiiily 
not here ciiici certairrly not 
hi siidl  vJluge.s iir tire 
riortliwest. 
It’s assumptions like 
these that a just-relensed re- 
port by the B.C. Justice In- 
stitute is dispelling. 
The report contains in- 
for111ittio11 compilcd on the 
hidden nature of the sex 
trade in this region. 
Perhaps therc is no 
“stroll,” the natnc givcn 
to a stretch of street where 
sex trade workers ply their 
trade, in downtown Terrace 
or Kitimat, but that doesn’t 
mean there is no sex trade 
in the northwest, says the 
report called Violence iri the 
Lives of Sesirally Exploited 
Youth and Adirlt Sex Work- 
ers in B. C. 
Unlike the images of red 
light districts in large urban’ 
centres, the sex trade in rural 
communities is hidden, says 
the woman who prepared 
the report. 
She collected data in 
rural areas including Ter- 
race, HazeltonTiGtimat and 
Kitamaat village. 
The report was com- 
piled over the course of two 
years. 
It focusses on rural areas 
with the view to see what is- 
sues affect sex trade workers 
outside of the urban environ- 
ment. 
What researcher Sarah 
Hunt found here is that 
young people, mostly girls, 
engaged in the sex trade 
sometimes aren’t even 
aware they are being sexu- 
ally exploited. 
That’s because unlike a 
working prostitute who re- 
I, ceiv,es i l  .- i money in, exchgge, 
for sexual acts, peopl,e, ,in; 
’volved in the sex trade in the 
northwest are often being 
‘paid’ in other ways. 
“People don’t necessary 
call it ‘sex worker,”’ says 
Hunt. 
“It may be for drugs, al- 
cohol, a place to stay, for a 
ride - different things like 
that, so they may not see it 
as a sex trade worker.” 
The report looks at the 
many factors that contribute 
to this type of activity in- 
cluding geography, culture, 
isolation, and cyclical inter- 
generational abuse which is 
difficult to stop. 
Hidden sex trade 
“In the community of 
Kitwanga (outside of Hazel- 
ton), a criminal investiga- 
tion is underway involving 
an elderly man that has been 
sexually assaulting youth for 
decades.” the report says. 
“In exchange he provides 
them with money, drugs and 
alcohol.” 
On March 5 ,  2005 73- 
year-old Hownrd Morgan 
was arrcstcd i\t his home in 
Gitwangak (Kitwiinga) after 
police investigated allega- 
tions made by a young girl 
who disclosed the abuse to 
her school teacher, confirms 
Hazelton RCMP Cpl. War- 
ren Brown. 
Morgan was charged 
with seven counts of sexual 
assault which were alleged 
to have occurred in 2004-05 
and which involved at least 
six young girls ranging in 
age from I O  to 14, says Cpl. 
Brown. 
“The circunistanccs in 
this case were very sensi- 
tive,” he says, adding the 
allegations created a split in 
the small tight-knit comniu- 
nity. 
“In this case, because i t  
came from the First Nations 
community of Kitwanga 
there was lots of related 
people, families and victims 
and witnesses and even the 
accused, so yes, there ill% re- 
lations which.makes it  very 
sensitive ... it adds complex- 
ities to it after the fact that 
affects relationships.” 
Cpl. Brown says it took 
a lot of courage for the girls 
to come forward. The so- 
cial ramifications of report- 
ing such abuse can be much, 
greater in small communi- 
ties. 
“They feel responsible, 
they feel shame and embar- 
rassment -- not only with 
themselves but for their I 
friends and family,’’ Cpl. That means many people ominendations refers to a ,  donor to buy the former control ove e situation.” community that’s been de- 
Brown says. are forced to choose often pressed for so long to pay for 
“At the best of times it’ s unsafe means of travelling a safe home when that mon- 
a (tough) situation especial- ,such as hitchhiking between ey should be coming from 
ly when the victims are that communities i f  they don’t both levels of government - 
old, Some ofthem are prepu- feel comfortable staying at a federal and provincial.”) The 
bescent - it’s difficult forth? Party Or floP-house. providers in Terrace and Ha- ments. That’s because federal project is expected to cost 
children and although they “Participants talked about zelton are working hard to “I think that we have long dollars ,for those .types. of $661,000 per year. ’ 
are young, hey are not na- feeling special for being address violence and sexual been neglected as far as re- 
ive and they understand the sources for the north and it’s 
impacts if they disclose.” very noticeable that we are 
strllggling and we have to terrain in the phwince and the Highway. 
of Tears, yet it seems gowentment cjoesq’t mal sex trade in Inany of fight for a youth safe home tive spearheaded by Deb- when we’ve never had one,” 
see the north past Prince George in terms these remote areas, this case is an example of the type of the report . says Scarborough. 
sexual exploitation that hap- “We have some of the Of funding,’’ - Debbie SCarbOfOUgh 
most,rugged terrain in the 
province and the High-. 
I way of Tears yet it seems 
the government doesn’t projects is being cut off next , 
see the north‘past Prince year. Time to talk 
George in terms of fund- It means he has the diffi- The report makes several 
ing.” cult task of figuring out how recommendations to address 
She has a long list of to continue supporting exist- the issue of sexual exploita- 
teen advocates that sit on ing piograms and shelters tion, including a domestic 
the board of the society, throughout the province, response team to addrcss the 
many of whom have told never mind thinking about a high levels of abuse faced by 
stories of spending nights new project in Terrace. people in their own homes. 
out on the street at risk of “That really remains a It recommends mobiliz- 
robbery, freezing, going major challenge for the min- ing existing resources to 
in small com- hungry or being preyed istry,” says Christensen. ’ work together instead of 
upon by people. And And he says he under- competing in applying for 
many say it’s not unusu- grants and money and it rec- 
urban centres where a1 for girls as young as ommends increased training 
there are services in 12 to exchange sexual and skill building for front 
place for victims to turn favours in order to have line workers. 
to for protection and sup- a place to stay for the Perhaps the most com- 
port, those types of servic- night. “It very much bothers me pelling recommendation ‘ 
es just don’t exists in small “It bothers them, it involves raising community 
communities where victims makes them sick to do awareness about the kind of 
may live in close proximity (1 this but it’s better than answer to address those sexual exploitation happen- 
to their abuser. being i,n an element of ing in communities, in the 
to the northwest and exists says. bie Scarborough who street,” says Scarborough. to put every type of facility “This is a particularly dif- 
in other rural regions with ficult task given the particu- 
small communities. gency Services Society in perform sexual favours in province,” he says. lar realities of intergenera- 
“Isolation is certainly a Terrace with the view to order to sleep at a party or a Scarborough is thrilled tional violence victims rue 
factor,” says Hunt. “If you open a youth safe home. facing, but it is necessary in 
go to a party, you can’t get order to stop the cycles of 
home, you are stuck there mcndous community sup- than being out in theenviron- says it’s time the province or abuse from repeating them- 
and dependent on the person Need for services port including $ $226,000 ment where anything could the feds buck up. selves,” the report recom- 
that brought you there.” Onc of the report’s rcc- loiin from an anonymous happen and they’d have no “I refuse to ask a small mends. 
TERRACE teens Lewie Tait (left) and Sarah Smoley (right) flank Debbie Scarborough, the woman behind the Terrace Youth Emergency Ser- 
vices Society. She  is looking for funding to open a youth emergency shelter the teens says is desperately needed here. FILE PHOTO 
3 
lack of inoney for services 
addressing the issue of sexu- 
a1 exploitation, and safety in 
remote areas. 
The report says service 
transition house as a loca- 
tion, she hasn’t received any 
commitment or real interest 
in the project from either the 
federal or provincial govern- 
Tom Christensen, B.C.’s 
children and families minis- 
ter, says his hands are tied in 
terms of finding money for 
the safe home project. 
, 
picked up when hitchhiking 
without an awareness that 
sexual assault and other 
types of violence,” 
exploitation in the lives of 
their clients but they face a 
It also refers to the initia- 
“We’ h&ve some of the most ’ rugged 
Although there is no for- they are at great danger for “great lack of resources.” 
. 1 .< ,.-.., 4 ,  ~ , ‘ . , * * b . .  . 1 . , ,  - *  *., , _ . . . %  ,,.. 1 .,., 1 .  ...... ...- I --,., I :  \.; 
stand the plight of young 
people who find themselves 
on the street or putting them- 
selves at risk because they 
have no place to go. 
and I sincerely wish that I 
had a nice straightforward 
things, the sad reality is that 
The problem isn’t unique the unknown like the we don’t have the resources northwest. 
formed the Youth Emer- “Sometimes they have to in every community in the 
flop house. It’s slimy, they 
don’t like it, but it’s bcttcr 
with the support she’s re- 
ceived in Terrace but she Though she hi\s had tre- 
All we’ve done is to meet our mandate 
By JENNIFER LEWIS 
IN RESPONSE to Mr. Bruce Martindale’s com- 
ments of Nov. 29, 2006 regarding tourism market- 
ing, the Terrace Tourism Socky wants to elaborate 
on some of his points and share our position with the 
community. 
Mr. Martindale states, Terrace Tourism “was able 
to get a huge influx of money by convincing the local 
hoteliers to,voluntarily impose a tax on their guests. 
This involved creating a new board which allowed 
for the balance of power to favour the hoteliers and a 
promise to spend this new tax on promotion only.” 
Terrace Tourism Society (TTS) did not form a 
new board. Our existing board evolved to become 
more accountable by developing policies and proce- 
dures that ensured the legal responsibility of collect- 
ing the hotel tax to the city, regional district and pro- 
levels of government. 
Mr. Martindale says, “. . . the city, 
promised matching funds to cover 
administration.” Tflese matching 
funds were not for administration. 
The fund with a cap of $40,000 
was from the City of Terrace as an 
indication of their support for tour- 
ism marketing projects, as well as, 
an enticement for the accommoda- 
tion sector to sign on. 
After months of dedicated work, 
the tax was created and approved 
by all parties with transfer of funds 
going to TTS for the development 
of marketing initiatives as outlined 
in the Business Plan and By-law - -  v 
\ vincial government, as well as, matters pertainink to 
conflict of interest and confidentiality. 
\ We have never balanced in favour of the hoteliers 
and in no way has TTS endorsed any one group over 
the other. 
In terms of our budget, .our business plan clearly 
outlined how this money was to be spent; 100 per 
cent on external marketing, in three market sectors 
(33.33 per cent short haul, 33.33 per cent long haul 
and 33.33 per cent regional). 
Indeed, the matter of implementing the two per 
cent tax on hotel and motel rooms involved three 
one interested in a package outlining bers of our community wish to dissolve the existing 
our marketing initiatives for 2004- structure of ‘ ITS  and transition from an external mar- 
2005, they are available at the TTS keting organization to a management organization, 
office located upstairs in the George which would require an amendment to our contract, ’ 
Little House. business plan y d  memorandum of understanding. 
TTS acknowledges that effective Only the membership of TTS has the right to 
marketing draws upon the synergy -change the strategic direction andlor dissolve our 
of the four ‘Ps’; price, product, place Society. 
and promotion working in tandem. At our May 3 1, ,2006 annual general meeting, our 
We also agree that promotion is membershipclearly expressed that TTS should re- 
only one aspect of marketing. main intact as a destination marketing organization. 
TTS has never claimed to be ‘ev- Additionally, the response at the AGM showed 
erything marketing’ or ‘everything our members to be overwhelmingly supportive of 
tourism’. To do so would require ‘ I T S  with the majority extremely pleased with our 
multiple divisions, more resources accomplishments. 
and cost millions. How can mayor and council so easily overlook 
the details of the TTS strategic and business plans 
- 
Over the years, we have consis- 
510. By-law 510 states the funds, Jennifer Lewis tently attempted to forge alliances 
“. . .shall be remitted to the Terrace with local groups to tackle these 
Tourism Society to be applied to tourism marketing tourism marketirig issues together. 
and development for the Terrace area.” Our track record shows we have a strong des&e to 
Mr. Martindale goes on to say, “The society hired cooperate and do not want to see a duplication of ser- 
staff, booked ads in publications, attracted press to vices. TTS is genuinely interested in working togeth- 
the town, and generally fulfilled its mandate.” er and supporting all other stakeholders in Terrace. 
At that time, TTS already had staff in place and In fact one of our 2007 initiatives focused on al- 
as a result of the funding were able to hire one ad- locating funds to the community, the Community 
ditional employee. Enhancement Program (CEP). Our resources have 
Moreover, TTS not only met but exceeded their always been accessible and will continue to be so. 
objectives as outlined in the strategic plan. For any- The crux of the matter remains that certain mem- 
when the city had a person on its board to give input 
into the mandate of ‘ ITS and the development of the 
contracts? 
On Friday, Nov. 29, Terrace Tourism Society re- 
ceived a letter from the City of Terrace pulling our 
funding and severing all ties with our organization. 
The new tourism group, Kermodei Tourism, is 
city owned and operated. They have said they will 
be ‘everything tourism’. We wish them well. 
Jennifer Lewis is the executive director of the 
Terrace Tourism Society and writes this on behalf 
of its board. 
From a phjsics standpoint, 
he shouldn't be able 
to fit down chimnejs. 
This guy's good 
i !  
I !  
I is the tough, gritty story of the brutal cat-and-mouse relation of two cousins - Tom and Jeremy Bauer - set in Vmcouv&k Downtown East  Side. 
Eden Robinson will be on hand to personally autograph your cop; of Monkey Beach 
S T  FRIDAY. DECEMBER WH FROM 6-9 P.M. ~ ~ ~- -  
Go online to w w w . c h e g & c w  to read the rave reviews 
of her latest book and also Traplines and Monkey Beach 
1, 
\ 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
I 
I 
The Mail Bag 
City far off track/ 
/I in tourism (debacle 
Dear Sir: 
It may be cold outside but 
it seems a lot of people are 
hot and bothered within the 
tourism sector in Terrace. 
The City of Terrace re- 
cently anqounced the cre- 
ation of Kerniodei Tourism 
which :vas supposed to re- 
place the Teriicc Tourism 
Society. 
The problem is the ma- 
jority of' the membership 
doesn't want Terrace Tour- 
ism Society'to roll over and 
die. 
Terrace Tourism Society 
has over 100 members from 
bed and breakfasts to fish- 
ing guides to hoteliers and 
campground operators with 
a goal to market Terrace as 
a destination. 
Kermodei Tourism is 
a committee tied in with 
TEDA (Terrace Economic 
Development Association) 
appointed and funded by 
the City of Terrace with no 
stakeholder membership and 
is supposed to take direction 
from the city council. 
So what's the problem? It 
is not about the people, it is 
likely about the money! 
In 2004 Terrace Tourism 
Society in cooperation with 
ing to Terrace Tourism and study, has hircd an executive 
re-direct the funds to the city director (likely costing over 
coffers. $55,000 a~ in~ i~ l ly )  and ~011- 
They seem IO have pulled tributed over $40,000 since 
all the stops and iire doing September 2006 IO Kcrmo- 
everything possible to en- dei Tourism operations. 
Terrace Tourism has iI office S I I ~ I ~ C  thiiI tii;ty potcn- 
five-year business 11li11i ;tiid tiidly cost lens of thousantls 
is i n  thc sccolld year of' ;I tiiorc tils doIIi1rs. yot hiis not 
five-year coiitrilct with the accomplislictl anytliiog of' 
regional district to use the significance. 
rooni tax for i t  ol~ri~tioiis. Well, p ~ r i i i i p ~  t h ~ y  Ilil\fc 
The society has il long accomplishcd soiiictliing. 
list of achievements includ- They hi~\re tililtiiigcd to 
ing publishing the Terrace f'ri1gIiietit the tourism sector, 
Visitor Guidc (the onc with jeopi1rdizc the p~bli~iitioii of'
the Kermode on the cover), the 2007 Terrace Tourism 
mcnibcr representation at Guide and iilicnate'thc hotc- 
provincial and regional as- liers to the point where thcy 
I sociations, excellent rela- i\re ilskilig the proviiiciiil 
tionships with media' from government to rescind the 
all over North America and two per cent room tax. 
an excellent record of fiscal The good thing about 
responsibility. the whole situation is t h i ~ t  if' 
Most of the membership the two per cent tax is goes 
feels it is well positioned to there will be nothing to ar: 
go forward to represent tour- gue about. 
ism interests in the area. The bad thing is the long 
With Kermodei Tourism, term damage to our indus- 
the mandate, business plan try. 
and objectives are yet to Congratulations, city 
be clearly defined let alone 
have a track record. Rob Seaton, 
So far the city has spent Northwest Escapes Lld., 
over $55,000 on a tourism Terrace, B.C. 
sure the society fi~ils. I t   hi^^ 11li11is IO ~CI~O\';IIC 
council. 
the hoteliers, the provincial 
government, regional district 
and even the City of Terrace 
brought in a two per cent ho- 
tel room tax to fund Terrace 
Tourism in order to promote 
the Terrace area. I with a Massage or Rorfingfrom 
The funding combined 
Y 
with promotion initiatives 
was highly successful result- 
ing in 'a significant increase 
in overnight visits in Terrace 
and large visitor increases at 
the chamber of commerce 
visitor information center. 
In fact it was likely too 
successful. No one ever 
thought the tax would gen- 
erate well over $90,000 an- 
nually. It seems as though 
individuals on Terrace city 
I LauraPick 
council and a few lobby- 
ists decided the tax would 
be better off in city coffers 
rather than used by Terrace 
Tourism Society. 
In April, 2006 the City 
of Terrace met with Ter- 
race Tourism society 'and 
promptly tried to bully the 
society into disbanding in 
favour of the new entity 
(which was defeated by the 
membership). 
They have now severed 
all ties to Terrace Tourism. 
They have asked the region- 
al district to suspend fund- 
Quad 
quest 
still on 
Dear Sir: 
I t  has been close to onc 
year since my blue 2005 
Yarnaha Grizzly w;is stolen. 
I have received numerous 
calls with info on the where- 
abouts of my quad. 
Tips lead me to believe 
the quad is on a farm in the 
Terrace area. The farmer 
who has it did not steal it and 
he paid $3,000 for it. 
Even though I only had 
it a short time, this quad 
brought so much joy to my- 
self and my two sons. 
I will never'stop looking 
for it. 
My reward of $3,000 still 
stands if the quad is returned 
in good condition. 
What a great Christ- 
mas present that would be. 
Please help. 
The Quad is a blue Griz- 
zly with cracked and riveted 
footwells, ITP mud-lite tires, 
and had black and green rear 
seat when stolen. 
The serial number is JY- 
4AMO3 W45C028526, 
My reward of $3,000 still 
stands with no questions 
asked. 
Doug Lleuwen, 
Houston, B.C. 
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The Businesses of the 
GRAYDON Building 
Graydon Security 
IC1 intellicom Canada Inc. 
Northern Hearing/Safety Training 
Silverwood Consulting 
St. John Ambulance First Aid Training 
Tower Radio 
Wish to thank all who attended our 
business After hours on December 1 
Congratulations to ail the door prize winners: 
Roger Leclerc - Silverwood Consulting 
Emma hunter - Northern Hearing/Safety Training 
('Jebbie Sirnons - Craydon ' 
Hans Stach - Tower Rad10 
Darin Muir - St. John Ambulance First Aid Training 
, Bruno Belanger - IC1 lntellicorn Canada Inc, 
The "KEY" to our success for our winners is I 
THANKS to Royal Lock & Key 
' "  AflChtistmas Omarnents/Decorations 20% OFF 
Selected Dept 36 Houses & Accessories 30% OFF 
Pademo Wok, Roaster & Pot Sets l/2 PRICE 
Down Duvets Feather Beds 20% OFF 
Al Henckel Products 20% OFF 
At the Hair Gallery, Christmas 
shopping is made easy. We 
have plenty of great stocking 
stuffem as well as unique gifts. 
* --_ 
~ .Jewellery, Handbags and China 
.Christmas Ornaments & Collectables 
.Hair Products & Accessories 
.Warm Winter ClothingIHats 
.Much more... than lust a great haircut! 
Dungeness Crab (live or cooked) ............. ' P i b .  
Atlantic Lobster (live or cooked) .......... $2095, b. 
King Crab Leg ................................. $ 1 4 9 5 i b .  
$1495 ib .  Hellbwt Filet (flash'frozen) ................... 
Large Digby Scallops 
Side Striped Shrimp (1 ibs) ............ $ 1 4 O 0 e a ,  
10 Ib. Box Side Striped Shrimp 
Individual Frozen .......................... $looW 
Indian Candy (a must try!) 
Smoked Sockeye Salmon 
. .  '25"ib. (Hot or Cold Smoked) ................... 
and much. much more.... 
.................... $2OWlb. 
................... $20951b. 
Christmas & New Years Ssecial 
$25 8 oz. Steak & 1 Ib. Lobster December 25-31,.2006 Only c I l l i l ' l  - 8 -  I I I.---'-I I - -- 
o/o Seafo;od Orders 
I 10 OFF $SO or over 
0 
G3 
i '  
/I Police close shooting 
file after the death 
of 'prime suspect' 
RCMP HAVE closed the books on a triple 
shooting here after the death of what they 
describe as their 'prime suspect.' 
Police will not disclose the name of the 
person, saying that while they had a suspect, 
no charges were ever laid. 
And without that person, police say the 
investigation into other suspects has also 
stopped. 
"Due to the circumstances,, surrounding 
this incident no charges will be pursued on 
the oiiner suspects. Our investigation is be- 
ing concluded at this time," RCMP said in a 
short press release. suspects. 
On Feb. 7,2006, police were called to an 
apartment building after receiving a com- 
plaint of shots being fired at 2:34 am.  
Three gople  suffered gunshot wounds 
&id were sent to Mills Memorial Hospital. 
One person was airlifted to hospital in 
Vancouver. 
All three people were reported to be 
'known to polite. 
The shootings took place at the Cedar 
Place Apartments at 493 1 Walsh Ave., across 
the street from Skeena Junior Secondary. 
Unconfirmed reports indicated that the 
victims included a man beiieved to be in his 
60s and a younger man and woman. 
The younger man was reportedly shot in 
the face. 
Police refused to release any more infor- 
mation at that time, citing the ongoing inves- 
tigation and its complicated nature. 
Last week, Staff Sgt. Eric Stubbs said 
he couldn't discuss how the prime suspect 
died or the nature of the circuystances that 
prevented charges from being recommended 
to Crown prosecutors against the other two 
"There was a number of hurdles with this 
investigation," he said. 
Often difficulties are inherent in whatever 
the incident island sometimes they can be 
overcome and other ti,mes cannot, he said. 
Stubbs credited the officers who investi- 
gated the incident with working extreiiiely 
hard and putting a lot of hours into it. 
Investigators had hoped to conclude the 
case quickly but several obstacles prevented 
that at the time and more obstacles developed 
as the investigation progressed, he said. 
~ 
' 
I n vest i g at io n c o n t i n ures 
'into snowplow deat-h, - 
I ,  
THE B.C. Coroner's Service continues to shesaid. 
investigate the death of a man who was run The road was icy and it was raining at the 
over by a city snowplow Dec. 4. time of the accident. 
The 27-year-old man, still not identified, Coroner Mike Moore said that an autopsy 
was declared dead after being taken to Mills ' had been performed but he couldn't com- 
ment on the findings because the case was 
In general, coroners will do a toxicology 
report along with an autopsy to help deter- 
mine the cause of death and any factors that 
precipitated the death, he said. 
In this case, the autopsy and any toxicol- 
ogy findings will help determine whether the 
man died before being struck by the plow or 
as a result of it. 
RCMP officers, including members of 
the same man laying on the street and be- ,, the area highway patrol, are also part of ihe 
lieved him to be intoxicated, said Terrace investigation. 
RCMP are also advising residents to wear 
The male was wearing dark clothing and bright-coloured clothing or reflective gear 
the street was dark with minimal lighting, when out at night. 
' 
7 
1 Memorial Hospital. 
Reports indicate the man was laying not his. ' 
down on Haugland Ave. at around 12:45 
a.m. on Dec. 4 at the time of the accident. 
The snowplow was travelling west. 
Police say the snowplow caught and 
dragged the man a short distance. 
Rescue crews removed the man from un- 
The snowplow driver was not injured. 
Prior to the accident, a witness observed '' 
j 
' deithe snowplow. 
' R C h '  Const. Rochelle Patenaude. 
I 
1 ' -  I 
2007 MAZDA3 GX 
WITH AIR CONDITIONING 
LEASE FROM 2.9'0R-y 99'-.1-3*92& 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
FOR 36 MMS PER MM KX 24 MW. $2 685 DOWN PAYMENI TOTAL LEASE 
&ATON OF $7,461. \AES EXlW 
You want it all. And you want it 011 now. The Mazda3 sedan 
comes well equipped with four-wheel Anti-lock Brake System 
(ABS) with Electrcinic Brake Force Diskibution (EBFD), kon! 
dual air bags, side air bags, and side curtain air bags. 
. . I  
I I 
I 2007 MAZDA &SERIES I 
I DUAL SPORT CAB PLUS 
I PURCHASE FINANCING PER MlH FOR 24 MlHS. OBUGAXN OF $7,591. TAXES Ecmk FOR 60 MTHS $3,295 DOWN PAYMENT, TOTAL W E  . I 
2007 MAZDAS GS 
LEASE FROM 
3 9%': OR - $248'- - 3 . 9isE 
PER MM FOR 24 MlHS 
$2 450 DOWN PAYMENT TOTAL LEASE 
OfiUGATKX C+ $U,402 ?AXES WTRA 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
FOR 36 MTHS 
The appeal of this truck goes way beyond its payload capac- 
ity and removable tailgate. There's plenty of power and a full 1 . . .  
a A y  aF comfort andionvenience features. Get behind the 
wheel and make the whole world your playground, 
, 
EXPERIENCE <.,* dMor/ohJ /RJ M@?@V AT YOUR BRITISH COLUMBIA MAZDA DEALER. 
KIMBERLEY MAZDR 230 - 302nd Avenue South Phone 250-427-5027 
RuDygfTo ROLL 52 POIKIPRE.DtLlYtRY I H S P t ~ O N  ROADSIDE ASSISIAHCE PROGRAM*MdlOA LUOERSHIP WARRAHTY ASK ABOUT OUR OUTSTAHDIHG COMPREHENSIVE AH0 POWtRiR4IH WARRAHIY COVERAGE. 
n n lT.lIIULUU.LU 
/ I  / I  
I 
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Rogers plans 
cell’ service 
This holiday give the amazing gift of relaxation and wellness 
to everyone on your shopping list. We have gift certificates 
starting at only $25. Pamper her with our full day spa 
Indulgence package and receive a $30 spa gift bag full of 
goodies while supplies last. 
We offer skilled massage therapy, infrared sauna, facials, spa 
pedicures, manicures, gel nails, laser treatments and so much 
more. We are also proud to say that our gift certificates 
NEVER EXPIRE and we have the largest spa staff in the 
Northwest to ensure minimal wait times and group services. 
I 
By QUINN BENDER 
BY THIS time next year Rogers Wireless hopes io have :I 
cellular network in place along thc full stretch of Hwy. 16. 
with extensions into Terrace nnd K i t i m t .  
The company is currently securing lenses on Crown lond 
to erect communications towcrs. 
In an application to ihc Il1icgriltcd Lmd Milllugcl1iclit 
Bureiiu. Rogers iisked for i1 30-ye;lr ICiISc 011 ;I sile 14 kill  
west Fruscr Lilke. ~t calls ;I 50-lncrrc voice illi(I tIi\lu 
coiiiniuniciitioiis towcr 011 ;in cxistiiig ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ i i i i ~ i ~ i i i c i ~ t i ~ n  
site belonging lo BC Hydro. 
Rogcrs Wirclcss spokcspcrson Kcri I 3 i 1 r l 0 ~  Silys hy builtl- 
ing ill1 ihcir towcrs illongsidc existing siics. ilIr,c!;ldy scrvicctl 
with power iintl iicccss roods. [lie col11l~ill1)’ c:iii Iiii\tc iIic i ici- 
work opcrLitioniil in a s  littlc as o w  year’s tiinc. 
, “It’s a hugc undcrtuking,” said Barlow. ” B ~ i t  ihc iictpisi- 
tion stage is ulmost complete for the, tower sires.” 
Rogers hopes 10 launch thc cclluliir scrvicc simlIltiii1c- 
ously across the corridor. 
“It will happen. We’re hoping to get i t  into our budge1 
next year so we can start giving residciits in,thc nortliwcst 
some choices with their mobile communicnlioii.“ said Bnr- 
low. He added the service will not provide seamless cover- 
age along Hwy. 16. 
Currently Rogers Wireless offers scrvicc from Prince 
George to Vanderhoof. Their cellular expiinsion along Hwy. 
16 will include the communities of Houston, Smithers, New ’ 
Hazelton, Terrace, Prince Rupert, Fraser Lake, Burns Lakc, 
Fort St. James, and Kitimat. 
For out of town gift certificate mail out service call 
1 866 638 0250 
‘ S W  Day Spa & MediSpa 
f 05-4644 Lazelle A ~ e ’ T e r r ~ e  ,
W Originals --I-- - --- 
GREAT HOLIDAY GIFTS 
MAGGIE Almzda, who has relocated from Kiti- 
mat to Terrace, is the woman behind Safada 
Fashions. “Safada” translates from Portuguese 
to English as a woman who is shameless. Al- 
meida has reappropriated the word turning it into 
an inspiriation for women to discover their own 
potential. She has designed three different logos 
emblazoned on everything from underwear to 
toques and tees. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
’NovaGold rejects hostile 
takeover bid by Barvick 
* I  MINING GIANT Barrick Gold has 
failed, at least for now, in its bid to take 
over NovaGold Resources which is 
developing the huge Galore Creek gold 
and copper deposit of here. 
Barrick Gold also has a gold mine 
north of here, Eskay Creek, but it’s due 
to close within 18 months, leading to 
speculation that it wanted NovaGold in 
order to keep a presence in R.C. 
Barrick began its pursuit of Nova- 
Gold this spring, ultimately offering 
$1.71 billion U.S. for NovaGold but 
ended up with only 13 per cent of the 
company when its last share purchase 
plan expired Dec. 6.  
The two, however, remain partners 
in an Alaskan gold project called Don- 
lin Creek. NovaGold has 70 per cent of 
that project and Barrick has 30 per cent 
but the latter can increase its stake if i t  
i 
meets a 2007 deadline to deliver a fea- 
sibility report on the Donlin property. 
That’s expected to end up i n  a court 
battle. 
As well, a Barrick subsidiary called 
Pioneer Metals is suing NovaGold has 
indicated it will oppose an application 
by the company to use a portion of land 
for tailings and waste storage at  Galore 
Pioneer Metals alleges that will hurt 
its capability to explore the nearby 
Grace claims property. 
Galore Creek officials, however, 
say the end of the Barrick takeover 
bid means they can now focus on their 
work. 
“NovaGold received outstanding 
support from its shareholders through- 
out this prolonged takeover attempt,” 
said Rick Van Nieuwcnhuyse, Presi- 
Creek. 0 
dent and CEO of NovaGold. 
“Our shareholders were the ‘white 
knights’ in this process, and NovaGold 
is committed to justifying their confi- 
dence in the future of this company.” 
Company officials felt ‘the Barrick 
offers did not reflect the worth of No- 
vaGold’s assets, 
“NovaGold has world-class as- 
sets and a world-class team of people 
working to build the company into a 
North American mid-tier gold and cop- 
per producer. We will continue to work 
hard to advance our projects and build 
shareholder value in 2007 and beyond,” 
said Nieuwenhuyse. 
The company’s Galore Creek proj- 
ect is now going through a joint provin- 
cial-federal environmental review and 
it  anticipates clearance to proceed early 
next year. 
COME VISIT US! 
4828 Highway 16 W. 
in Terrace, BC 
Tel: (25Q) 635-2295 Always Right!’” 
Taxes and g:aluily extra 0 2006. OFO. Inc 
. .- _c 
A HAZELTON man whd 
died while out mushroom 
picking north of Terrace 
died of natural causes ac- 
cording to the B.C. Coroner. 
Martin Brock, 71, was 
found dead by search and 
rescue crews Nov. 3 after 
failing to return from mush- 
room picking in the Cran- 
berry Junction area Oct. 3 I. 
He was found after a for- 
mal ground search involving 
his family. Stewart RCMP 
This is  the same body  mouldin ressure 
relieving Foam that you’ve seen on  lV, %;t gecause 
i t  is  manufactured in British Columbia our prices 
are significantly lower. 
W i th  warranties up to 20 years, our promise 
to you is to provide a quality sleepin 
alternative at the best price guarantee3 
n ~ t ~ ~ n  rnnttress a I terna t ive -I---. --- 
$799 (you save $3 10) 
the body moulding, 
pressure relieving 
, mattress 
$ I099 (you save $245) 
wiseofwm queen mattress 5200 
the body moulding, 
pressure relieving 
memory foam beds 
1 high resilience foam beds U 
lima! 
The Santa Fe - For the ’rustic look‘ our 
Santa Fe log frame i s  the perfect fit. This 
solid pine sofa sleeper is available in 
:oday‘s “sofa sleeper 
double, Queen, lov’eseat, and chair sizes. 
.ices include mattress and frame. Cover and pillow 
I 
I 
THAT GAVEL held by new school board chair Craig Caruso is the symbol of office. 
His appointment bqcame official Dec. 6. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Ne’w school board 
chair from Stewart 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA For four years now. he‘s service and works during the 
not only been a dimtor with summer at the King Edward 
STEWART TRUSTEE the regional dismct. but he’s Hotel in Stewart. 
Craig Caruso is the new been a municipal councillor The new post comes with 
chair of the Coas! Mountains in Ste~vart and on the board a raise for Caruso, who will 
school board. of the North Cenml hlunic- ram $9,955 annually as 
He replaces two-temi ipal Association (NChlA). chair. Gowen will now be 
chair Lorrie Gowen, who where he is now president. paid $8,066. Trustees earn 
was acclaimed as vice-chair He also has a sea1 as 3 direc- $7,688. 1 
at the board’s monthly meet- tor with the Union of B.C. In other elections, Kiti- 
ing Dec. 6. Municipalities (UBCM). mat trustee Barry Pankhurst“ 
Caruso, 36, says the This background in gov- was voted in as the board’s 
school district has the right ername is something Caruso delegate to the British Co- 
people to do the job. says will help him and the lumbia Public School Em- 
“I’m very excited about board. ployers’ Association. Peter 
the board and the staff,” said ”When my mom was a Weeber of Hazelton is the 
Caruso, naming a handful of trustee (Donna Caruso was alternate. 
the district’s senior admin- twice elected,to the school Finally, Ray Raj of Kiti- 
istrators. “We can really ac- board). I felt the board need- mat will be the board’s rep- 
complish great things over ed work on governance and resentative as proyincial 
the next two years.” board etiquette.” councillor with the British 
Those items will come in Caruso, a Stewart resi- Columbia School Trustees’ 
time, he added, as the board dent for 10 years, concen- Association. Terrace’s Hal 
must first determine its goals bates his winters on public Stedham is his alternate. 
and objectives. 
Caruso did say he’ll work 
toward getting a board con- 
sensus on the divisive four- 
day week schedule the dis- 
trict is now operating for the 
fourth straight year. 
The board , earlier split 
“One of the problems 
is that, the four-day week 
wcrks in the outlying areas,” 
said Caruso of Stewart and 
the Hazeltons. “For what- 
ever reason, it’s not working 
.as well in Terrace and 
mat.” 
The father of five i 
first school board chair to 
hail from Stewart, which has 
one kindergarten to Grade 
12 school. 
He says the geographical 
separation won’t be a prob- 
lem. 
“[The distance] is not a 
problem, not with the level 
of technology,” said Caruso, 
adding 90 per cent of the 
board’s business is handled 
by e-mail. 
In theory, Caruso says the 
only problem he envisions is 
if the education minister de- 
cides to visit the district at 
the last minute. 
Caruso says such a sce- 
nario will not be a problciii 
with the experienced Gow- 
cn, the trustee for Thornhill, 
as vice-chair. 
Citrus0 is just one year 
into his first stint as i1 trustee 
but is no stranger to public 
service and is already ac- 
customed to making the trip 
south to Terrace an average 
of three times a week as a 
second-time director with 
the Regional District of Kiti- 
mat-Stikine. 
~ 
’ 
. 
Cause 
4525 LAKELSE AVENUE TERRACE 635-451 1 1-800-479-451 1 
BRITISH COLUMBIANS KNOW HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF WINTER 
, 
WELCOME TO THE BEST PRICES OF THE SEASON ON SELECTED 
NEW 2006 AND 2007 FORD AND LINCOLN VEHICLES. 
LEASE THE 2007 RANGER 
SPORT 4x2 
LEASE THE 2007 ESCAPE 
XLT 4x4 FOR ONLY 
LEASE THE 2007 F-150 
SUPERCAB XLT 4x4 FOR ONLY 
$389N O.~>R 
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT’ 
on a 36 month lease with ‘1,OOO down 
PURCHASE THE 2007 FOCUS 
ZX3 S OR ZX4 S FOR ONLY 
$15,999‘ or cash purchase for 
$369, 3.4hR 
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT’ NO SECURITY DEPOSIT’ 
on a 36 month lease with ’0 DOWN 
or cash purchase for 
on a 48 month lease with % DOWN 
or cash purchase for 
> $332,899“ $28,399’. $21,534“ I Offers include Air Tax and Freight of $1.200. 
Offers Include Air Tax and Frel ht of $1,350 and 
Delivery Allowance 0?$3,500. 
Offers include Air Tax and Frel ht of $1.330 and 
Delivery Allowance 0?$3.500. 
Offers Include Alr Tax and Frel ht of $1,250 and 
Delivery Allowance 0?$2,750. 
A -  
F 
and search and rescue volun- 
teers from Terrace, Smithers, 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert 
and Canadian Rangers from 
Hazelton and Stewart. 
, 
KOtL: FOR6 RACE 463 1 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250) 635-4984 
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Passenger numbers still soar 
despite several missed flights 
EXTREME winter weather 
in the Lower Mainland 
led to - several flights being 
cancelled leaving Vancouver 
for Terrace in recent weeks, 
but a local airport official 
says it is still on target to 
meet the 100,000 passenger 
mark for this year. 
, “I say we are easily in 
&e range of 104,000 or 
105,000,” says Laurie 
Broyn, manager of the 
Northwest Regional Air- 
port. 
As of [he end of October 
already 87,799 ‘passengers 
had passed through the air- 
port, putting it on track to 
easily meet the 100,000 
mark. 
“We’ve been running six 
and half to seven per cent 
over our monthly figures 
over last year,” says Brown. 
Last year 7,730 >passen- 
gers came and went in No- 
vember and 8,282 passed 
through in December. t, 
If numbers do soar that Canada nights cancelled nights in Vancouver before weather they have to deice 
high it’will set a record for the aircrafts and they are riot 
most passengers travelling unexpected snowstorm thilt scheduled. Cold weather accustomed to doing’ that 
through the airport since ravaged the Lower Main- in Vancouver also caused many,” says Brown. 
statistics started being corn- land for several days. Can- many components on air- Regional carrier Hawkair 
piled in 1997. The highest celled flights included ones planes to freeze causing sev- did not have to cancel 
number of passengers came Rights, but did experience 
in 2004 with 99,062.’ ver Nov. 26 which meant to thi1w the planes.” mechanical problems that 
The last week of Novem- several passengers were “There’s been so much saw one flight delayed until 
ber saw roughly five Air 
to see ~ ~ ~ , o o o  passengers pass through its doors. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
0 
due to poor weather after an an  alternate flight could be 
scheduled to leave Vancou- era1 delays as crews worked 
forced to spend two extra precipitation snow and cold that could be rectified. 
NORTHWEST Regional Airport manager Laurie Brown says the airport is on track 
Correction 
FRANCES STANLEY and 
Brian Grant, who provide 
services to aboriginal people 
at the courthouse, provide 
legal information, not legal 
advice as was stated in an 
article appearing on Page 
A5 of the Dec. 6 issue of The 
Terrace Standard. 
ANGELS 
ANONYMOUS 0 SOMETHING 
I 
I 
I I  
I ANY DECORATED 
I : ‘One cou on per person, per visit. Not valid with other coupons or I I ‘One cou on per person, per visit. Not valid with other coupons or I 
I Offer valid until Jonuory 3 1,2007. Terrace location only. I 
: ICE CREAM LOG; i WITH THIS COUPON! I 
I special o ff ers. Coupon must be presented at the time of purchase. I I special o ff ers. Coupon must be presented at the time of purchase. I 
I I Offer valid until Januaty 3 I ,  2007. Terrace location only. 
b i i i i i i i r i i i i i i i r o l l ~ ~  b i r ~ l l l - l o l l l r l l l l r l l ~  
I a TERRACE LOCATION ONLY ~-~ 
4643 PARK AVENUE SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
4.7 L V8 engine with 271 He and a towing capacity of 
up to 331 1 kg (7300 Ib). 
- 
.TOTAL: 
$37,890 
2 0 0 7  R A V 4  4 W D g g  
@ TOYOTA 
ACE S-TOYOTA , 
I 
a nicer way to buy a car 
purchase 
$3,418 d o w n  payn lent  or  pr ice  
e q u i v a l e n t  t r a d e  530,810 
purchase 
f inance  f r o m  
49% (OAC’ 
also available: 
RAV4 V6 Sport 
qpg N A C  Award far 
LII Best New S U V  
AUTOMOBILE 
JOURNAUSTS 
CANADA 
IkSOClATlON OF 
TERRACE MOTBWS 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635-6558 
1 
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was standing there in the Kennedy group as a 
Dion delegate talking to Kennedy delegates 
and they started grabbing green stuff off me and wanted to 
be identified as Dion-only [supporters],” he said. 
Martindale, who was wearing a green Dion supporter hat, 
scarf and T-shirt turned around and sunieone asked for his 
hat, someone else took his scarf and he gave away a whole 
handful of buttons, leaving him with just his Dion shirt, his 
only souvenir from the convention. 
Martindale, who travelled to Montreal for the leadership 
convention with seven other members of the riding associa- 
tion from Prince Rupert and Hazelton, believes new party 
leader Slephane Dion will benefit northwestern B.C. 
Dion hasa  proven record of intergovernmental affairs 
success, has listened to the West’s concerns and is focused 
on taking care of the environment, said Martindale. 
Martindale met Dion in Prince Rupert in September when 
he toured the northwest looking for supporters and liked 
what he saw. 
“He’s an impressive man to meet, a good listener and 
consensus builder for sure,” said Martindale. 
What struck Martindale about Dion was how he saw the 
environment as a main issue. 
Bruce Martindale there have to be limitations on what can be 
asked in any future Quebec separation refer- 
endum and that a clear question must be on the ballot form - 
after taking ideas from all across Canada, said Martindale. 
Westerners asked for clarification on any future Quebec 
referendum question so Dion’s already shown he can listen 
to us, Martindale said. 
Dion even mapped a way for Canada to get back into the 
Kyoto Accord and fulfill its commitment, although he didn’t 
have achance to put it through before the federal election that 
placed Stephen Harper in office, said Martindale added. 
The association president is also talking about a concerted 
Liberal effort in the northwest in the next federal election. 
The main thing is to start campaigning early to be better 
prepared than was the case in this past January’s election 
where the Liberal campaign here was “very slow out of the 
gate,” said Martindale. 
’“Everyone talks about the power of Nathan Cullen. I have 
a lot of respect for Nathan Cullen but he’d better watch out 
because we’re ready to come back,” said Martindale. 
“This is a different party and a different way’,to 
approach this. We’re not living in the past but looking to the 
future.” 
’ 
Monday-Saturday 1 1-5 
Sunday 12j-4 
Video Games 
KISS, Rolling Stones, 
John Deere, 40‘s & 50‘s 
Coke Collectibles VHS<(s $1 .OO 
Dawgs Shoes for all ages 
Shad Shirts & Hats $30.00 
Swords & Army Surplus 
Guitars & Amps 
DVD’s & CD‘s 
Orec I Purifiers & Vacuums 
‘ TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1P2 
2007 tIZWMlC SIERRA CREW CAB 4WD 
RECOMMENDED 
I 
BEST IN 
FUEL EC 
eo 
ed Buy‘ 
, SMARTLEASE 1 Purchase Price 2E5hp 4.ELVE VORTEC ENGINE Dual-zone climate control 40/20/40 split front bench 
Aulomatic transmission with overdrive 
*rl.wheel drive with ABS brakes 
Power windows and locks 
Remote keyless entry 
* l i l t  steering column 
lNelUOES 
LEASEAPR;JOMO FREIGHT locking differential * CO stereo 
IMO. AND POI Cruise control Deep tinted rear windows 
THE GM 160,006 K M  WARRANTY k60J000KM 1 6 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ ~  1 6 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ ~  
5 YEAR POWERTRAIN + 5 YEARS OF COURT$SY + 5 YEARS OF ROADSIDE @ THE BEST COVERAGE IN CANADA LIMITED WARRANTYO TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE 0 
I I  
2007/”;;”IfAVAlANCHE ‘ 
SMARTLEASE I Purchase Price 
t ,  
INCLUDES 
LEASE APRI 30 MO. FRElGHl 
AN0 POI 
* 
AT 
MO. WITH S4W OOWN 
Locking differential Trailering equipment 
with Active Fuel Management - 17” bright aluminium wheels * 60/40 split-folding rcar bench - Power windows. locks and Xlt steering column 
with folding Midgatem heated mirrors OnStar’M with 1-year Safe 
.RemotekeV‘ess entry 
310 hp 5.3L V8 ENGINE 
Convert-A-Cabw system 
4-wheel disk brakes with ABS & Sound plan’ 
CW. 1S.WlWkm 18mp8 
. StabilitrakTM vehicle stabiliv Dual-zone climate control 
6-speaker COIMP3 stereo with 
auxiliary input 
enhancement system 
FEATURING A COMPLETE L I N E U P  
OF CHEVROLET, PONTIAC,  B U C K  
A N D  G M C  VEHICLES 
T h e  D r i v e  i s  On 
VISIT YOUR LOCAL GM DEALER 
OR gmcanada.com TODAY. Ask abwt our m m  M m s  
of nPcharge XM MN1m’ 
Call MacCarthy Motors at 250-635-4941, or visit us at 5004 Highway 16 West, Terrace. [License f58931 
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ihhthern 1.  ',
;but d PROVINCIAL LIBERAL who ties up Hwy37 pays North, has for it is unknown about four years ago. 
Libs baclk power line 
r. 
"We're not involved in :. MLAs from the mrth want 
a power line built UP Hwy37 area goveniments and indus- anything at all," Davies 
bpt they're not sure who try. saiti. t should shoulder the project- B.C. Transmission Cor- ; ed $500 million cost. poration itself has only done 
I the six-member Liberal ziadin is generally called a mates and anything more 
;' vours some kind of partner- Davies said her Partner- 
r ship between the province ships B.C. could be asked by 
and industry. ment policy. the provincial governnienf 
f I But if that can't be put to- to cither anillyze any power 
? 8 gether, Rustad's reluctant to line proposal or to take a role 
; advocate that the province in having it constructed. 
; then bear the entire cost. 1 contractor receives i1 base Bulkley Valley-Stikine 
s :'There are discussions amount to operate and main- Liberal MLkDennis MacK- 
; between industry and the ay says he's getting calls 
; fro111 nlilling colnpanies arid government that are ongo- 
ing," said Rustad. "What we otllcrs ilsking that a power : want to see is a model that line be built as soon as pos- 
will benefit all." , extend power is when those sible. 
: "My hope is that this par- who are expected to benefit the key Sovcrnlnent agency of construction or fillancing "There could be 200 B 
: ticular issue be addressed as would pay as not all projects is l i~k-known Partnerships could be dcvcloPed, ,, trains a day coming down 
that highway into stewart," :* soon as possible," he added. are at the same level of de- B.C. 
$ The provincial power net- velopment. Its first major project was said that's not necessarily said MacKay of project 
3 work now stops at Meziadin What would need to be that Fort Nelson resource the case. transport truck traffic of ore 
i Junction, well south of ore decided, said Rustad, is road mentioned above and Jennifer said her concentrate that would be 
bodies that aren't economi- "what kind of cost would be i t  is now involved in Trans did have what she shipping out by water. 
) tally feasible as mining de- charged for upfront partici- (hada Highway COnStruC- very general discus- ' What's key to the area is 
:ivelopments based on using pation during construction tion, the new maSS transit sions wit11 the B*C* Trans- the number of jobs and the - 
I diesel generators for power. and what kind of cost there line from downtown Van- mission a Pro- income that would come 
The chances of those ore would be to sign on as a user cower to the Vancouver vincially-owned company from new mines in the area, :* bodies turning into mines later on. International Airport and a that constructs power h e S  MacKay added. 
"Each mining job pays an 
been the focus of a lobby by 
The idea of a govern- 
ment-industry deal to extend 
i & John Rustad, who chairs hydro power north of Me- very preliminary cost esti- 
' FMLA northern caucus, fa- public-private partnership, a formal is still unknown. 2 Locotions To Serve You Better 
concept that's become both 
popular and part of govern- 
It WCOIS used to build a road 
to natural gas wells outside 
of Fort Nelson in which the 
___^I 
rain the road. Further pay- 
ments come from users. 
about using a partnership to 
John Rustad, who is also chair of the Liberals' north- 
Hwy37 North to encourage i n d u s t r i a l  development* 
One of the problenls e r n  caucus, back the construction Of a power l i n e  up 
a Partnerships B.C. official 
improves because cheaper 
hydro power would lower two companies involved George* It used lo be Part Of B.C* average$93,000,"hesaid. 
''There could be one or health care project in Prince and transmission equipment. 
: overall costs. now and haif a dozen later Although Rustad said Hydro until it was Split Off 
1 
\ 
That theme, as well as on," he said. ' discussions are underway 
nerships BC. as to what kind 
8 .  !. providing an alternative to When it comes to public- between and 
< diesel power for communi- private partnerships in B.C., 
t 
1. 
\It was colld and (1 snowy 
:*YOU'D HAVE to go back years to find a 
November that was colder and snowier, says Despite the cold and precipitation, there 
Environment Canada. ' were no monthly records set this Novem- 
It was the snowiest November since 1994 
with 13 1.9 cm falling on the city and the Average daily temperatures and the mean 
snowiest month of any since February 1999, 
resulting in more shovelling and more use of The average daily high of - 1.4 C was be- 
snowblowers. low the normal of 2.4 C. 1% 
More than 128 mm of rain fell on the city The average daily low of -4.6 C was be- 
and when rain and snow were added up, No- low the normal of -1.3 C. 
vember had more precipitation at 257.1 mm The mean temperature of -3 C fell below 
than any month since November 2004 and the normal of 0.6 C. 
was well above the normal of 18 1.7 mm. The daily high temperature of 4.7 C came 
The heaviest day of precipitation was on the 7th and the daily low froze the city at 
Nov. 14 when 29.3 mm fell on the city, -17.1 Con the 28th. 
slightly above the record of 27.6 mm for that December is expected to see near normal 
&e, set in 1985. . I temperatures with near'normal temperatures 
Total precipitation for the year to date as and precipitation continuing through Janu- 
of the end of November is 1,017.9 mm, be- ary and February. 
low the normal of 1,134 mm. 
ber. 
monthly temperature were below normal. 
I What Has Santa Hopping For Glee? I 
The prices he's found on Springwall 
Chiropractic Care No-Flip Beds! 
This season give yourself 
the gift of better sleep! 
Sleep Better Now! 
NO-NO-NO INTEREST, 
If you have information, call CRIMESTOPPERS 
You will remain a n o n v m w  You m a y  be eligible for a cash reward. Remernbe r... We don't need your name -just your information. 
LQCALLY OWMEQ 
& OPERATED 
24 Hour Prvperfy Prvtec~on 
IN THE NORTH 
FOR THE NORTH 
§ECUWti?Y SYSTEMS 
OCommercial & *Surveillance Cameras 024 Hour Monitoring 
*Wireless Systems *Data Cabling And P.C. Based 
*Access Control *Electronic Services Camera Systems 
1.877-71 3-9588 Fax: 250-638-ml 4443 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, 5.C. 
Residential Security @Fire Alarms *Specializing In Digital 
2! 58-63 s-6070 
CITY OF TERRACE r 2  
rnE ciry OF 
Under'Bylaw No. 13 13-1 993, and amendments thereto, 
every municipal street and road is designated as a snow 
removal route, and arking on them is prohibited during 
the winter months, , f  rom November 15th to April 1 st. 
Any vehicle that impedes snow removal 
and/or road maintenance work on any snow 
removal route can be towed. 
Also, it is an offence to place snow fmm any 
private property onto the road Ri ht-of-Way; 
hydrants, and interferes with routine snow plowing 
and/or road maintenance., 
it creates drainage blockages, buries an 7 plugs up fire 
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated 
QTY OF ERR& 
class-leading standard 
i 
With seating for 5, FIT handles loads of fun with 
handy fold-flat seats, awesome fuel efficiency. an 
i 
'07 CIVIC Coupe or Sedan DX-G 
Canada's best selling car.' 
Years of award-winning engineering in one incredibly exciting package. 
1.8L140hpSOHCi.~CaEngine * Driver& PassengerFmnt&SideAirbags(SRS) 
and Sidecurtain Airbags Power Windows & Door Mirmrs Airtonditioningwith 
Airfiltration- Pmgrarnmable AutonlaticOoor Lockswith RernoteEnt ry...andmore. 
OvicCoupeDX-C model ffi1137E+ 
'07 ACCORD Coupe or Sedan SE 
Only Accord is a Car and Driver '10Best' 
nine years running." 
Not only do these stylish Accords deliver performance and luxury, they also offer 
phenomenal value. Power Mwnmof WCwith Air Filtration 16" Alloy Wheels 
CDisclaDash(DChangwwithIllumina~SteeringWhed.MwntedControls~RMote 
HONDAOFFERSONEOFTHE lMOSTFUELEFLlUEllTUNE-UKOFMHlCLES 
(250)638-8171 
1-800-665-1990 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
4534 Keith Awe. 
DL# 9662 w w w . b c h o n d a . c o m  

, 
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Northwestern fibre 
heading down south J 
A,MAJOR pulp producer is ramping up its 
northwestern presence using portions of for- 
mer Skeena Cellulose facilities now owned 
by a Chinese company. 
Pope and Talbot already ships‘ out ap- 
proximately 200,000 cubic metres of chips a 
year from the northwest to its Harmac kraft 
mill at Nanaimo on Vancouver Island but 
calculates it can double that by putting in a 
whole log chipper in the Hazeltons. 
That chipper is on the former Skeena Cel- 
lulose Carnaby sawmill site, now owned by 
a company that’s part of the China Paper 
GrouD. .- pulp. “We’re really the original recyclers.” 
That’ll make this region’s forest lands a 
hot commodity and Pope and Talbot wants 
to have an established presence, he said. 
“We believe there’ll be some challenges 
in the interior,” Hovey added. 
Pope and Talbot is renting the land for the 
whole log chipping operation at Carnaby but 
the chipper itself belongs to another com- 
pany. 
Hovey said Pope and Talbot will buy as 
much wood as can be taken to the site. 
“What we’re doing is recyling,” he said 
of the purchaseof chips to be turned into 
. 
In’turn the chips will be trucked to Prince 
Rupert and loaded on to barges at the long- 
closed Skeena Cellulose pulp mill location 
now owned by Sun Wave Forest Products 
which is also part of China Paper Group. 
And, Pope and Talbot officials expect a 
good portion of the fibre to come’from for- 
est lands in the Hazeltons which used to be 
controlled by Skeena Celluolose. 
That fibre is held under the Carnaby forest 
- 
Sawlog portions will more than likely end 
up at nearby Kitwanga Lumber Company. 
Pope and Talbot is also investing hun- 
dreds of thousands of dollars in putting to- 
gether a facility for loading barges at the old 
pulp mill location in Prince Rupert. 
“We have a long term agreement to use 
that location,” said Hovey. 
The company used to barge chips from 
the Alcan docks in Kitimat but that arrange- 
0 
’ 
licence Sun Wave acquired when it bought 
Skeena Cellulose assets but it was sold over 
the ,weekend to a com’pany controlled by 
Gitxsb hereditary chiefs on whose land the 
ment subsequently fell through. 
Pope and ‘hlbot has also purchased the 
mountain, of chips that have sat at the Prince 
Rupert pulp mill location since ‘operations 
, 
. J  I licence is located. shut down in 2001. 
porting chips from the northwest 
Nanaimo is expensive but Pope and 
sn’t have much choice, says corn- 
any,,official Mike Hovey who is in charge 
of buying fibre for Harmac and for, its other 
. pulp mill in Mackenzie. 
Reeling]off a list of sawmill closures and 
pany consolidations on Vancouver Is- 
Hovey said Pope and Talbot needs to 
rther afield to buy fibre. 
“We’ve &en all those chips lost to us,” he 
said of closures and consolidations. 
But Hovey is also staking out territory in 
‘anticipation of the eventual end of the bug 
wd , logg ing  now going on throughout the 
interior. 
’ Logging has acclerated in the interior to 
cut wood before the mountain pine beetle in- 
festatation makes it worthless. But that will 
lead to shortages when‘the bug kill wood is 
eventually logged out. 
Hovey added that while costs are high, 
he’s been impressed with the efforts being 
made by the people and companies.Pope and 
Talbot is doing business with in the north- 
west. 
“There’s some smart, competent people 
up there.” said Hovey. 
He said it’s important to realize that peo- 
ple are now working and more will be going 1 
to work because of what Pope and Talbot is 
doing. “This wood,would not otherwise be 
moved,” said Hovey. 
“Tie wood I’m hoping to bring down 
in nine years out of IO, wouldn’t be moved 
out.” 
Hovey said Pope’and Talbot is, for now, 
benefitting from a strong pulp market and 
expects that to continue into the next year. 
Pope and Talbot used to buy chips from 
the Terrace Lumber Company but that ended 
when the mill closed down. 
J 
Gitxsan buy licence 
A NATIVE:OWNED log- 
ging company is content to 
sell wwd to a Vancouver 
Island pulD operation, but 
ship with the Chinese . 
“They made it clear they 
didn’t want to be in the log- 
ging business and that they 
simply wanted to buy the 
fibre,” Sebastian added of 
early meetings between the 
Gitxsan and the Chinese. 
PHIS ‘ii IS OURIDEA OF .. 
CARRY-ON LUGGAGE. 
I it looksfokard to selling it to the Chinese company that wants to re-oDen .the closed 
Only 12 
days 
until she rea fixes that 
youpeeked at her letter 
to Santa! 
EXECEiViBER 15ifE-i - 4 Luck people will win everything o n  their $500 wish list 
PLUS $1,000 worth of Gift CertiLotes also to be d r a w n  throughout the  evening. 
Don‘t need  to be present to win. “ O p e q  until 1 1 p.rn.* Must be 16 years-of age a n d  over. 
c 
Al Christmas Ornaments/Decorations 20% OFF 
Selected Dept 36 Mouses & Accessories 30% QFF 
Paderno Wok, Roister & Pot Sets 1/2 PRICE 
Down Duvets Feather Beds 28% OFF {~ikh 
DUSTIN 
QUEZADA C I OMMUN 
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c 
CLOCKWISE from above, the Gunitard family (parents Kenny, Donna and children 
Littlehorse wrap up to 150 trees a day to prevent damage and facilitate handling for 
bulk sales: Dave Shannon, who searched for his Douglas fir on snowshoes, says 
the experience was a good cardio workout. Owner Don Coburn fells with a 
7 Sydney and Tommy) finds the tree for them. John Brinkec, background, and Jim 
chainsaw. The retiree starts cutting Dec. 1, DUSTIN QUE HOTOS 
Terrace teens 
on unique trip 
THREE LOC,AL teens are 
in the Central American 
country of El Salvador this 
week, helping distribute 
Christmas shoeboxes 
collected by Samaritan’s 
Purse’s Operation Christmas 
Child. 
time with a Salvadoran 
family, taking part in nth- 
letic activities, working with 
physicians and doing street 
evangelical work. 
Froese says her inter- 
est in the shoeboxes comes 
through her grandmother, 
Eleanor Froese, who is the 
local shoebox coordinator. 
“Ever since I was young, 
I’d help my grandmother 
pack up the shoeboxes and 
I’d think that it would be 
great if I could go where the 
shoeboxes go and my grand- 
mother would say I should 
wait until I was older,” Fro- 
ese said last week. 
Just by herself, Froese 
would put together six or 
seven shoeboxes a year. 
A high school graduate 
this past June, Froese learned 
more about the idea of going 
on a shoebox distribution 
trip and applied online. 
“I’m looking forward 
to seeing life from a whole 
other side,” said Froese last 
week just before she left. 
She’ll be bringing one 
Megan Froese 
Megan Froese, 18, and 
twin brothers Caleb and Jo- 
spruce - it up I 
I U-cut Christmas tree farm offers hands-on experience 
IF THE convenience of a parking lot Christmas tree isn’t 
your thing or you’ve had one loo many outings in the woods 
sporting a saw and the kids in the frigid cold, there’s another, 
option for filling that empty corner i n  the living room. 
Don Coburn has operated a U-cut tree farin in Old Remo 
for a handful of years. It’s a “side job” for the retiree. He’s 
busy maintaining the land and trees from April until  De- 
cember, when the work increases and the time invested pays 
off. 
Coburn opens the U-cut farm on the first two weekends of 
December and remains open, this year, until Dec. 2 1. 
He has about 45,000 trees - varieties of fir, pine and 
spruce - that he sells wholesale t i i  local and regional groups 
and individually to visitors at prices LIP to $30 each. 
Most of the 1,200 trees he sells annually are bought in 
bulk but Cobuni says people come and make an experience 
out of it. 
“It brings the families out,” Coburn said. “It’s an out- 
ing.” 
Dave Shannon of Terrace is a first-time visitor who says 
he used to cut his own Christmas tree in the ‘70s. 
On an overcast day last weck, Shannon brought his dog, a 
handsaw and a pair of snowshoes. He was sold. 
“It was a good experience and it’s a good cardio work- 
out,” said Shannon, who found a Douglas fir for the’family.1 
The Gunitard family was back for second year. The snow 
was a challenge for the children but it makes for a fun time, 
said Donna Gunitard. I I 
To get to the U-cut farm, take Queensway Dr. west, turn 
right on Old Rem0 Rd, left on Matsen Rd and follow the 
signs. It’s open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
11 
<- 
siah, who will be 15 on Dec. 
23, left last week and will be out along with the many oth- I shoebox of her own to hand Read all about it’ 
back home Dec. 20. ers that be waiting for 
her and her group. 
CASSIE Dusdall, portrays Babe Williams in The Pajama Game, this year’s mu- I sical offering from Caledonia Performing Arts. The show enjoyed a successful In addition to ’ deliver- - ._ ~ - 
three-night k in Dec. 7-9. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO ing shoeboxes to children, 
they’ll each be spending COnt’d Page 
, ,  
~ Teen artists host festival 
IN ORDER for an event to become an annual fixture, it n 
to have inaugural success., That’s exactly what happened 
earlier this year when Skeena Junior Secondary School 
hosted what it dubs a Fine Arts Fest. 
2nd annual Skeena Fine Arts 
Fest Dec. 14. Jazz‘band and 
drama performances and stu- 
dent-led art tours throughout 
will be featured. 
There will also be a coffee 
house where patrons can in- 
dulge in refreshments’while 
listening to students reading 
some of their creative works 
and solo, duet and quartet 
musical performances. 
The Skeena Fine Arts 
Fest began as an attempt to 
provide an organized venue 
where students could display 
their art, says drama teacher 
Janine Hamming. 
“I wanted to provide stu- 
dents with a place where 
people can appreciate and 
adinire their work. I also 
wanted to create a relaxed 
atmosphere where patrons can sit back and enjoy them- 
selves,” she said. 
c 
Building on the Febhary event, the school wil 
Janine Hamming 
, 
I 
The other acts will be running simultaneously to the cof- 
fee house, which will run throughout the evening. The jazz 
ba!d performance, the draina shows and the art tours will 
run twice during the evening, at two separate times. This will, 
allow patrons the opportunity to choose the time that they 
wish to attend each perfonnance, said Hamming, who hopes 
to draw as many, or more, people as in February. 
The show runs from 7-9 p.m. 
i ‘I 
1 
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CITY SCENE” $84 Dinner Theatre Select 2-Dinner theatre vouchers, 2-regular season vouchers, & 
2-memberships. You save $22! 
Dinner Theatre Vouchers: $34 each 
While you are at, why not just 
regular season vouchers? 
Eachvouchercanbe 
redeemed for a ticket to one 
of our upcoming Spring plays ... 
“The Drawer Boy” 
These coveted gifts 
are available at 
Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
“The Secret Garden” // 
available at the door. Admission includes dessert, play throughout the evening. There will also be 
coffee or tea and a chance for a variety of door student-led tours of student-created artwork. CI u bs & DU bs ~ 1 prizes donated by area businesses. 
Terrace Symphony Orchestra presents an 
evening of music making. Everyone is invited to 
come along and sing traditiona! carols, listen to 
seasonal favorites and enjoy the musical offerings 
Refreshments will be provided at the coffeehouse 
where people can hear the reading of creative 
writing and musical solos. duets, and quartets. 
Admission is by donation and proceeds will go 
to\i,ards [he school.s fine ;prts depmment. 
ARTFUL CUP: Sunday 9-noon drum jams 
CiWENARA: Acoustic jams every second 
Tuesday. Next one is Dec. 19 at 7 p.m. 
GEORGE’S: Big Skinny Dec. 15-16, 22- 
23; comedian “Big” Bryan Cos Ded. 14 at 
9:45 p.m.; pool tourney Dec. 16 ,at noon: Jam 
sessions Sundays 3-7 p.m.: Thursday night pool 
tournaments 
HANKY’S: Tues. karaoke, free foosballAVed. 
karaoke, free pool/rhurs. college games night/ 
Fn.-Sat. dance music & door LprizesISunday 8 
p.m. to midnight music jams. All you need is your 
instrument because there’s sound equipment, 
lighting, a drum kit and all the amps you’ll need. 
THORNHILL PUB: Crib Sundays 6-9 p.m.; 
free pool Sun. 3-6 p.m.; free pool Wed.: pool 
tournament Tues. 6-9 p.m. 
LEGION BRANCH 13: Meat draws Saturdays 
starting at 4 p.m. Jam sessions. music to dance to, 
every Saturday from 7-1 1 p.m. 
of special guests Yvette Bos-clarinet, Elfie 
Higginson-soprano. Aurora Wind Ensemble and 
Classical Act string and flute ensemble. Saturday. 
Dec.16 at 7:30 p.m. at the Knox United Church. 
Tickets are available at Misty River Books. or 
Bryan Cos, a stand up comedian who has 
opened for the likes of Tom Jones and Wayne 
Newton, brings his style of humour to the Northern 
Motor Inn Thursday. Dec. 14 at 9:45 p.m. Show 
for mature audiences only. 
0 
from TSO members. Call 635-9649 for more 
information. 
Dance 
Sophia’s Dance Studio ‘presents Dancing 
with Joy, a Christmas celebration. Saturday, Dec. 
16 at 6:30 p.m. at the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Tickets available for dance students. The Secret Garden 
0 C A S T I N G  C A L L  
Male actor - 13 to 15 years old 
Call Chris 
635-333 4 
Music ?Etc. 
E Thornhill Junior Secondary School’s jazz 
and concert bands present their annual Christmas 
Dessert Concert on Friday, Dec. 15 at the T h o d i l l  
community Church at ‘7:30 p.m. Tickets are 
Skeena Junior Secondary School presents 
the 2nd, annual Skeena Fine Arts Fest Thursday, 
Dec: 14 from 7-9 p.m. Come see various Grade 9 
dramatic performances or listen to the jazz band 
ALLAN Lindstrom and the Thornhill Junior 
Secondary jazz band plays a Christmas des- 
sert Concert DeC. 15. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Our official ticket outlet is 
Standard Courtesy UU ;lE. Travel 
F A  D I-
#I 13 - 471 6 Lazelle Ave 
I! HIGH ACHIEVEMENT !!I - - I, 
I  Royal LePage ,, 
0 Terrace & Kitimat 
Congratulates 
I  Vance Hadley 
i Success on attaining 
COMMUNITY EVENTS 
SATURDAY, DEC. 16 
TERRACE RIVER KINGS host the Mackenzie 
Moose in CIHL action and will have a “stuff) toss” 
between the first and second periods. Those who 
bring a new stuffed toy will get S1 off admission 
and will toss their toy on the ice as a donation to 
the Salvation Army Christmas hampers. 
SATURDAY, DEC. 16 
THE FAMILY PLACE hosts an afternoon of free 
THE TERRACE DRAGONBOAT Society meets 
every Wednesday at 6:45 p.m. and Sunday at 
1:45 p.m. at Water Lily Bay. Anyone interested in 
dragonboating is welcome to come out and give it 
a try. Call Carol 635-4640 or Jocelyn 638-6265. 
LUNCH: 
Roasted Garlic and 
Chicken Chowder 
$5.50 
Basalmic Glazed 
mrkey Burger - made in 
ground turkey with selec 
and just a hint of heat. 
Served with fries = $9.50 
Noel Nibbler - a platter 
with chicken kebobs, shrimp 
kebobs, scallops wrapp 
served with tsitziki and pita bread. 
Great for sharing. = $93.95 
DINNER: 
Braised Lamb Shanks - with a cranberry 
cabernet glaze. Served with garlic mashed 
potatoes and vegetables. $1 5.95 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS MEETS on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month at 
7:30 pm at the firehall building conference room. 
New members are always welcome. Call Bob at 
638-0923 or Rolf at 635-6911. 
( I  ”Platinum” 
E For the month of November. ROYAL LEPAGE  
e ,  
I 
: family activities including gingerbread cookie 
I , decorating and other seasonal activities from 1-3 SKEENA SQUARES tNVlTES the public to 
drop in at the Carpenter’s Hall on Monday nights E p.m.Ft the Skeena Mall’s community room. 8k Ktimat d between 7 and 9:30 D.m. durina SeDtember and 
TE?.R4cF. 
I._ . - - L - _ - r . , .  I 
serve YO” Behf 
MONDAY, DEC. 18 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY hosts its 
October. Call 638-83i 6 or 638-7626’for info. 
annual Community Christmas Dinner at the 
Terrace arena banquet room. Doors for first 
seating open at noon. Call the centre at 635-4906 
to reserve your seats. 
PSAS 
THE GOOD FOOD Box distribution day is 
Thursday, Dec. 14 at 6 p.m. Families who have 
signed up need to pick up their box at the location 
they signed up for. Locations are: Skeena Kalum 
Housing (461 1 Haugland), the Skeena Health Unit 
Auditorium (341 2 Kalum: and Thornhill Primary 
School (3860 Paquette Ave.). Call 638-1863. 
THE HEALING’TOUCH Association of Terrace 
resumes its service to the community the first and 
third Mondays of the month from 7-9 p.m. starting 
on Sept. 18 at the Knox United Church (4907 
Lazelle Ave.). For bookings call 635-8892. 
Our Ofices are Open 
to Sewe you! 
Terrclce Office 104-47 10 Lazelle Ave 
Terrace BC V8G 1T2 
Phone: 250 638-7906 
Fax: 250 638-7926 
Kirinmt Office 244A City Centre 
Kitimat BC V8C 1T6 
Phone: 250 632-9886 
Fax: 250 632-9883 
Email: robin.austin.mla@leg.bc.ca 
Stop by or reach us by phone! 
Robin is working hard to 
bring the concerns of Skeena 
residents to Victoria! 
Robin Austin, MLA 
Skeena 
ROTARACT CLUB OF Terrace Skeena Valley 
is now up and running and is looking for new 
members between the ages of 18 and 30 who are 
interested in making a difference in Terrace and 
around the’world. The club will meet on the first 
and third Wednesday of each month at 7 p.m. at 
the Coast Inn of the West. Call’ Kelly at 635-8843. 
4702 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-6302 
TEWACE PUBLIC LIBRARY hosts a variety of 
Christmas progams starting Dec. 13. Homeschool 
Christmas programs for 6 to 10-year-olds on 
Dec. 13 at 1 p.m.; Christmas for 2-year-olds on 
Dec. 14 from 10-11 a.m.; Christmas crafts for 6 
to 10-year-olds on Dec. 17 from 1:30-2:30 p.m.; 
Christmas for preschoolers on Dec. 18 from 1- 
2 p.m. followed by a visit from Santa-at 2 p.m. 
Drop in for mulled cider at the library on Dec. 18 
at 6 p.m. All programs are free but class sizes 
are limited. Register in person at the library or by 
phoning 638-81 77. 
TERRACE ANTI-POVERTY GROUP Society 
seeks new members to help provide the vital 
services within the community. Membership fees 
are only S5 a year. Fees can be waived for lower 
income persons. Come to the group’s office at 
4628 Park Ave. For info call 635-4631. 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST MUSIC Festival holds 
monthly committee meetings every third Tuesday 
of the month. Meetings at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Academy of Music (upstairs , in the Tillicum 
building). Phone Tracey at 615-2227 for info. Plus, 
the 2007 music festiva! syllabus is now available 
at Sight and Sound - Keith Ave. Phone Irene Kuhar 
at 635-3215 for info. 
THE THORNHILL FIRE Department is ‘looking 
for volunteer fire fighters. Training and safety 
equipment is supplied. Call 638-1466. 
SUPPORT AFTER SUICIDE support group 
monthly meetings have been cancelled. 
Assistance with grief is still available from others 
that have experienced a suicidal death of someone 
close. Talking and listening to others about their 
experiences lessens the burden and eases the 
pain. For support & info call Joset at 638-1347. 
A BRAIN INJURY support group in Terrace meets 
the second and fourth Wednesday of each month 
from 4-5:30 p.m. now in a new location (room 280 
of the public health building on Kalum St.!. The 
meetinss are oDen to survivors, familv members 
Baby’s Name: 
Ryland James Wilson 
Date 81 Time of Birth: 
November 24,2006 at 6:16 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 5 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Courtney Pritchard & 
Kelsey Blake Wilson 
Baby’s Name: 
Aurora Jade Angus 
Date & Time of Birth: 
December 4,2006 at 7:27 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 7 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Sheri & Chester Angus 
Baby’s Name: 
Ethan wtt Wilson 
Date &Time of Birth: 
November 30,2006 at 10:07 
p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 8 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Linda & Brendan Wilson 
KALUM PUBLIC HEALTH Unit at 3412 Kalum 
Street ofters contraceptive information and low- 
cost birth control, STD and pregnancy testing. 
OPT (Options for Sexual Health) clinics will be 
Thursdays from 3:30-530 p.m. starting Jan. 4, 
2007. Confidential. For info call 638-2200. 
TERRACE WOMEN’S RESOURCE Centre will 
offer Legal Ease Workshops for women on a 
variety of topics. These workshops are free and 
refreshments and snacks will be served. For the 
month of January the following workshops are 
scheduled: peace bonds, restraining orders and 
domestic violence - Jan. 10, 7-10 p.m. at 4542 
Park Avenue; family justice oveniiew - Jan. 16, 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Kermode Friendship Centre; 
welfare and tenancy - Jan. 23, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 
Kermode. Contact Kim Besharah at 638-1863. 
THE TERRACE WRITERS Guild meets the last 
Tuesday of every month at Cafenara. Network with 
other writers, and share goals, markets and tips. 
Newcomers welcome. Call Sarah at 638-8899. 
HERITAGE PARK MUSEUM has new fall hours. 
It will be open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday to 
I ’ 
1 
’ 
-- 
Open: 
Tuesday to Friday in Terrace 
Wednesday to Friday in Kitimat Baby’s Name: 
Kyler Jeny Skye Qtkck 
Date 81 Time of Birth: 
November 26,2006 at 11:05 
p.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs. 12  oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Darcie Louie & Francis 
Quock 
Baby’s Name: 
Claire Alexandra Luis Makowski 
Date 81 Time of Birth: 
December 4,2006 at 8:30 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs: 2 112 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Grace & Raymond 
Makowski 
*Little sister for Caleb” 
I 
and service providers. For info, call Mark at 638- 
181 8 or e-mail mark-braininjury@yahoo.ca 
SOUP KITCHEN, OPERATING every Monday 
from 12-1:30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship 
Society, 3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup 
and a bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
Baby’s Name: 
Archer Lacroix 
Date & Time of Birth: 
November 18 2006 at 12:49 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 1 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Misty McCallum &Jason 
Lacroix 
BRAMWYN’S CLOSET HOSTS “empowering 
ourselves as women” on the third Thursday of each 
month. Call Penny 638-8989 for more information 
or email: branwynscloset@monarch.net 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION needs members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
prepare veggies and pie crusts once a month for 
steak night and with dishes. Call 635-4862. 
SWEET ADELINES PACIFIC Mist Chorus holds 
practices at Cassie Hall School’s music room on 
Thursdays from 6:30 to 9 p.m. For info, call Viv 
6q5-6905 or Trudi 635-0056. 
GIRL GUIDES OF Canada in Terrace is looking 
for volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Guide 
leader or on district council call Lia at 635-3868. 
THE NORTHWEST M h I S  Association meets on 
the third Wednesday of each month at #206-3228 
Kalum Street. Call 638-1 199 for information. 
THE SKEENA WALLEY Railroad Association 
meets every Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the railroad 
coach on the Millenium Trail. Visitors welcome. 
Call Willy 635-2522 for info. 
Thursday. For a guided tour call ahead 635-4546. 
TERRACE ANTI-POVERTY GROUP offers 
education on tenancy rights. Rent increase more 
than amr. 4%? Rent increased with less than 
December 16,2006 - Sophia‘s hnce - presenk Dancing With Joy 
630 .m. - 5~ many of Terroce‘s wondehl dancers. 
AI1 ti&s $5.00 - Available from dance studen& or at the door. 
December 19,2006 - EJ. Kenny Primary Christmas Show 
December 20,2006 -Vedas Elementary Christmas Show - 7 o i )  p.m. 
January 13,2007 - terrace Concert Society Preren 
If you‘re interested in utsy muic for grownuups, and you like 
lckets: Adu ts $25.09 - Students - Ill- 25 years of age) S 
Children - (7 - 12 years of age] S 10.00 
Available at the George M e  How 638-9887 
three months notice? Been evicted for not paying 
increases? Given a damage deposit/paid rent for 
a unit you still have not been able to occupy? 
Been wrongfully treated? Had rent increase 
because of new ownership? Feel you have been 
unfairly treated by a landlord? Find out if your 
rights are being violated. If any or all of these 
scenarios applies to you, contact the society at 
635-4631 or come to 4628 Park Avenue. 
whwt bein cheap t! is concen ij ior ou. - 8:N p.m. P 
congratulatis the 
additions to their parents on the new. -.TERRACE BIG BROTHERS and Big Sisters are people who have found a rewarding and 
meaningful relationship with a child. They spend a 
couple of hours a week opening up a new world of 
experiences for a child. It’s easier than you might 
think to get involved. For info call 635-4232. 
drwilable orilitie of: THE CANADIAN CANCER Resource Centre at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. is open Monday to Friday 
from 12-2 p.m. Internet access for cancer research 
is available. For info about emergency aid or peer 
support programs, call 638-8583. 
families, 
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Canadian Tour Sponsor 
Cancer 
Society 
Humanitarian mission lures 
ex-nurse from retirement BKITISH CULUMBlA AND YIJKON 
By DUSTIjN QUEZADA 
RETIREMENT HASN’T 
stopped Eleanor O’Boyle’s 
lifelong passion for helping 
people in need of health 
care. 
Despite having retired 
six years ago, the long- 
time health care worker has 
jumped at the chance of a 
unique opportunity in Cen- 
tral America next month. 
She will bF- part of 
M.A.S.H. Nicaragua 2007, a 
highly trained surgical team 
performing as many free 
surgeries as i t  can in a two- 
week period in Chinandega, 
Nicaragua. 
“It came as a complete 
surprise,” said O’Boyle, a 
licensed practical nurse at 
Mills Memorial Hospital for 
37 years, of her committing 
to the project. 
O’Boyle, 66, was recom- 
mended for a spot on the 
team by a former boss at the 
hospital, Eva Boyd. 
O’Boyle says her ex- 
boss described her as having 
“work ethics beyond any- 
thing I know.” 
The ever smiling O’Boyle 
figured there was nothing to 
lose in applying to join the 
humanitarian team mostly 
comprising people from the 
Okanagan. 
Initiated by a nurse from,, 
Vernon, teams from B.C. 
have been going to Nicara- 
gua since Hurricane Mitch 
devastated the small country 
in 1998, first helping with 
emergency medical relief 
and later establishing an 
orphanage as part of the re- 
building effort. 
In response to the over- 
whelming health care needs 
identified by those teams, 
last year’s gsoup became 
more focused on performing 
surgeries. 
Boyd was part of that 
ELEANOR O’Boyle’s campaign is off to a good start 
thanks to donations of equipment, such as these sur-, 
giCal took, from the hospital. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
group that travelled to Chi- countries, where health care 
nandega in February 2006. resources are virtually non- 
O’Boyle, who worked in existant by Canadian stan- 
the local hospital’s central dcds and what is-available 
sterilizing department, will is unaffordable for most 
be depended on to sterilize residents. 
al1,the equipment and sup- The team in February 
plies going through the op- completed 78 operations 
erating room. ranging from hysterectomies 
(, “They need someone to hernia repairs and even a 
adaptable,” &id O’Boyle, hip replacement. 
who says dkspite being re- O’Boyle says the biggest 
tired, she feels confident: draw of the unique oppor- 
She’ll be part of’an in- tunity is the chance to help 
dispensable .service in the the needy in a country with 
one the world‘s poorest sub-standard medical equip- 
* Translator EnglishlChinese 
- Promote Canadian Products I 
- Immigration Assistance 
Live-in Caregiver Arrangements 
Establish International Busines 
Consulting For Investment Opportunities 
& Professional Resource Agent 
& +!k $6 4l.q h7 4 3 
New Century Consultunt Lt 
1-250-638-7758 Cell: 1-250- 
Fax: 1-250-638-7759 Ernail: I 
I 
ment. 
“Helping people ... to me, 
that’s the most important 
thing to do while I’m still on 
Earth,” she said. 
Before she leaves from 
Vancouver on Jan. 30, 
O’Boyle, and every other 
team member, is working 
to compile as much medical 
equipment as possible. 
In a typically Canadian 
twist, the t&m will pack 75 
hockey bags full of the nec- 
essary supplies. 
And that’s where 0’ Boy le 
hopes the community will 
help. 
The M.A.S.H. (Mobile 
Adventist Surgery for Hu- 
manity) team needs dona- 
tions of money for its work, 
or alternatively, small toys 
for children recovering from 
operations. 
O’Boyle has already re- 
ceived donations” of surgi- 
cal equipment from Mills 
Memorial and hopes to add 
LO that. 
A sponsored surgery 
costs $50, while a medical 
pack is $575. Other amounts 
are also accepted. 
Already adifficult time on 
people’s finances, O’Boyle 
suggests a neighbourhood, 
a woFkplace, a sports team, 
etc. could come together to 
sponsor a surgery. 
“I want to collect as 
much as I can just to help,” 
O’Boyle said. 
The trip will be O’Boyle’s 
first to the Central American 
region and she’s cherishing 
her opportunity. 
“I’ve often thought of 
(the plight) of poor coun- 
tries, but what can you do?” 
O’Boyle said, “It’s a dream 
come true and I don’t want 
to miss it.” 
For information ’ or to 
make a donation, call Elea- 
nor at 635-6282. 
Conducted by Mike Wen 
CHRIaTMA8 
CERT 
’ Saturday 
December 16; 2006 
Knox United Church 
I 7:30 pm 
4807 Lsrelle Avenue 
Ellie Higginson - Soprano 
Yvette Bos - Clarinet 
Aurora Wind Ensemble 
Classical Act 
TICKETS: 
Adults $10.00, Sludents and Senlors 58.00. Children 6 years and underlree 
Available at Misly River Books, at the door or lrom any orchestra member 
, It‘s cold, it’s wet, it‘s h e  to 
update your home’s inferior! 
Much more in store. .. 
Thank you to,all who supported the 2006 Tour de North 
With your help, the 2006 Tour de North raised more than $1 50,000 to help fund pediatric cancer research and 
programs that help kids and their families affected by cancer. Your participation this year will help the Canadian 
Cancer Society in its work to ensure no one has to fight cancer alone. 
I 
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From B1 
Shoeboxes just 
part of experience 
Froese has been working 
since high school graduation 
and saving money to cover 
the $2,000 cost of the trip. 
Caleb and Josiah Hall had 
just a couple days barely six 
\$eeks ago to decide if they 
wanted to go on the trip. 
It was an easy decision to 
make but it  lead to a flurry 
of activity to arrange pass- 
ports and make other prepa- 
rations. 
The twins have also been 
making up shoeboxes for 
years and this year decided 
they would expand their ef- 
forts. Thh resulted in a bottle 
drive which raised enough 
money to f i l l  25 shoeboxes. 
They held a second bot- 
tle drive through their Ter- 
race Alliance Church youth 
group to help raise money 
for the trip itself. 
“I think it will really be 
a cool experience to be a 
part of this,” said Caleb last 
week. 
“There’s going to be lots 
to do and to see. I expect it’ll 
go pretty fast.” 
Hall expects the tempera- 
ture in El Salvador to be 25 
degrees Celsius, not unlike a 
summer’s day in Terrace. 
There are 56 young peo- 
ple on the Samaritan’s Purse 
trip and 24 of those are from 
the United States. 
With them will be two 
doctors and a nurse and 
some of the work down 
<, , 
the capital of El Salvador. 
“Youth will receive 
hands-on training and expe- 
rience in running eye glass 
clinics by working with 
someone experienced in 
this area,” says Samaritan’s 
Purse official Ben Bowler in 
Calgary. 
on the trip will acquire skills 
not otherwise possible. , Samaritan’s Purse sends OUI 
“It never ceases to amaze teams ;It other times of the 
me how the kids come toi year. This summer, that list 
gether, especially in a group included Vietnam arid Cam- 
setting and how they be- ‘bodin. 
come responsible and work Operation Christmas 
as a team,” Bowler added. Child collected 723,09 I 
In addition to sending out boxes last year. A tally for 
youth teams around Christ- this year is not yet avail- 
mas to distribute shoeboxes, able. 
He said the young people Josiah Hall 
I 
_ _  ..
I W Strum fun there includes helping with medical clinics. 
They’ll be ‘staying in TODD Butler’s satirist songs kept the McColl 
the town of Sonsonate, two 
hours from San Salvador, ,I 
Playhouse audience laughing Dec. 8. 
’ <  
18 CU, FT. FRIDGES 
SALE PRICED Starting From 
Bake up Christmas delights this holiday 
season that everyone will be talking about! 
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Correction Notice 
The Toyota BC Dealers Newspaper 
ad appearing between Dec 3 and 10 
contained an  error. It stated in the] 
fine print  that t h e  purchase price 
on Sienna FWD CE (ZA30CP-A) was 
$30,050. This  was incorrect. T h e  
purchase price for t h i s  Sienna model 
is $31,560. 
Your Toyota BC Dealers apologize for 
a n y  confusion t h i s  may have caused 
our valued customers. 
’ 
I 
I> 
The ProShop will be open 
December lst - 24hf Noon - 5p.m. 
at the Clubhouse! 
Earlybird membership sale! ,, 
Clothing, shoes, clubs, 
balls all on sale! 
New items in stock! 
20% OFF 
UNTIL 5:OO PM. DECEMBER 23 
(‘06 STOCK ONLY) 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN 
McDONALD’S KIDS CAMPS 
Christmas Break 
Camp Y l  Dec.,27-29<, Camp Y 2  Jan. 3-5 
Two onehour lessone ath a supervised lunch provided 
$160.00 for Ski Package * $160.00 for Snowboard Package 
$130.00 i f  child has own season pass 
RegIster et  the Mountah or In the 
Terrace downtown cmce, 6353773 
Trades Training 
Skills Training 
In Burns Lake 
i 
Home Support/Resident Care Attendant Program 
This program will help participants develop the knowledge 
and skills to provide assistance to individuals and families in 
- -  continuing and long term care settings. 
Starts January 15,2007 
\ 
The Terrace Off Road Cycling Association 
We would like to give a hu e thanks to all our 
sponsors this year and to a 3 I of our volunteers1 
McBike Your Decor 
Out Spoke‘N Bike & Sport Don Diego’s 
All Seasons Source for Sports L‘Ambiance 
Kitsumkalum Bond Council Save On Foods 
Nor-Burd RV Kitimat Fire Deptartment 
Tempo Columbia Auto Haus 
Silvertip Promotions & Signs Kitimat Info. Center 
Trim Time Signs UAP Napa 
Central Flowers Images by Karlene 
Dr. Mur hy & Park Optometry Shoppers Drug Mart 
Terrace bision Center Pizza Hut 
First Choice Travel Hot House 
Baskets Unlimited 
Urban Colour 
Adventure Challenge 
Azad Adventures 
Checkers Pizza All West Glass 
Cook‘s Jewellers Maison Decor 
Spa Essentials All Star Shoes 
Kermodei Denture Clinic Bevelled Edge 
Canadian Tire Bert‘s Deli 
Totem Furniture 8, Applionces 
Mr. Mike’s RONA Building Supply 
J&F Distributors Ev‘s Men’s Wear 
Misty River Books 
101 Industries Northern Heolth Care 
Sante Skin & laser Clinic 
Aqua Clear Bottles 
Entry Level Electrical ’ 
This 20-week program is the first stepfor individuals’ who are 
interested in becoming electricians. The program provides the 
skill and theory needed to obtain an apprenticeship or other 
woik in the electrical field. 
Starts February 5,2007 
Carpentry and Piledrived Bridgeworker 
Apprenticeship lkaining 
This.six-week technical training.w,ill 
year Carpentry or Piledriver / Bridg 
program follows theyear One curriculum as set ’out by the 
Industry, Training and Apprenticeship Commission (ITAC) 
for both the four- year Carpentry and the three-year Piledriver 
and Bridgeworker Apprenticeship Programs. 
Starts March 5,2007 
Excavator Operator ’Ikaining 
This eight-week program will combine practical hands-on 
equipment operation with excavator simulator training, 
industrialcertification, and the entry level service and . 
maintenance skills required to be employed as an excavator 
operator. - 
Starts Januarv 29.2007 
c 
I  
k 
7 Register Now! Space is Limited 
Phone 692-1700 
from the Totem Saddle Club 
As the year 2006 ends, the Totem Saddle Club would like to thank the following for 
helping make our Horse Shows, Team Sorting, Banquet and other events so successful. 
Acadia Northwest Elan Travel Terrace Fountain Tire 
Ev’s Men‘s Wear Terrace Honda 
Terrace Interiors 
All West Glass Pizza Hut ~ Terrace Husky 
Terrace Redi Mix Ltd. 
Terrace Return-It )Center 
Terrace Rona Builders 
Terrace Standard 
Terrace Freightliner 
Terry’s Lock & Key 
The Heighington‘s 
Thornhill Motors 
The Wiese’s 
The Merkels 
Tim Hortons 
Aqua Clear Bottlers 
Aunt Martha‘s B&B 
Aurora’ Trakhener Farms 
Bandstra Transportation 
Boston Pizza Inland Kenworth Terrace Totem Ford Sales 
Canada Post 
Janet & Ian Munson 
Jocelyn Benoit 
Keen leys ide I nsu rance 
Lory & Mark Howard 
MacCarthy Motors 
M i s t y  River Tackle 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
Northcoast Feed & Supplies 
Northern Motor Inn 
Northern Traffic Control 
Northern Vacuum & Sewing Centre 
Onsight Embroidery 
Cedarland Tire Ken’s Marine Thornhill Daily Needs 
M&M Meats Save On Foods 
Sch i ppers Creek Contracting 
McDonald’s Sears Canada 1 The Reid‘s 
Shoppers Drug Mart 
Sight & Sound 
Spee Dee Printers 
Your Decor 
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%Retirement After 30 years 
/ Of .Volunteer 
I 
Firefighfin/gyJ Service 
It’s official. After 30 years of being a volunteer fire fighter with the Thornhill Fire 
Department, Ed Willms is hanging up helmet and jacket. 
On December 16th, Willms will be recognized by the members of the Thornhill Fire 
Department for his dedicated 30 years of service at a special awards ceremony at the 
Thornhill Community Centre. On hand for the event will be Fire Commissioner E. David 
Hodgins, to present Willms with his 25 year Provincial Fire Service medal, and his 30 year 
Federal Fire Service medal. 
Willms joined the Thornhill Fire Department in February 1976, while the department still 
operated out of a small rented shop on Clark Street. Later that year, the fire department 
moved to it’s new fire hall on Highway 16 frontage road, which is it’s current location of 
the main fire hall. r’ 
In 30 years, Willms has seen a lot of changes; New volunteers joining, others leaving, new 
equipment, new fire trucks and changes to services provided. He has served under six 
different fire chiefs. He has seen a small fire department grow into a much larger 
department with three fire halls and 48 members. 
This service to his community didn’t come without sacrifices. Every volunteer firefighter 
makes many sacrifices; family functions cut short, interrupted meals, calls in the middle of 
the night, missed appointments due to calls outs and the list goes on. This dedication 
usually goes unrecognizea to the general public, but the fire department could not exist 
without this kind of dedication from members like Willms. 
During his service with the Thornhill Fire Department, he has served as firefighter, 
Lieutenant, and Safety Officer. 
It is also important to recognize Ed’s wife Pat, who has supported him during his time at 
the fire department, in understanding the commitment it takes to be a volunteer firefighter. 
Pat has a better understanding than some spouses, as she too was a member of the 
Thornhill Fire Department, a number of years ago. 
All the members of the Thornhill Fire Department want to thank Ed and Pat for their time, 
service to their community and wish them a long and healthy retirement ... Although they 
are more to stoT-by for coEem7anytime, as the doors will always be open for them. 
1 
1982 - Ed willrtrs (right) presented with 5 year service award bjf past chief Jim Piper (lefl) 
\Long Service Awards 
For ?Local Firefighters 
Thornhill Fire Chief Wes Patterson 
Fire Services Exemplary Service (20 Year Federal Award) 
Wes Patterson joined the Thornhill Fire Department in June of 
1983. 
He has held positions of Captain. Assistant Chief and Deputy 
Chief before being named Fire Chief in February 2005. 
Firefighter Cal Albright 
Provincial Long Service Medal 
Fire Services Exemplary Service (38 Year 
Cal Albright joined the Thornhill Fire Depar 
1975. 
I 
Currently responsible for apparatus training, 
positions of Captain and Assistant Chief. 
Federal Award) 
tment in August o 
- 
I -- 
he has held 
Assistant Fire Chief Art ’Mill 
Provincial Long Service iMedal 
Fire Services Exemplary Service (30 Year Federal Award) 
Art Hill joined the Thornhill Fire Department in December 
1975, bringing previous firefighter experience with him from 
Telkwa Volunteer Fire Department. 
Art was the Thornhill Fire Chief from 1998 to 2005, and is the 
longest serving Chief officer within the department. 
f 
Ed IWltrts - Voluriteer FireJgliterfiorit Febrriury I976 to Deceriib’er 2006 
I978; (l-r) J,/ Frit:!; Jim Piper, Bill ’I’oirng, Ed IVilI~ns arid Frnrtk Scltoorler 
their annual Christmas Carolling on evenings v 
of December 17th & 18th. 
This year, the department will be accepting 
non-perishable food donations for the 
food bank. If you wish to donate, please ~ 
stand at the end of your drive way with your 
donation when you hear the fire trucks 
coming down your street. 
I 
/I 
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ROB BROWN 
Down in the dumps 
eirut’s Quarantina, Khartoum’s Hillai 
Kusha, Calcutta’s Dhapa, and Mexicc 
City’s Santa Cruz Meyehualaco won’t bc B found on any tourist brochures. They arc 
a relatively new global phenomenon. They are the 
mega dumps that serve large cities. 
They are more than that too. They are dumpslum: 
-huge festering sores)on the epidermis of the planei 
surrounded by sprawling cities of shacks, homes tc 
the poor who depend on the dump for sustenance. 
Since the first Sumerian farmer recognized the 
agricultural properties of wheat, the poor of the 
world have subsisted on what they-could grow on 
the land. 
All that is changing - changing dramatically and 
swiftly - as peasants leave their land at a rate of 1.3 
million per week and make their way, as part of 
the largest migration in human history, for the city 
- more specifically the slum - nearest them. 
As a result of the massive relocation the United 
Nations predicts that in very short order more peo- 
ple - more than half the world’s population - will 
live in cities and’a billion of those new city dwellers 
will live in slums like those low scale neighbour- 
hoods adjacent to the giant municipal dumps. 
Once there they will subsist on unnatural glean- 
ings from those landfills. 
Payatas, the dump that serves Quezon City, a 
municipality of over two million that is but one of 
the 17 municipalities that make up the Megopolis 
of Manila, is one of these. 
Thirty years ago Payatas began life as a ravine 
and a convenient place to pitch trash in the midst of 
rice paddies. 
By 2000 it was a massive mountain 40 metres 
high, that drew considerable attention from the 
media when heavy monsoon rains triggered an 
avalanche of garbage on a 70” slope that buried a 
part of the adjacent shanty town killing hundreds 
of people. 
The Philippine Government has since passed 
legislation promising to clean up open dumps like 
Patayas by gathering up and trucking its trash to 
a sealed sanitary landfill, a noble idea that faces a 
logistical snag insofar as it would take 3,000 fully 
loaded trucks per day 11 years to accomplish this 
feat. And it would cost jobs. 
That’s right, jobs. 
The jobs of some 10,000 scavengers who root 
through detritus looking for bits of copper wire, 
bottles, computer bits, and anything else that can 
be sold for a pittance as well as the jobs of garbage 
brokers and the thousands of others who eke out a 
living from waste in a country where the millions of 
poor live on less than two bucks a day. 
Dumps are in ferment. They are cauldrons of 
toxicity that produce streams of heavy metal laden 
liquor called lechate. This lechate contaminates our 
most precious resource, water. Toxic lechate still 
exudes from dumps left by the Romans. 
And the cancerous qualities of these fantastic 
metasatic garbage pits don’t end there. Bacterial 
breakdown produces methane, causing the dumps 
to pump vast quantities of methane into the atmo- 
sphere, helping to warm the global greenhouse 
thereby. 
There are morc people in Manila than all of B.C. 
Our dumps are smaller as consequence, though we 
probably produce as much, and quite likely more, 
trash per capita than the Filipinos do. The funda- 
mental environmental problems, especially so when 
you consider that our unsanitary landfills were lo- 
cated next to salmon streams. 
True, it’s hard to find a sizeable chunk of land in 
this country that’s not located next to fish habitat, 
but that just speaks to the need for best landfill de- 
sign in those areas and the need on all our parts to 
consume less. 
I stood in front of rows upon rows of fishing 
lures in Canadian Tire this week, each one pack- 
aged in glitzy plastic blister packages created to 
promote consumption. 
Walk around a BIG BOX store and check out 
how many products are enshrouded in unnecessary 
plastic that will be bound for the landfill moments 
after it arrives at the home of some shopper. 
To its shame the City Council of this town has 
scrambled over itself to encourage fast food chains 
and big box shops to locate within the city limits 
while it has done next to nothing to deal with the 
river,of waste that flows from those establishments. 
There is no blue box program and adequate re- 
cycling to serve the city. If nothing else the City 
could offer assistance to the hardworking women 
who run Do Your Part Recycling out of an unheat- 
ed garage. 
Dumps are monuments to “Growth is Good” 
Consumer capitalism. Ultimately you and 1, as we 
stand. in a store product in hand, have to ask our- 
selves this question: Where and how was this thing 
born? and Where will it be laid to rest? 
TROY BUTLER, in white, and Fred Mattersdorfer, #41, work on scoring at the Hazelton net during the  game here Dec. 2. The River,King 
held on for‘the 7-6 victory despite a third period comeback attempt by the  Wolverines. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOT( 
River Kings return to win column 
THE STREET hykey saying goes 
“next goal wins.’‘ 
When the Tcrrilce River Kings 
hosted the Hazelton Wolverines 
Dec. 2 i t  looked like i t  might just be 
“last goal wins.” 
The River Kings were glad that 
wasn’t the case as they held off ii spir- 
ited third period comeback attempt 
by the visitors to capture their fourth 
win of the season by a 7-6 score. 
Terrace held four diffcrent leads 
of three goals and the cushion proved 
necessary. 
It put a minor tarnish on what 
had been a pretty dominant game 
through 50 minutes for Tcrrncc, says 
co-coach Kevin Fletcher. 
“For 50 minutesTrwde stuck i t  to 
them but we seemed to want to sit 
on [tlie lead],” Fletcher said. “We’ve 
got to put them away.” 
Terrace was unlucky not to have 
a big lead after 20 minutes with sev- 
eral near misses and key saves by 
Hazelton‘s Cory Croft in a lopsided 
period. 
Terrace did score once on a bit 
of broken play when Troy Fark- 
van1 snapped in a shot from the slot, 
catching the Wolverine goalie stand- 
ing still. 
I just past the midway point of tlic Mitcli Marshall scored his first of‘ 
second period, when a point shot de- three third periotl goals at 3:08. 
flected off Keegan Smith in front of That goal was quickly countered 
a helpless Burny Carlsen i n  the Ter- by Ryan Wiitson who S I I ~ I ~ I I I C ~  :I high 
race goal. shot ~lirough tfiiflic when. left alone 
That goal seemed togive Hazelton i n  the I-lazclton slot. 
life and minutes later, Carlsen madc A minutc li~ter. Amadec Marshall 
a key glove save after having broken again got tlie Wolverines back to 
his stick to keep the score tied. within two on a power plny. 
buoyed by a terrific individual effort (keepers a break 21s Butlcr restored 
from Ken Lavoie, playing i n  just his the thrcc goal lead on ii feccl from 
second game of the season. Mattcrsdorfcr. 
The small but speedy winger cut Predictably. l-lnzellon scored next 
hard to the net and jammed i n  tlic as Lou I’arcnt Jr. mndc i t  6-4 with 
puck to make the score 2- 1 with 2: 15 7 2 9  to play. 
to play in the frame. Matterstlorfcr scored what proved 
Terrace made it 3-1 after 90 sec- to be the winner with six minutes 
onds of sustained pressure and shots left to plny. Mitch Marshall scored 
when Fred Mattersdorfer deftly twice to narrow the g i l p  to 7-6 as Fletcher said. 
knocked a puck out of the air from Terrace franticnlly defendcd i n  front 
the crease into tlic net. of Carlsen. 
Troy Butler continued the late Fletcher said the home team was 
onslaught, faking and then shooting Iiiirt i n  the gamc’s lategoing with 
from the slot to beat Croft with seven players playing out of thcir natural 
seconds left i n  the middle period. positions and tlic penalties. 
Despite the 4-1 deficit, the expan- ‘:Wc slioi~ltl’vc been frcsh, fatigue 
sion tcam did not quit and began to shouldn’t hove hcen ;I prohlcm,” said 
take advantage of the power plays Fletcher. pointing out the team was 
they ~vcrcn’t gctting through 40 forced to put Coby Johnson on de 
fence after Derek Jurista was ejectec 
for fighting in the third period. 
Despite the near collapse, Fletche 
was happy with the result, saying thc 
team can learn from its mistakes. 
“I thought as a team we played re 
ally well,” said Fletcher, who point 
ed to Lavoie, Dustin Quezada, Mikc 
Dibblee and Mattersdorfer as play 
ers who played particularly well. ’ 
His team responded and was The tcains dicin’t givc the score- “Things are looking positive wit1 
the young guys,” said Fletcher. “ 
think this is the best team - dress 
ing room team and the camaraderic 
- that we’ve had in the three years.’ 
Terrace is idle until the Dec. 16 
I7 weekend when it hosts the Mack 
enzie Moose for two games. 
“We definitely should be lookinl 
at four points out of Mackenzie,’ 
Terrace improved its record to 4 
8-1, while Hazelton dropped to 1-9 
0. Carlsen upped his record to twc 
wins and three losses. 
NOTES: Centreman Chris Browr 
left the game in the second perioc 
with what appeared to be a concus. 
sion on a play that went unpenal. 
ized. 
Hazelton evened the score at I - minutcs. 
SEVERAL Terrace skaters are working on their gold skills tests. Two more ladies moved on at the  test day in 
Kitimat recently. Joanne Homeniuk, far left, is now a triple gold skater and Janet Lewis, second from right, is a 
double gold skater. Both are shown above with most of their triathlon teammates at the  arena earlier this year. 
Skaters advance to next level 
TWO skaters came up golden at a test 
day in Kitiniat. 
Joanne Homeniuk, who coaches in the 
club, completed her final gold dance test. 
Homeniuk passed her Argentine Tango. 
which means she is a triple gold skater 
- she has completed her gold interpretive. 
gold skills and gold dances. 
“Any skater with their triple gold is 
quite the good skater,” said Terrace Skat- 
ing Club head coach Jennifer Kuehne. 
“You are lucky just to finish your gold 
dances by the time you graduate high 
school.” 
The lower levels of dance have three 
dances per level and higher levels have 
four dances per level. 
Skaters normally work on two or three 
dances at one time, she said. 
The gold level includes the Argentine 
Tango, Viennese Waltz, Quickstep and 
Westminster Waltz and can be complet- 
ed in any order. Upon completion of all 
four, a skater has passed 24 dances and is 
a gold dancer. 
Janet Lewis passed her gold interpre- 
tive -her second gold test - after success- 
fully passing her gold skills at an earlier 
test date. 
Kuehne said gold interpretive skaters 
perform a two to three minute long pro- 
gram to music that must include creative 
moves. 
Jumps and spins can be included but 
are not credited. ‘ 
The Terrace Skating Club looks very 
highly upon skaters who have their “Qua- 
druple Gold Feet,” said Kuehne. 
Other “golden girls” in the skating 
club include Jacqueline Lenuik, who has 
completed all four gold tests: gold skills, 
gold interpretive, gold dances and gold 
freeskate. 
Kelsey Minhinnick has completed 
three gold tests: gold skills, gold interpre- 
tive and gold dances and is on her way to 
quadruple gold. having completed half of 
her gold freeskate. 
Hayley Lessard Iias her gold skills and 
has only one dance left until she com- 
pletes her gold dances. 
Peewee 
Reps 
rally for 
home ice 
victory 
THE Terrace, Peewee 
Rep team split a pair‘witt 
Kitimat in front of a home 
crowd. 
The first gam$ started 
with a flurry of hard hits 
and a lack of discipline 
from Terrace, getting 
,them into kouble with 
three early penalties, a n d  
leading to three short- 
handed goals againsl 
them. 
Terrace was never able 
to recover and suffered a 
7-1 loss with Robert Or- 
rey scoring the only goal. 
<The second meeting 
proved better with the 
Terrace squad scoring in 
the first five minutes. 
The game was any- 
one’s with the score go- 
ing back and forth and 
both squads trading goals 
through the next two pe- 
riods. 
Both teams wanted to 
win and it was apparent 
not just on the ice but in 
the stands too. 
’ With only one minute 
left in the game, Colton 
Braid was pulled from de- 
fence to forward to cover 
for an injured player. 
He took possession of 
the puck behind the Kiti- 
mat net and scored the 
winning goal with 45 sec- 
onds left in the game. 
Terrace won 5-4. 
)Jeffrey Kennedy 
chipped in two goals and 
goalie Bradley Duarte 
had his best game of the 
year. 
It was a well played 
game and proved to be 
great free entertainment 
for the fans in the stands, 
said Terrace team spokes- 
person Lisa Stella. 
1'1 
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THE Terrace Peewee B team won the Northern B.C. Winter Games playdowns. 
Peewee B team victorious atJ E t i ' P h t  f 7 
Jump is on January lst, 2007 
at Kinsmen Kiddies Camp at 1:OO p.m. 
Pled e forms uvuiluble ut Misty River Books, 
Pen d9 rugon, Terrace Chaysler & Checkers P;zza 
11 
1st Avenue Lakelse Lake t 
f 
Winter Games playdowns 
THE TERRACE Peewee B team powering 
its way through the playdowns to qualify for 
the Northern B.C. Winter Games Nov. 18 
and 19. 
Our local boys took on host Hazelton and 
Kitimat in round robin play and came away 
with one win and one loss. 
However, Kitimat came prepared and 
beat Terrace 5-3. 
Kitimat was also victorious against Ha- 
zelton, eliminating its host from contention. 
The final game on Sunday between Kiti-, 
mat and Terrace was high energy and full of 
end-to end-action. 
Terrace trounced 9-0 Hazelton in its first 
game of the tournament. 
The team went up against Kitimat with 
an undefeated record in pre-playdown action 
against its rival. 
In the end, Terrace held off Kitimat with 
a 4-3 win. 
The Terrace Peewee B team travels to the 
Northern BC Winter Games in Fort St. John 
February 8-1 1. 
" 
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REACH 2.5 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR$395 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR$1,666 
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Score .Board I 
wins three Women's Soccer Association .. *, *. - 
AUTO Fwv4ClNG I ______________I CARS EMPLOYMENT ----- 
A - ALL-WAYS APPROVED. CHRISTMAS AT CARVILLE OPPORTUNITIES - 
We finance everyone. Auto Credit. Tis' the c H E A  p E jq T H A N  
Canada's finance leader. season, of giving and SCROOGE telephone 
reconnect! Switch for Rates 0% & 0% down. we are giving you 6000 new & used your first payment. Valid 
Ford, Dodge, GM cars, until December 31, 2006. free call for details! 
trucks & SUVs. Good, Largest dealer group D h x ~ n ~ e c t e d ?  Only 
bad, no credit. No in Western Canada. $24.95 for first month 
payment until the new Rates from 0%. $0 t c o n n e c t i o n  f e e !  
year. Free Vegas trip down programs available. Phone Factory Reconnect 
included. You work, Huge inventory. If - 8 7 7 6 - 2 2 4 ; you drive. Instant you're employed, you're www~phonefactory,ca telephone approval, approved!! Free delivery -------I__ -
indoor league standings - Nov. 30 ~ 
RECREATIONAL 1.: 
VEHICLES 
OVER 200 NEW & used: 
motorhomes,  d iese l  
pus hers, 5 t h wheel s, 
trailers, vans, campers.;. 
T o t a l  R V  Centre,- 
Special RV financing.: 
Since 1984, Voyager RV 7 :  
Hwy 97, Winfield, BC:: 
.9l2# 
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 8 - 1 4 4 7 . :  
at tourney FOR SALE MISC.
TEMBO TELECOM - 
fast phone reconnection! 
Everyone qualifies. 
No credit checks! Super 
Christmas special - 
save $20. Unlimited 
l o n g  d i s t a n c e  o n l y  
$ 1  9 . 9 9 1 m o n t h .  
www.tembo.ca. 
AT LAST! An iron 
f i l t e r  t h a t  w o r k s .  
IronEater! Fully patented 
Canada/U.S.A. Removes 
iron, hardness, sulfur, 
s m e l l ,  m a n g a n e s e  
f r o m  w e l l  w a t e r .  
Since 1957. Phone 
www.bigirondrilling.com. 
HELP WANTED 
OLYMEL, RED DEER, 
Alberta's largest employer 
i s  n o w  h i r i n g  f o o d  
processing workers.  
Compet i t i ve  wages,  
relocat ion program, 
employee incentives! !! 
Send your resume 
t o  O L Y M E L  H u m a n  
Resources, 7550 - 40th 
Avenue, Red Deer, 
Alberta ,T4N 6R7. Phone: 
8 7 7 - 4 8 8 - 8 7 0 0 , F a x :  
app ly  Q o l yme l . com,  
w w w . o l y m e l .  
A JOB AT HOME. 
FT or PT. No experience 
required. Visit our 
w e b s i t e  n o w ,  
www.thesecretjob.com, 
code A78. 
OLYMEL, RED DEER, 
A l b e r t a ' s  l a r g e s t  
employer is now hiring 
2 n d ,  3 r d  & 4 t h  
C l a s s  E n g i n e e r s ,  
Electricians, Millwrights 
and Welders; all able 
to work well with 
a large team, as 
well independently 
with minimal supervision 
and competitive wages 
& benefit package. Send 
your resume to OLYMEL 
H u m a n  R e s o u r c e s  
Attention Dean Hardman, 
7550 - 40th Avenue, 
Red Deer, Alberta ,T4N 
Fax: 1-403-309-7547. 
deanhardman Qolymel. 
com, www.olymel.ca. 
LEGAL SERVICES 
E R A S E  Y O U R  
CRIMINAL RECORD. 
Criminal Pardons & 
U.S. en t r y  wa ivers .  
Free assessmefits. Apply 
before Christmas & save 
30% off! Visit us online 
www.canadianpardons.ca 
1 - 8 7 7 - 2 6 6 - 6 3 9 8 ;  
1 - 8 0 0 - B I G  I R O N ;  
4 0 3 - 3 0 9 - 7 5 4 7 .  
6R7. 1-866-926-3544, 
- 
A LOCAL BADMINTON I A I I  Seasons I 43 
player finished at the top of 
several events in the Prince 
George Junior Badminton 
Tournament Dec. 2. 
Jake Blix won the Boys 
Singles and oartnered with 
I Alm-Wood I 41 I 17 I 
Davisin to win the I NWCC I 26 I 16 I 
Boys Doubles events in the 
Under 10 division. 
Blix placed second in Boys 1 I I I 1-866-987-0915::_ ' 
S E C O N D  C H A N C E  
FINANCE. We say yes 
to poor credit and 
bankrupts. Select from 
over 450 cars, trucks, 
4~4.5, vans. Call Marty 
H T I W A U T W A  
.NET. Apply online. Difficult 
credit? Need a truck 
for work? Let the credit 
experts get you a 
CREDITQUEENS.COM. 
New & pre-owned 
automotive financing, 
domestic and import. 
T e r m s  t o  f i t  y o u r  
b u d g e t .  S a m e  d a y  
approval. Call Barrie - 
1-866-832-0156 or go to 
ww w . c re d iLq u e e n s ._co m 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
O W N  Y O U R  O W N  
STORE - Country Depot, 
Truevalue Hardware, 
V&S department stores - 
new & existing locations. 
No franchise fee - 
1-800-916-1604. 
!Ck!PPXalL----  
BC/Alberta. Call us 
first, we are the biggest 
and best!! Apply online 
www.carvilleautocredit. 
corn or call toll free 
1--888-508-4628, 
A - ALL-WAYS APPROVED. 
We finance everyone. 
Canada's finance leader. 
Rates 0% & 0% down. 
6000 dew & used 
Ford, Dodge, GM cars, 
trucks & SUVs. Good, 
bad, no credit. No 
payment until the new 
year. Free Vegas trip 
inc luded.  You work, 
y o u  d r i v e .  I n s t a n t  
telephone approval. 
EDUCATION 
T R A I N  T O  B E  a n  
ApartmentlCondominium 
Manager. Government 
registered school - 
26 years. New jobs 
c o m i n g  i n  d a i l y !  
Placement assistance. 
Free brochure. 1-800- 
www.RMTI,ca-. 
1 -866  - 9 8 7 - 0 9 1 5. 
- ._ _.__ ____  
665-8339, 604-681-5456, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WIS INTERNATIONAL, 
a g l o b a l  i n v e n t o r y  
s o l u t i o n s  p r o v i d e r ,  
is looking for you 
to join their team. 
'$9.50 to start with 
regular p e r f o r m  a n  c e 
w a g e  reviews. 'No 
experience necessary. 
' P a i d  t r a v e l .  
' M e d i c a l / D e n t a l  
t o  qualified employees. 
* O p p o r t u n i t y  f o r  
advancement. 'Positions 
available province-wide. 
' I n v e n t o r y  b a r c o d e  
scanninglelectronic data 
collection. If interested, 
f a x  r e s u m e  t o  
( 6 0 4 )  4 7 3 - 9 2 1 1  o r  
NEED XMAS CASH? 
$585 weekly! National 
JobShop is your source 
for online income. Let 
us help you find a job 
today! For more info: 
!mw.nationaljobshop.com 
--I_-_ FINANCIAL SERVICES 
D E B T  S T R E S S ?  
Consolidate & lower 
payments by 30-40%. 
End those phone calls 
& the worry. Avoid 
'bankruptcy. Contact us 
f o r  a N o - C o s t  
Consultation. Online: 
www.mydebtsolution.com 
o r  T o l l - F r e e  
1 -877-556-3500 .  __-__ 
_I_ FOR - SALE MISC. 
H O M E  TELEPHONE 
D I S C O N N E C T E D ?  
Reconnect today and 
save. Low monthly rates. 
N o  c r e d i t  checks .  
No deposits. Receive 
f r e e  l o n g  d i s t a n c e  
with activation. Call 
I m a g i n a t i o n  G r o u p  
N E W  L O A D E D  
C O M P U T E R  o n l y  
9 9 centdday! Everyone's 
a p p r o v e d ' .  G e t  a 
loaded MDG Computer 
with an Intel Core2 
Duo only 99 centslday. 
I nc ludes  eve ry th ing  
you need: 1 GB RAM, 
250 GB HD, 19" LCD 
Flat Panel, Windows 
X P  a n d  a f r e e *  
Print e r/Scann e r/Copier 
('Call for conditions) 
S A W M I L L S  F R O M  
1 -866:443-4408. 
1-800-236-2504. __ __-- -_ 
Top scorers by team Singles and won the Boys Doubles event with Kristian 
Kiland of Prince George. 
Junior clubs from Ter- 
race, Kitimat. Prince RuDert 
www.voyagerRV.ca. . 
SERVICES 
C L E A R  C R I M I N A L :  
RECORDS with the' 
National Pardon Centre. 
Your peace of mind,. 
guaranteed. Remove ' 
barriers to employment, 
travel, more, Free . 
consultations. 1-866-242- 
2411. Apply online: 
www.nationalpardon.org. 
Member: Better Business 
Bureau. 
STEEL BUILDINGS --._- ' 
and . Smithers travelled to 
Prince George in less than 
the event. 
Terrace Junior Badmin- 
ton Club organizers hope to 
open the club again in the - 
new year. 
For more information, 
.. . . -_ - 
Pink Ladies 1 1 Patricia Cisneros I 5 I cal l  Andrew B11x at 635- 0804. 
SPECIAL BUILDING 
SALE ... "Don't miss it!" 
Final clearance. Deposit 
will hold till spring. 25' x I 
40  x 12' $5,490.40' x 60' . 
x 16' $14,800. Front end i: 
optional. Rear end : 
included. Others. Pioneer : 
------- 1 800-668-5422. 
TRAVEL --___-__ __ 
earn dividends. Call 
TruServ Canada today - 
www.truserv.ca. 
TIRED OF SCAMS? Start 
a r e a l  h o m e - b a s e d  
business. Work when 
you want. Apply online 
a n d  s t a r t  t o d a y !  
w ww.  w f h b c .  corn . 
INSTANT CASHFLOW! 
S i m p l e  w a y  t o  
make money without 
r i s k i n g  a p e n n y .  
y.CashflowSteps.com. 
MONEY MAKER. Local 
route. No selling on 
your part. For more iiifo 
call 1-866-821 -2569; 
%LeIecaLdinfo.com. 
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 5 - 5 0 8 5 .  
TIMESHARE RESALES -- . 
60-80% off retail! Best , 
resorts & seasons! Call 
for free Timeshare 
Magazine! Open 7 days a 
week! 1-800-597-9347. 
Browse online for over 
400 worldwide properties 
www.hol idayg3p.c .  . 
TIMESHARE RESALES - 
sell-buy-rent. World's 
BUSINESSSEPVlCES ( 2 5 0 )  4 9 1 - 0 4 1  9 ;  O N L Y  $ 3 , 4 9 5 . 0 0  - 
INCREASE SALES! Get cguntherQwisintl.com, Convert your logs 
a great website for a w w w - ~ w ~ s ~ N T L ~ c o m - ~  to valuable lumber with 
low cost of $9.99/month. PHONE DISCONNECTED? y o u r o w  n N o r w o o d 
Great web packages Super special: only $10 p o r t a b I e b a n d 
include design, hosting for first month PlUS sawmill. Log skidders 
www.yourname.com, h o o k  up .  E v e r y o n e  a l s o  a v a i l a b l e .  
email & more. No welcome. Guaranteed www.norwoodindustries. set-up or hidden fees. approval. Free lorig 
Call 1-800-882-7226, distance package. Call Free information: 
www.qreatwebpackaqes. Easy Reconnect now 1 - 8 0 0 - 5 6 6 - 6 8 9 9 
largest timeshare resale 
broker. Stroman Realty - . 
since 1979. Worldwide , 
selection of resort 
properties. Call today toll- : 
free 1-800-201 -0864. 
b 
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FAX 2 50.638.8432 word ad 5 :  class if i eds@ t e r races t a n d a rd .corn 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
3 Announcements 
6 Anniversaries 
9 Births 
12Eirthdays , 
15 Church, 
18 Coming Events 
21 Congratulations 
24 Engagernentl 
Weddings 
30 In Memoriam ' 
33 Obituaries 
36 Thanks 
0-49 
155 Antiques 
160 Appliances . 
165 Arts 8 Crafts 
170 Auctions 
175 Building Materials 
180 Computers 
185 Coiisignments 
190 Fimanns 
195 Firewood 
200 Freo Give Away 
205 Furniture 
210 Garage Sales 
215 Garden Equipment 
220 Miscellaneous 
225 Music 
230 Sporting Goods 
235 Tools 
240 Trade Or Swap 
C LASS1 FI CAT10 NS 530 Property Condos 536 Duplex/Fourplex 
542 FarmdRanchos 
548 For Sale or Rent 
554 Houses 
560 Lakeshore 
566 Mobiles 
572 Modular Homes 
578 Open House 
584 Out of Town ,, 
590 RV sites 
596 Townhouses 
690 Mining 
' DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday,'Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
THURSDAY AT 4 P.M. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
rl 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by  
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS ARE PLACED IN The Terrace Standard, 
Northern Connector plus the  Northern Daily. 
1 Week (Standard, Connector & 5 Daily ) $21.20*(inc.l.20 GST) 
2 Weeks (2 Standard] 2 Connector & 10 Da i l y )  $31.80*(inc.1.80 GST) 
3 Weeks (3 Standard, 3 Connector  & 15 Da i l y )  $39.75*(inc.2.25 GST) 
Additional words (over 20) 306 PER WORD PLUS GST 
' 
EMPLOYMENT WORD ADS ADD $1 PER WEEK 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL FILE SERVICE 
$14.56 per  column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail  ou t  $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding obituaries $9.52 col.in 
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING ($10.00)+$9.52 c o l h  
LEGAL ADVERTISING $16.80 per column inch 
EMPLOYMENT ADVERTISING $17.12 per  column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$6.86 per issue, plus GST ($13.72 per week). 
' 
RECREATIONAL 
700-749 
705 Aircraft 
71 0 AWs 
715 BoatdMm-ne 
720 Houseboats 
725 Motorcycles 
730 RV's 
735 Rentals 
740 Snowmobiles ' 
745 Trade/Swap , 
AUTOMOTIVE 750-789 
756 Canopies 
762 Cars 
768 Classics, 'I
774 Parts 
786 Trucks 
792 Vans/Buses 
NOTICEWENDERS 
800-849 
815 Legal Notices 
830 Tenders 
780 SUV'S a 4x4's 
2a2 Tutoring 
286 Volunteers 
290 Work Wanted 
342 Landscaping/ 
Gardening 
344 Machine/welding 
346 Misc. Services 
SERVICES 300-399 348 Music Lessons 
302 Accounting 350 Painting 
304 Appliances '352 Paving 
306 Automotive 354 Photography 
308 Building Services 356 Plumbing 
310 Catering 358 PooWSpas ~ 
312 Carpentry 360 Roofing 
362 Snowplowing 314 Child Care 
316 Cleaning 364 Travel 
318 Construction 366Trucking ~ 
368 Yard &Garden 320 Drywall 
322 EducatioiVrutonng 
326 Excavation 404 drpartments 
328 FinancelMortgage 408 Bachelor Suite 
330 Handyman 412 Basement Suite 
332 Home Improvement 416 CabindCottages 
334 Home Support 420 Commercial 
336 House Sitting 424 Condos 
338 Investment 428 Duplex/Fourplex 
340 Janitorial 432 For Rent Or Sale 
324 Electric RENTAL 400-499 
436 HallsdAuditoriurns 
440 Houses 
444 Miscellaneous 
448 Mobile Homes 
452 Modular Homes 
456 Rooms 
460 Room 8 Board 
464 SeniordRetirement ' 
Accommodations 
468 Shared 
Accommodations 
472 Storage 
476 Suites 
400 Tourist 
Accommodations 
484 Townhouses 
488 Wanted To Rent 
492 Warehouses 
REAL ESTATE 500-599 
506 AcreagedLots 
51 2 CabindCottages 
51 8 Commercial 
Businesses 
524 Commercial 
PETSlFARM 600-699 
606 Boarding 
61 2 Farm Equipment 
61 8 Feed B Seed 
621 FruiVProduce/Meat 
630 Horses 
636 Livestock , 
642 Pets 
648 Trailers 
PERSONAL 50-99 
55 Business Personals 
60 HealtWbeauty 
65 Lost 8 Found 
70 Personals 1 
75 Psychics 
80 Singles 
85 TravellToursNacation 
EMPLOYMENT 250.299 
254 Business 
Opportunities 
258 Careers 
262 Daycam 
266 Education 
270 Help Wanted 
274 Professional 
278 Skilled Trades 
WANTED 100-149 
125 Wanted 
MERCHANDISE 
150-249 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right t o  class& ads under appropriate 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it i s  against the provincial Human 
Rights Act t o  discriminate on  the basis of children, marital status and employment 
when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right t o  revise, edit, classify or  reject any 
advertisement and t o  retain any answers directed t o  the News Box Reply Service, 
and to  repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies o n  "Hold" instructions not  picked u p  within 10 days of  expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. Those 
answering Box Numbers are requested not  t o  send original dacuments to avoid 
loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by  the publisher within 30 
days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the lwaco 
Standard In the event of failure t o  publish an advertisement as published shall k 
l imited t o  the amount paid by  the advertiser for only one i n c o m c t  insertion for Uta 
port ion of the advertising space occupied by  the incorrect o r  omitted item only, and 
that there shall b e  no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
headings and t o  set rates therefore and t o  determine page location. 
' 
INDUSTRY 650-699 
660 Equipment 
670 LogginglTimbei' 
680 Machinery 
" >.- 
? *  
. I  I 
t l ?  A'ITENTION MODEL Rail- ING NUTS- Pacific NW's .----Lc- i 
) r +  !I \ 1 4 -  - I roaders! Tons of rollina stock, qourmet peanuts for delight- 
k, In Loving ; ' 1 -  flex-track, switches a id  other ful snacking; they make tasty, :,I v w& I assorted eouioment for baroain- uniaue Christmas qifts. . Free , L TEST DRIVE 
Unique opportunity to own and operate a 
2006 Pete with zero down. Must have 1 
year llal de& highway experience. w i l l l ~  
nble to run CANADNUSA 8 possess Q C ~  
roferencos. OwnerlOperators 8 Company 
drivers welcome. Up lo 53M)o eignlng 
bonus. WEST RIM EXPRESS LINES LTD. 
Steve or Andre (800) 663-0099 
basement pribes at The SkGena 
Valley Model Railroad Club on 
Centennial Drive, meeting eve- 
ry Monday night at 7:30 or call 
250-635-2522. Don't miss it! 
(49~2) 
samples or order- at www. 
zingnuts.com. 250-635-6884 
(48P3) 
Memory of 
Ricky J. 
WAMlLTON 
April 1,1959 
December 13,1998 
If tears could 
build a stairway 
And memories a 
lane 
We would walk 
ight up to heaven 
and bring you 
home again. 
You are forever in 
our hearts 
Love, Mom, Dad, 
sister Laurie 
HAVE YOU seen Billy, our fe- 
male adult Doberman? Billy was 
in a car accident & sighted near 
Princeton & now is listed as sto- 
len. She is reddish-brown, tan 
coloured legs, cropped ears, 
stubby tail. Billy is a Crohns pa- 
tient's companion & needs to be 
found. Please call Jasmine at 
604-591-8037 (x3), collect calls 
ok. Very large reward offered for 
Billy's safe return. (49~2) 
I 
... 
Dea Mbtres Yoga Centre1 
I Phone: (250) 635-3336 
New set starting Dec. 18th 1 ST CLASS FREE 
Put YOGA into your NEW YEAR GOALS 
#2 1,4506 Lakelse Ave., 2nd Floor, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P4 
PALM SPRINGS CALIFORNIA, 
Sunny & comfortable, moun- 
tain view, 2 bdrm, 2 bath con- 
do includes patio, pool. Fully 
furnished, high speed- internet 
available. Excellent location. 
www. 
bestpalmspringscondo.com 
SKI & STAY at SUN PEAKS 
RESORT Vacation rentals of 
new Condos &Chalets, 1-4 bed- 
rooms. Full kitchens, fireplaces, 
hot tubs, slope-side locations. 
Countrv.ca 
951 -31 2-6836. 
1-800-81 1-4588 WWW.B~W- 
FREE EH BURNT meat. fish. 
j: 
I 
I 
. t 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kit imat, Smit l iers & I'rince Ruper t  
Monuments I Concerned personal 
service in the Nor thwes t  
Terrace Crematorium sincc 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
24 liour pager 
Bronze Plaques 
Funstd 
.- 
.. 
i. 
and bones for sleddogs. Wili 
pick up. Please call 250-635- 1 
3772(42~3) . 
August 26, 1940 - November 28,2006 
Mory will be olwoys loved ond missed by her husband Lovern Toylor, 
her children, Shelley Smith, Shouno Jeebe, Arlindo Hell (George), Modo 
!-  
NEEDS 
FLOW BUY DIRECT 
8&12ml laminate frorn..$.49sq/ 
ft , 
3 1/4" Oak, Maple or Exotics 
Bamboo pre-fin solid or 
5" handscaped Oak, Maple, 
3 1/4"&5" Japanese Chew 
6" Pine ...................... $1,29sq/ft 
pre-fin ...................... $1.99sq/ft 
engineered from ....... $2.99sq/ft 
Alder pre-fin .............. $3.99sq/ft 
Idiot Proof Weiaht Manaaement 
Program Sick &d tired Gf short 
term results? Sick and tired of 
being sick and tired? 100% 
proven, safe and natural. For 
more information, call 
Y <:B?Ihvias 
g63 5 
2 ~ ~ a = < > P a ~ E M ? s ;  
1-800-727-8493. 
or Black walnut pre-fin from 
$3.99sq/ft 
TONS MORE 1-800-631-3342 
, 
3 a - b  
S a ~ d r a  Gail 
BULLOCK 
June 6, 1952 
November 28, 2006 
Whoever you are, be noble ' 
Whatever you do, do well 
Whenever you speak/ speak 
kindly 
Give ioy wherever you dwell 
Sandy was born in Provost Alberta, raised in Czar and Kiiscoty, Alberta. 
She passed peacefully in her sleep November 28th. 
Sandy moved to Terrace in 1971 and was employed by Canada 
Manpower for fifteen years and Northwest Community College for six- 
teen years. Sandy was a very dedicated volunteer or the Mills Memorial 
Hospital Auxiliary and was the president of the Auxiliary for several years. 
For the last several years Sandy served as the BCGEU representative an 
the Northwest Community College Board of Directors and previously was 
a representative of the Hospital Auxiliary on the Mills Memorial Hospital 
Board. She was a dedicated volunteer, always helping the less fortunate, 
the sick and the elderly. Sandy was also a hard working volunteer of the 
Terrace Drag Racing Club since its inception in 1994. She was an avid 
collector of clowns, carousels and turtles and enjoyed golfing with 
friends. 
Sandy will be sadly missed by her husband Ernie and by her parents Art 
and Evelyn Leighton, her sisters Diane, Kathy, Char, her brothers, Harry, 
Hugh, her nieces, nephews , the Ludditt family from Houston, many 
friends and colleagues. She will also be missed by their dog Lana and 
Lana's friends. 
- \ 8 .  k December i6,2002 I,?, 
AN EXCITING 
CAREER 
A career with the Canadian Forces is more than just a job. 
We offer you: 
specialized training 
a subsidized education 
a career with a difference 
To find out about our wide range of part- and fulltime career 
opportunities, come and meet one of our recruiters. 
When? Thursday, December 14, 
from 830 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Where? Northwest Counselling & Training Centre 
4622 Greig Avenue, Suite 201 
STRONG. PROUD. TODAY'S CANADIAN FORCES. 
In Our Hearts 
"We thought of you w i th  
We thought about you yesterday, 
And days before that too. 
We think of you in silence. 
We often speak your name. 
Now all w e  have is memories, 
And your picture in a frame. 
Your memory i s  our keepsake, 
W i t h  which we'll never part. 
God has you in his keeping, 
W e  have you in our heart." 
In lieu of flowers donations may be made to the Sandra Bullock 
Memorial Bursary at Northwest Community College. 
The tide recedes but leaves behind 
bright seashells in the sand. 
The sun goes down, but gentle warmth 
still lingers on the land. 
The niusic stops/ and et it echoes 
For every b y  that passes, 
' on in sweet re x ains. 
Something &a utiful remains. 
, 
All our love, 
Your 'Wife Gloria, Son Albert (Colleen), 
Daughter Shannelle, Grandson Jon Douglas - 
1-8QO-856-8488 Cmad'3 www.forces.gc.ca 
J 
I 
I 
FOR SALE. Solid dark wood 
dining room set. $850. Newer 
wooden bunk beddmattress- 
edbedding $350; white 6 draw- 
er dresser $40; heavy wood 
desk $35. Phone 250-635-4704 
HANDMADE BIRCH roll top 
desk. Locally made, never used. 
Must be seen to be appreciated. 
(48p3) 
Many features. $2,200 obo 250- 
MOVING MUST sell. Household 
635-7569 (47~3) 
furniture. 250-635-6596 (4902) 
3 FOR 5.3 computers for $500, 
tons of computer parts. 1973 
VW Van for restoration. David at 
FLOORING IMPORTER 
NEEDS $$$ 
FLOW BUY DIRECT 
8812ml laminate from..$Agsq/ft 
6 Pine ....................... $1,29sq/ft 
3 1/4" Oak, Maple or Exotics 
pre-fin ....................... $1.99sq/ft 
Bamboo pre-fin solid or 
engineered from ....... $2.99sq/ft 
5" handscaped Oak, Maple,, 
Alder pra-fin ............... $3.99sq/ft 
3 1/4"&5" Japanese Cherry 
or Black Walnut pre-fin from 
$3.99salft 
250-615-041 4 (50~1) 
TONS MORE 
1-800-631 -3342 
VANCOUVER TICKET 
SERVICE 
Located in the Hampton Inn 
Hotel. Concerts, Sports. Aer- 
osmith / Motlev Crew. Christina 
Wireless Video Cameras, Home 
Automation software, Remotes, 
goodies for Xmas for him or her, 
take Control of your house for 
Christmas ('Year round). 
REVERSE OSMOSIS 
Clearance, 5 stage 50gpd sys- 
tem. $295. Water softener 
special $695. Iron filter $695. 
Delivery included. Installation 
available in some areas. 1-800- 
HAIRDRESSING EQUIPMENT 
for sale. Stations, floor mats 
(rubber for back support) hydra- 
ulic chairs, mirrors, sinks, front 
desk, cash register, wax chair, 
shelving untis, some product, 
perms, big box of color charm 
color (chemical product will only 
be sold to licenced stylist only) . 
To inquire about any of this stuff, 
please call 250-635-9194 after 
six, or to view you can drop in to 
Topknots Hair Studio Greig Ave- 
WWW.HOUSESMARTHOME.COM 
241 -2251. 
ELECTRIC GUITARS 1990 
Rickenbacker 360-6 jetglow 
(black), excellent condition w/ 
hardshell case $900; Jay Turser 
22 fret "Stargazer" 6 string, new 
condition; fifties Les Paul style 
Gold top $200; lbanez 22 fret 
SA series Tiger maple sunburst 
electric guitar w/hardshell/sling/ 
case, excellent condition. $275. 
All straight necks and low ac- 
tion. 250-638-0062 (49~2) 
keting company seeks talented 
sales people in your area. Work 
from home, plus potential car 
program. Call to make serious 
money! 1-877-350-61 08. 
Established high margin spe- 
cialty pet retail stores, in two Ca- 
nadian cities are now available 
through PEILAND, a national 
chain of franchised pet stores. 
PETLAND presently has two 
existing locations, PETLAND, 
VERNON, B.C., and PETLAND 
COURTENAY, B.C., to indepen- 
dently franchise. PETLAND 
offers a unique and proprietary 
operating system focused on 
the sale of pets and all of the 
specialty merchandise to care 
for them. Comprehensive train- 
ing, s marketing, merchandising, 
and financial services support 
is offered by franchisor. Quali- 
fied candidates must display a 
history of success and have a 
personal cash net worth of min- 
imum $1 75,000. Contact Paula 
Wiebe at (866) 542-3030 or p.ak 
la@petland.ca for more info. 
CALL FOR exhibitors. Aesiden- 
tial Construction Trade Show. 
Februarv 16 to 18.2007. Kam- 
Aguilera, Snoip Dogg, Evanes- 
cence, Billy Talent, Seahawks, g ~ ~ - < > p ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ g ;  
E63S*TIPS Canucks. Hotel accom avail- able 1-800-920-0887. 
< : I ~ I ~ V ~ ~ E  IIIIIyLIIIII , 
Adults/Couples/Families/You th 
Other Specialties Available . 
(250)717-0412 
Has an immediate opening for a full time 
The successful applicant will be customer service oriented, 
enjoy dealing with the public and a team player. Basic 
computer skills, knowledge of the flooring industry and a 
flare for interior decorating would be an asset. Availability to 
work on Saturday is required. 
Please send your resume to: 
Your Decor 
3202 Munroe Street 
Terrace, BC, V8G 5L3 
Attention: Richard KleidShannon Merritt 
SALES POSITION 
I Join a team that makes a difference! 
At WorkSafeBC, we are ahynamic organization that is evolving into 
an even more customer focused enterprise in which the work of 
each individual counts. In so many vital ways, we work to make a 
difference in the lives of British Columbia's workers. Whether you 
join us in a front-line role or a behind-the-scenes support function, 
your contribution, creativity and commitment will be recognized, 
appreciated and rewarded. 
West Fraser is a leading forest products company in Canada with operations 
in Canada and the US. Our goals are simple - leadership through profits, 
responsibility in communities, excellence in people, strength in products. 
We are currently seeking a high calibre individual interested in pursuing a 
career in the forest industry. 
DIVISIONAL ACCOUNTANT 
. Chasm Sawmill 
As the senior financial resource on site, the Divisional Accountant will work 
closely with the mill management group to operate and grow our highly 
successful sawmill located south of 100 Mile House, B.C. More specifically, 
responsibilities will include timely and accurate preparation of financial 
statements; preparation of related financial analysis, fulfilling external 
reporting requirements, liaising with corporate staff and assisting with the 
annual budget. Supervision of office staff is also required. 
You should have a CA, CGAor CMAdesignation or beenrolled in the final stages 
of completion. You should have strong organizational and'communication 
skills, be effective In adapting to tight deadlines and have strong computer 
skills. Forest industry experience is preferred but not required. 
Please forward your resume to: Fax: 250-992-3027 or E-mail: 
resumes-accounting@westfraser.com 
Please visit our website: 
mnw.westtraser.com 
We lhank a / /  cmdidates lor their interest: however, only those 
selected for interviews wil l be conlacled. No phone calls please. 
A full-time temporary (to September 2007) 
position in Terrace, BC 
We seek a motivated self-starter and excellent communicator with 
advanced typing, dictatyping and word processing skills. 
We offer a challenging and stimulating work environment 
combined with a competitive salary and benefits package. Please 
submit a r h m 6  and cover letter, quoting competition #16017, 
by December 18, 2006 to: Human Resources, WorkSafeBC, 
PO Box 5350 Stn Terminal, Vancouver, BC V6B 5L5. Fax: 
604.276.3291; email: careers@worksafebc.com. Only those 
under consideration will be contacted. If you are unsuccessful, 
please accept our appreciation for your interest. 
WorhSafeBC is cornmiffed to employment equiiy objectives and inviles 
applications from al l  qualified individuals. 
WORKING TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
worksafebc.com 
I 
SCUBA GEAR. E/C. Complete 
outfit. Mens medium wetsuit, 
2006 recertified tank, vest, fins, 
mask, weightbelt and lots more. 
Asking $2,500. Will consider 
trade for native artwork, collect- 
ables or firearms. Phone 250- 
635-9602 (50~31 
Idiots making tons of money 
looking for idiots who want to 
make tons of money. Serious id- 
iots enquire only please. "Life's 
more funny with a pocket full of 
money" 1-800-21 5-7904. 
ATTN: EXPERIENCED 
NETWORKERS 
$20,000 SIGNING BONUS for 
the RIGHT person. I made over 
$1 00,000 in commissions last 
month. Company exploding. 
Call now for more info 8 FULL 
INCOME DISCLOSURE. 1-877- 
706-0833 
%1 FOR SALE By Owner Real 
Estate Service. Business partn- 
ers required. Protected areas 
available throughout B.C. Earn 
1 OK per month, working foryour- 
self. 1-800-831 -7750, www. 
irnyagent.Com 
ESTABLISHED Network mar- 
loops. Marketing area BC Interi- 
or. Contact CHBA Kamloops 
250-828-1844 for Exhibitor 
Package or www.Kamloops- 
Homebuilders.ca 
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY! 
Computer 'parts and service 
business for sale. The only busi- 
ness of its kind in Osoyoos. Es- 
tablished client base. Call 250- 
495-2728 or 250-485-8830. 
WELL ESTABLISHED busycbn- 
signment store. Serious enqui- 
ries only. 250-615-1 006 (50C3) 
We are a well established cedar ~ w m i l l  located in Barriere, B.C. 
This position offers a wide variety of interesting tasks and 
has the potential for personal growth. 
The ideal candidate will preferably: 
have achieved a 3rd or 4th level standing in a recognized 
accounting program and have forest industry experience. 
be familiar with spreadsheet programs and a windows 
based accounting system 
be a self-starter with exceptional organizational skills who 
can work with a minimum of supervision. 
We offer a competitive salary and benefits package. 
Barriere has a moderate climate, offers numerous outdoor 
activitiFsFoffers a variety o f  reasonable housing choices, and 
is located approx 45 min. from Kamloops and Sun Peaks. 
Resumes can be faxed to: 
or sent to: 
(250) 672-5644 
Gilbert Smith Forest Products 
Box 689, Barriere, B.C. VOE 1ED 
emailed to: gilbert-smith@telus.net 
7 
ELECTRICAL INC, 
Large local company with well established cliental 
has immediate opening for Journeyman Electrician 
with experience in Residential/Commercial work 
permanent full time 40 hours per week, Wages and 
benefits commensurate with experience. 
The successful candidate will b e  self-motivated , able' 
to work on their own and will b e  prepared to put in the 
time needed to finish time sensitive projects on time. 
Professionalism in customer service i s  a must, 
Additional job skills include Keeping maintenance 
reports and documentation, Instruct apprentices, 
Supervise other workers. 
All applicants must b e  Bondable, and supply 
Criminal record check (abstract), and Driving record 
check (abstract). 
To apply emoil: sterlingelectrical@hotmaiI.com 
subject line - job application or drop off resume to 
46 12 Greig Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Applications may also b e  faxed to 250-635-1 805. 
We are seeking an 
individual for a rewarding 
business opportuni/y. 
You have: 
0 an aptitude for finances 
0 an ener etic, outgoing 
0 the focus 10 complete an 
intensive trainin course 
(up to 6 monlhsf 
6 grade 12 including math 12 
0 an accepfance of fhe risks 
& rewards of commission 
based remuneration 
0 energy, infegrity & intelligence 
Reply in confidence with 
cover letter and resume to. 
Box 25 ? 
Terrace Standard 
32 IO Clinton Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Deadline: 
December a?, 2006 
persona 3 ify 
I e I t  
Citvwest 
rl Your Norlhwest Conneclion 
Installer Technician in 
Kitimat/Terrace Service Areas 
Owned and operated in Northern B.C., with headdice in Prince 
Rupert, CityWest is a premiere provider of telecommunications 
and cable television products for home and business use. 
CityWest serves customers in Prince Rupert, Port Edward, 
Terrace, Thornhill, Kitimat, Smithers, Telkwa, Houston, Stewart, 
Kispiox and the Hazeltons. Formerly known as CityTel, CityWest 
has been a telephone service provider in Prince Rupert since 
191 0. In 2005, CityWest urchased Monarch Cablesystems to 
CityWest is now accepting a plications for a full-time Cable 
Terrace service areas. This position would commence in 
January 2007. Main duties include service installations, pre 
wires, drop re lacements, service disconnects, trouble calls and 
The successful applicant wi! be capable of representing the 
company in a courteous, professional manner, while deliverin 
o high level of customer service. Travel will be require2 
Applicants should possess Grade 12 or equivalent, NCTl 
Installer certification or equivalent, a valid BC driver's license 
and knowledge of computer hardware and software. A recent 
driver's abstract and criminal record check will be necessary 
upon hire. 
To apply, please email your resume to bill.lewis@citwest.ca 
become a provider of Cab P e N and Cable Internet services. 
Television and Internet lnsta P lerflechnician in the Kitimat/ 
oncoll schedu P ing. Knowled e of CityWest products is an asset. 
. . . .  
or mail to: 
Mr. Sill lewis 
System Mana er 
CityWest Cabye and Telephone 
2709 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2M4 
Phone: (250) 635-971 2 Fox: (250) 635-82 14 
The closing date is December 29, 2006. 
I SATELLITE ORTHODONTIC PRACTISE 
requires a 
[ortho module or orthodontic experience an asset but not essential) 
CERTIFIED DENTAL A§SISTANT I 
One four day week per month (36 to 40  hour^) 
Salary based on experience -- Please call 635-941 4 for an interview. 
Sulliwan Motor Products Ltd. 
GM Experienced - 
Technicians and 
Second and Third Year' 
is accepting resumes for 
Apprentices. 
Please send resumes to: 
Attn: Service Manager 
Sullivan Motor Products 
P.O. Box 478, Houston, B.C. VOJ 1ZO 
Fax: 250 845 2524 Ph. 250 845 2244 
Toll Free 1 800 665 3151 
> 
Auxiliary Instructors 
External 
(Subject to a leave of absence) 
Northwest Community College, invites 
auxiliary part-time instructional positions in the Business 
Administration Program commencing January 2, 2007 
however, only thbse selected for 
an interview will be contacted. 
Closing date: 
December 20.2006 lake a closer look. 
% 
Ridley Terminals Inc. i s  a statc-of-the-art marinc tcrniinal, 
committed to a safe and healthy workplace, utilizing a 
participative management philosophy. . 
Job Opportunities: (see wwv.rti.ca for complctc job descriptions) 
ELECTRICIAN 
Reporting to the Electrical Coordinator. you will have: 
- FiGe ycars recent expcricncc on an industrial site as a journcynian. 
- PLC cxpericncc of 3 years (Allen Bradlcy preferred). 
- Solid-state drive experience - variable frequency and DC. 
- Process Instrumentation expcricncc. 
- Dcnionstratcd evidcncc o f  clcctrical trouble shooting experience. 
- Experience using porsonal computcrs in a Microsoft Windows 
- Expericncc in thc installation, testing and trouhlcshooting of 
- Expcricncc as a hcavy cquipmcnt opcrator would be an asset. 
MILLWRIGHT 
Rcporting to tlic Mcchaniciil Coordinator. you will have: 
cnvironmcnt. 
clectronic components. 
- Fivc ycars rcccnt cxpcricncc on an industrial site as a journeyman. 
- Good wclding and cutting skills. 
- Demonstrated evidence o f  trouble shooting experience in 
- Must have a class 5 drivcrs' liccnse. 
- Expericncc using a personal coiiiputcrs in a Microsoft Windows 
- Experiencc as a heavy equipmcnt operator would bc an asset. 
HEAVYIEQUIPhIENT OPERATOR 
Reporting to the Opcrations Coordinator. you will have: 
- 5 ycars expcriencc as: 
mechanical. hydraulics and pncuniatics. 
cnvironmcnt. 
- a heavy-duty cquipmcnt opcrator, or 
- a conibinatiori of heavy equipment operator cxpcriencc 
and a trade ticket 
- Valid B.C. Class 3 drivcrs' liccnse with air endorscincnt 
These positions offer a very competitive salary and benefits package. 
Ridley Terminals Inc. providcs an excellent working environment 
for individuals who have a high degree of initiative and are able to 
assume responsibility. 
The ability to work with a team to achieve results in essential. 
Candidates should also have an excellent health. safety and 
cnvironnicntal record. 
Qualified Candidates are invited to mail their resumes by 
December 15.2006 to: 
Ridley Terminals Inc. 
P.O. Bag 8000 
Prince Rupert, BC V8J 4H3 
Attention: Bill Myers 
Or by e-mail to: bniyers@rti.ca 
Or fax to: (250) 624-4990 
Ridley Terminals Inc. i s  an equal opportunity'omploycr. 
We thank a l l  applicants for their intcrest; however. only candidates 
to be interviewcd will be contacted. 
\ 
- 
HAMPTON AFFILIATES 
Hampton Lumber is seeking a 
JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT 
to provide support to its Canadian operations 
in Burns Lake, BC. For more information 
or to apply for this position please visit our 
website at www.HamptonAffiliates.com. 
* You may also submit rCsum6s by email 
to HR@HamDtonAffiliates.com or via 
confidential fax to 503-291-5534. 
Hampton is an equal opportunity employer. 
N O R T H E R N  
PROJECT MANAGER 
S A  V I N G S  
c r ( t  o i i  U N ~ O N  
Northern Savings Credit Union requires an experienced 
project manager to oversee the building of a new Financial 
Services Branch located in Terrace, B.C. Information packages 
are available from Northern Savin s Credit Union's Branch at 
4702 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace or !om NSCU's Head Office, 
138 3rd Avenue West, Prince Rupert, B.C, or by calling Ellen 
Little at 627-3651. Expressions of interest to be delivered to 
the Credit Union by December 22, 2006. 
Automotive Mechanic 
If you are interested in working 
in a clean, professional and safe 
environment and have at least a third 
year apprenticeship or better please 
send resume to: 
250-692-3839 fax or 
eagleauto@telusbnet or 
call Tim at 250-692-3805. 
Sight & Sound Music has a position 
(' for a temporary full-time 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/PAYROLL 
person in our office at our Keith Avenue location. 
The successful applicant should be familiar with the 
Simply Accounting Software package, able to work 
850 to 550 ,  Monday to Saturday with one day off 
during the week. A pleasant telephone manner and an 
ability to be flexible is essential. Salary is dependent 
of experience. 
App& by e-mail to marilwr.k~siPhtdtsd-sound,ca, 
or drop your resume off at our 4716 Keith Avenue 
location. No phone calk please. Only those short- 
listed will be contacted. 
The right applicant will have great 
interpersonal skills, you will be able 
to plan, organize, direct and control 
daily operations. Implement operational 
procedures and ensure health and safety 
regulations are followed. The right 
candidate must -achieve our restaurants 
expectation of quality, speed of service and 
cleanliness while maintaining a friendly 
atmosphere. Various shifts involved. 
Please apply in person 
with resume to: 
DIFFERENT Terrace, B.C. 
' SOMEIHING 4643 Park Avenue 
ON-CALL POSITIONS 
Pdomwum an inten;'ew Will be contacted. 
Cbsina dab 
W m k r  19,2006 lake a closer look. 
work unsupervised- Experience 
an asset but not necessary. AD- 
c 
A r n r n A N S  
* ~ R I E E ~ ~ C H E  * 
*No Obligation * 
*No Wasslo* 
You Work, You Drive I 
FWOlWp' "0" Down ! o*= B.C. &AB 
APPLY ONLINE 
DreamTearnAuto.com 
B12 - The Terrace Standar 
DRYWALL, PAINTING, bath- 
room renovations, small repairs. 
You name it, no job's to small. 
Experienced, reliable, reason- 
able rates. Call Larry. 250-635- 
7705 14803) 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint, 
Fall &Winter interior, residen- 
tial and commercial painting. 
10% paint discount from suppli- 
er. Seniors 15% labor discount. 
Professional quality wbrk. Rea- 
sonable rates. Free estimates. 
1998 GMC Truck, 4 x 4,"excel- 2 BEDROOM home on school NO CREDIT CREDIT - MAXX Slow credit - lent running condition, auto, bus route, 15 minutes east of Bankrupt? First time buyers $9000.00 obo. 1990 Honda Ac- 
Terrace in Copper River subdi- 
program - no refusals @ Sport cord, auto, excellent running vison. Fenced front yard, large VW "Credit Maxx" New - used condition, $3,000.00 obo. 250- back yard with fruit trees, in- 
cludes FIS, WID and water. - ALL MAKES. Tel: 1-888-270- 638-8874 (47P3) 
$465/month. Available "January 7199. DL 3026 On-line: www. 
creditrebuilders.net 15 or possibly earlier. 250-696- 
3293 (50~3) ii 
3 BEDROOM mobile, available 
immediately in Thornhill, fls, w l  
d, quiet location, $575/month 
1986 PETERBILT 425 Cat w.Re- 
tarder. $15,000. 1992 Peterbilt 
425 CaVJake and Retarder, 48" 
km, auto, PAN, PIL, seats seven, 
winterlsummer tires. $1 1.000 
Thornhill. FIS, WID, N/G, no 
pets. $500/month. References 
and security deposit required. 
4x4. 4.31 Vortec V6, .4 door, 
FOUR BEDROOM trailer with automatic, well maintained, 
basement for rent in Thornhill. 100,000 km. Very clean inside 
Shop, fenced yard. Available and out, 2 sets of wheels and 
tires. $6,900 250-61 5-9439 immediately. $650/month Call 
250-635-2335 (50~2) 17 147~2) 
MODERN CLEAN, newly reno- 
VGC, $996F-250 2 Spares. 4x4 21 $6,000 1 K. Canopy, 250-vated two and three bedroom 
mobile homes. Close to schools 
and bus routes. Includes fridge, 2003 NISSAN Xterra 4x4, au- 
stove, blinds and storage shed. 
Available immediately.To view 
phone 250-638-1 885 (47~3) 
SMALL TWO bedroom trailer 
for rent. Copper Mountain area. 
Washerldryer. Rent $425/month. 
1 te. FIS, W/D, heat, hot water References required. 250-635- 
7025 evenings. (50~3) 
250-635-2946 (50~3) 
638-0949 (50P2) 
LLY FURNISHED 2 bedroom 
j basic cable included. N/S, 
3 no parties, on town bus ro- 
* Suitable for working couple 
singles. $600~month* Dam- 
age deposit $300. References 
required. 250-635-71 57 (49P3) 
b Partially furnished, one bedroom 
P/W, Air, Cruise, 6-CD S h k o  Fwirlnlion nt 
l-W-HSF-lNFO 
executive suite, includes utili- 
ties, F/S, W/D. On bench, close 
2 BEDROorul h m ~ e  upper to college. $650/mo. 250-635- 
large fenced yard, garagehhop, 
OFFICE & RETAIL SPACE 
I 4644 lazelle Avenue 
600 hz. Rece tion, 2 off ices & staff rwm 
' SECOND FLOOR 
RMK 700 144" Track MAIN FLOOR Thornhill, fls, wld, dishwasher, 1767 (4gP3) 
1000 h2. &ill divide s ace to suit, smokers and pets welcome, A : A  a a -  
close to town, school, 4700 
block Davis. FIS, NIG & electric 
) heat, 1 1/2 baths. Available im- 
mediately. $650 250-615-7665 
(49p3) 
1584 h2 - Formerly rea P estate office z:$i'"$''t:r ~  le^^^-^^;^^^^ -e 
256 h2 - One off ice 
250415.7543 Or 635-3475 
3 BEDROOM in Horseshoe, f/S, 
wid, n/g fireplace, fenced Yard, 
ly, $650/month. 250-635-6352 
- pets ok, available immediate- (4gP2) 
(49p3) 
LIKE NEW condition. 3 bed- FOR RENTSmall, private 3 bed- 
room condo, FIS, WID. Avail- room house, gas heaVbVater1 
able immediately. References fenced Yard. Quiet Street, south 
and damage deposit required. side Terrace. Available January 
1, 2007 $550/monJh + utilities. 
Call 250-638-0923 (50~3) 
RIVER FRONT home. Large 
fenced yard, convenient loca- 
tion, updated, 2+ bedrooms up, 
2 bedroom suite down, garage. 
Preferred pkg rental. References fHIS T ~ l ~ ~  floor end ,,it in 
Summit Square has been ex- and damage deposit required. 
cellently maintained with new $850/month. 250-635-9025 or 
TWO BEDROOM house for It is a 2-bedroom strata apart- 
IN Upper Thornhill. rent. Fenced backyard $630. ment with a large living area, 
1- 1 l/* baths, F1s* Available Jan. 01107. Call 250- great mountain views, security 
entrance, low strata fee which hook-up for WID, storage room, 635-8898 (4gP3 carport' NE heat* Available VERY CLEAN ibedroom house includes hot water, laundry facil- 
'Io7 (possib'y '7). on South side. WID, F/S. No ities, a 112 court basketball & 2 Call 250-635-6905 (50p3 smoking, no pets, good refer- racquetball courts and manager VANDENBERG HAY Farms Ltd* Two duplex. c/w ences and credit rating essen- on site. Unit can be rented out. Nobleford* and 
Fridgeandstove. Closetodown- tiat .$700 plus utilities. call 250- Priced to sell at $39,900. For an trucking all Sizes and types of 
town. References required. 250- 635-3276 for appointments. appointment to view, please call hay and Straw. Office (4031824- 
250-61 5-91 16 or 1-250-703- 301 0 or 1-877-824-301 0, Kent 
(403) 330-7853, Hal (403) 330- 
9824. www.vandenberghay.ca 4727 (50~3) 
635-5587 (50~3) 
HAY FOR sale. round, square 
haylage, silage. Please call 250- 
Per Thornhill. Non smokers, no 
Pets, WID negotiable. Available 
Jan' * $650* References please* 250-635-2933 (50~2) fridge and like new carpets, 250-635-5022 (48~3) 
0 : - -  a : - -  
(48P3) 
f \ 846-5855 (47~6) 
, A  .- NOW YOU CAN CUT OUT THE MIDDLEMAN AND SAVE THOUSANDS SIDE BY side duplex, FIS, WID, 
3 bedroom, Available Jan. 1st  QF DOLLARS BY CALLING US FlRSTJ $750/month. No pets. 250-638- S $500 and WestieICairn terrier 
No commission s a b  1094 (50~3) 
pups $700. Vet check and one mrty www.PropertyCiuys.com year health guarantee. Raised 
with lots of love. 250-397-2419 Toll Free 1-866-348-7253 
In Terrace Allison a, 635-3098 
GUyS.COl"7 In Stewart Donna at 636-9130 !!EEE!! ww.terriertove.com . 
In Kitimat Andm at 632-2318 MlSSlONS WHEN SELLING CUTE GUINEA pigs. 3 months 'OUR Would like 
a rebate on commissions when 
buvina a home? Georae Madi 
old. male or female available. 
vailous colours. 250-6,5-0460 
Your Private Sale Solution 
\ In Prince Rupert Lonnie at 6 2 4 - 4 2 2 9  
References available. Call Karl. 
250-61 5-01 99 (48P2) , 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (1 5ctfn) 
2 BEDROOM. clean, 'I newly 
mnovated, laundry facilities, 
available Jan. 1. -/month 
AVAllABiE IMMEDIATELY 
250-615-9772 (sOp3) 
- 
900 sqg ft. Office/Sales 
1,808 sqg ft.Office/Sales 
4624 Greig Ave 
I (Ground level Store Front Downtown) 
4624 Greig Ave 
(Ground Level Store front Downtown) very nice, 2 bedroom apartment, 
secureentrance, on sitemanage- 
ment, within walking distance to 
Wal-Mart and Superstore. Refer- 
ences required $500/month plus 
damage deposit . Call after 4:OO 
Phone 250-638-1622 (48~3) 
ONE SMALL bedroom fur- 
nished apartment in Thornihill. 
Single occupancy. No smoking, 
no pets, references required. 
$360 + $180 security deposit. 
Phone 250-635-2065 (45~6) 
ONE,"lWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $425 $500, 
$600 Hot water included. Se-  
curity on premises. Please call 
.250-635-6428 or 250-615-0345 
' 
(4ctfn) 
SANDPIPER APARTMENTS. 
' , Quiet buildings with elevators, 
covered parking, balconies, 
in-suite storage unit, security 
entrance & hot water included. 
Sandalwood Apartments. Low 
rent, security entrance, balco- 
nies, in-suite storage and more. 
Quatsino Apartments. Closest 
to downtown, security, in-su- 
ite storage. 250-632-451 1 
www. kitimatapartments.com 
jctfn) 
TWO BEDROOM apartment in 
good condition with geat views 
on third floor of Summit Square. 
$550lmonth includes hot water. 
For an appointment to view, 
please call 250-615-91 16 or 
1-250-703-4727 references re- 
quired. (50~3) 
250-632-4254. 9 
250-632-APTS (2787) 
'99 ACLJRA'EL .. . - - 
( PARK & CLINTON) 
' MANOR APTS. ' 
Unfurnished ond furnished opts. Bathelor 
u i i ,  one bedroom cmd two bedroom. Besidi 
mimming pwl. One of the bert maintained 
opts. in town. No pets or smoking. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED 
Pleose phone tell: 
L 61 5-7543 or 635-3475 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
I & 2 Bedroom Units 
* Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
AmexrFraseridge Realty 1-800- 
BEAUTIFUL EXTENSIVELY 
renovated 4 bedroom, 2 bath- 
room house. large fenced yard, 
fruit trees, hardwood floors and 
many custom details. $1 58,500. 
PRICED TO Sell. 3 bedroom, 2 
bath, 1440 sq f t  full basement 
home, 90 x 110 lot, wood, gas 
heat. All appliances included, 
lots of updates, $95,000.00. 
147p3) Now taking orders. Hobbyhawk 
WANTED: 3 bedroom home. - Farmhawk - Hawkmill. Made 
1 112 bath in Thornhillflerrace in Prince George, ~ c .  27 years 
area. $80 - $120 K range. 7 250- of quality saws! 1-888-909- 
635-3484 (49P3) mno 
976-8744. 
250-635-5905 (50~3) 
250-631-9967 or 250-996-0054 2007 Models at 2006 prices. 
13uu I I 
JOHN EVANS 
TOP PRODUCER 
~ ~ ~ ~ i @  Expert 
I'm not an ordinary real 
estate agent, I'm a RE/MAX Top 
Producer. That nieans I work 
estra hard to nieet every client's 
individual wants and needs. 
And my clients like that. 
When you're buying or 
selling your house, results are 
what you w p .  
The Top Producers at RE/MN( 
SCII more real estate than any 
other real estate organization in 
Can:1da. 
Call me to find oiit what I can 
do for you. 
r"4 
WMR( 
w/AK OF TEMACE R&$MM.W 
I Outstanding Agents. *f (250) 638-6 400 Outstanding Results. 
1996 9400 International hood & 
rad 2 rads $1,000. Hood $1,000 
obo. 2002 Detroit series 60 D 
Deck 4,500,000 kms. Records. 
$8,000 obo. 2005 Re-bearinged 
rear diffs 1 locker c/w banjo's 
Rockwell 4.33 $5,000 obo. 2005 
re-bearinged 18 sp Rockwell 
transmission $2.200. Phone 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
H u N r i N m m  
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
* Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ample parking 
Laundry facilities 
Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route 
On site management 
250-395-521 5,250-395-6659. 
PORTABLE BANDSAWMILLS 
. . .  
14 x 70 Meadowbrook. Recent- 
lY renovated and ready to move 
in. Located in Terrace Trailer 
Park. Asking $24,900 250-635- 
4672 (50~3) 
TWO BEDROOM trailer in 
Thornhill. Very 'clean, F/S, WID, 
NIG, large addition. $1 8,000 W.CARCREDITBC.COM 
250-635-2946 No Dets. Ki083) Automobild Loans. Trucks / 
FOR SALE 1981 Skidoo Cita- /, 
tion 4500. Low hours. $500. 
250-635-5086 (50~2) 
* No pets Ill 
References required 
' To view call 
638- 1 748 
. . .  
Vans / Cars I SUVs. Turned 
down? Rates too high? Trad- 
RIVERSIDE RV Park Resort, 
deeded R.V. lots now selling on 
the Similkameen River in gated 
community. 
www.riversidervparkresort.com 
email: islandviewrv@ 
hotmail.com or call 250-499- 
771 0 250-490-7408. 
ing In? Instant money available 
online. Complimentary delivery. 
No down payment. Apply on- 
line, Call anytime 1-877-513- 
9564. 
CIiRISTMAS AT 
CARVILLE AUTO CREDIT 
"Santa is visiting the Village of 
Opportunity." Tis' the season 
of giving & we are giving you 
your first payment. Valid until 
Dec. 31st, 2006. Largest deal- 
er group in Western Canada. 
$590 per month. No pets, no 
smoking. 250-638-8639 (45~2)- 
LY 2 bedroom. Southside. No 
fur, feathers or fumes. Suitable 
for quiet living. Laundry hook- 
ups. Reliable references re- 
quired. 250-635-5081 (46~6) 
THREE BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath 
above ground basement suite 
in Horseshoe. $6OO/month 250- 
638-8639. Available Dec. 15 
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIEND- 
8-3117 Clark St 
irnrnacdate home 
3 bdrrns 
pellet stove 8, fireplace 
976 sq. h 
lots of updates 
4918 Halliuuell 
4 bdrrns, 2 baths 
new laminate flooring. 
fridge & stove 
quick possession 
LOTS OF POTENTIAL 
$194,9410 , S26,WQ 
Rates from 0%, $0 down pro- 
grams available. Huge inven- 
tory. If you're employed, you're 
approved!! Talk to us first we are 
the biggest & the best!! We guar- 
IRRIGATION SYSTEM 5 " hose antee established credit within 1 
reel, 1,100 ft. Sek retracting, vear! ADD~V online. www.carvil- 
165 shp. diesel Miubishi Turbo (e&oc;&$.com 0; TOLL-FREE 
6 CqL WIPumP quipped with 1-888-508-4628,AUTO LOAM 
Murphy safety system $15,000. NOW! 
250-847-91 75,250-877-2499 (49133) 
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CITY OF TERRACE 
WE nn OF k& CALL FOR TENDERS 
The City of Terrace wishes to give notice that tender packages are 
now available for Foundation and Civil work for the Sportsplex 
Project. Bidding packages can be picked up at the City of Terrace 
Leisure Services Department offices at the address below oi by 
contacting Wayne Aussem of North American Ice Development 
at the address below: 
City of Terrace 
leisure Services Department , 
3320 Kalum Street, Terrace 
61 5-3000 
Wayne Aussem 
North American Ice Development 
876 Grove Ave. 
Burnaby, BC, Canada VSB4G7 
(604) 291-9980 
wayne@northamericanice.com 
BC TIMBER SALES M*hW ol 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR K m  
&A TIMBER SALE LICENCE A81567 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licence A81 567 
is being offared for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Hazeiton Reld 
T W .  
Cloalt'Ig Date/Locrtlon: December 20,2006 0 1:30 p.m. Applications will be 
accepted by the Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena 
Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BriUsh Columbia V8G Ill. 
Geographic Location: Date 1200 7.8km FSR 
Eatlnutod Volume: 
species: 
Uwnw Tom: One (1) year 
Upset stumpage rate S11.99/ma for Balsam and S12.25/ma for Hemlock. The upset 
stumpage rate was determined In accordance with the Interior Appraisal Manual 
and is applicable to all sawlog grades. 
Tenders will be accepted from lndlviduals or corporations registered as a BC timber 
sales enterprise in Category 1.2 or 3. 
The successful applicant will be requlred to Implement and conform to the Skeena 
Business Area Envimnmental Management System. 
Comments: 
Please note: This sale is for right of way decks only. 
There is additional material that the applicant must consider in their application. This 
material which includes application forms and other information about the TSL can 
be obtained fmm the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at 
(250) 638-51 00. Contact Nomen OHara at (250) 842-7622 for Field enquiries only. 
Eleclmnic version of this notice 8 tender pkg Is available at: 
M(p~/~.for.gov.bc.calnoUces/lnit.do/noUce ld=3083 
, 
1,254 cubic metres, more or less 
Balsam 444 ma (35%), Hemlock 810 ma (65%) 
BC TIMBER SALES M*¶Wd 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR hGM CRlEEL4 TIMBER SALE LICENCE AI31392 
Takenotlcethat, pursuant tosection 2001 theForest Act. timbersale licenceA81392 
is belng o f f d  for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Hazelton Field 
Tam. 
Closing DataRocation: December 20, 2006 0 830 a.m. Applications will be 
accepted by the Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena 
Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columb!a V8G 1Ll. 
Geographic Location: Date 1200 8.8km FSR 
Estimated Volume: 1,256 cublc metres, more or less 
Species: Balsam 445 ma (35%), Hemlock 811 m3 (65%) 
UcenceTerm: ' One (1) year 
Upset stumpage rate $11.09/ma for Balsam and S12.25/ma for Hemlock. The upset 
stumpage rate was determined in accordance with the interior Appraisal Manual 
and is applicable to all sawlog grades. 
Tenders will be accepted from indlviduals or corporations registered as a BC ti&ber 
sales enterprise in Category 1 , 2  or 3. 
The successful applicant will be required to implement and conform to the Skeena 
Business Area Environmental Management System. 
Comments: 
Please note: This sale Is for right of way decks only. 
There is additional material that the applicant must consider In their application. This 
material which includes application forms and other Information about the TSL can 
be obtained from the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at 
(250) 638-5100. Contact Nomen OHara at t250) 842-7622 lor Field enquiries only. 
Electronic version of this notice 8 tender pkg Is available at: 
http~/~5.for.gov.bc.calnotlces/inlt.do/notice id3077 
, 
' 
BC TIMBER SALES . - Mmisqol 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION'FOR ~ 3 -  
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A81580 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licence A81 580 
is being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Hazeiton Field 
Team. 
Closing DatdLocation: December 21,2006 8 1 :30 pm. Applications will be accepted 
by the Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area, 
200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1 L l .  
Geographic Location: Date 1200-280 - 1.5 - 2.9 km 
Estimated Volume: 
Species: 
(sa%), Pine 68 ma (4%), Spruce 114 ma (7%) 
Licence Term: one (1) year 
Upset stumpage rate: Balsam - S11.99/m'; Cedar - $1 2.89/ma; Hemlock - $1 2.25/ma; 
Pine - $17.74/ma; Spruce - $14.1(ym3. The upset stumpage rate was determined 
in accordance with the interior Appraisal Manual and Is applicable to all sawlog 
grades. 
Tenders will be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a BC timber 
sales enterprise in Category 1 , 2  or 3. 
The successful applicant will be required to Implement and conform to the Skeena 
Business Area Environmental Management System. 
Comments: 
This timber sale licence is for decked wood only. 
There Is addnional material that the applicant must consider in theirapplication. This 
material which includes application forms and other information about the TSL can 
be obtained fmm the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at 
(250) 638-51 00. Contact Nomen O'Hara at (250) 842-7622 for Field enquiries only. 
Electronic version of this notice 8 tender pkg Is available at: 
httpJ/www5.for.gov.bc.calnotlces/init.do/no~ce ld=3088 
1646 cubic metres, more or less 
Balsam 64 m3(4%), Cedar 273 ma (17%), Hemlock 1127 m3 
I BC TIMBER SALES I M h l q  01 NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR Ed TIMBER SALE LICENCE A81577 9 &&% 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale IIcenceA81577 
Is belng offered for sale by 5C Timber Sales. Skeena Business Ama, Hazelton Field 
Team. 
Closing DetdLocation: December 21. 2006 8 830 am. Applications will be 
accepted by the Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena 
Business Area. 200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace. British Columbia V8G 111. 
Qwgraphlc Location: Date 1200-280,O - 1.5 kin 
Estimated Volume: 
Speclea: Balsam 63 ma (4%), Cedar 273 ma (17%), Hemlock 1126 m3 (69%), Pine 67 
ma (4%), Spruce 11 3 ma  YO) 
Licence Term: one (1) year 
Upset stumpage rate: Bdsam - S11.99/ma; Cedar - $1 2.89/ ma; Hemlock - Sl 2.25/ma; 
Pine - $17.74/ ma; Spruce - $14.18/ ma. The upset stumpage rate was determined 
in accordance with the Interior Appraisal Manual and Is applicable to ail sawlog 
grades. 
Tenders will be accepted fmm lndlvlduais or corporations registered as a BC timber 
sales enterprise in Category 1 , 2  or 3. 
The successful applicant will be required to Implement and conform to the Skeena 
Business Area Environmental Manegement System. 
Comments: 
This timber sale licence is for decked wood only. 
There is additional material that the applicant must consider in their application. This 
material which Includes application forms and other Information about the TSL can 
be obtained from the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at 
(250) 638-51 00. Contact Noraen O'Hara at (250) 842-7622 for Field enquiries only. 
Electronic veralon of this notice B tender pkg is available at: 
htaJ/www5.for.gov.bc.ca/noUcesnnit.do/notice I d a 7 9  
1642 cublc metres, mom or less 
< 
C I N  OF TERRACE 
[Tf%R%lZI 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENTION 
DISPOSAL OF LAND 
TAKE NOTICE THAT, in accordance with the Community Charter, 
the Council of the City of Terrace intends to lease the following 
lands: 
To lease to the Terrace Kinsmen Club, for an amount 
of One Dollar ($1 .OO) for a 1 -year term to October 31, 
2007 the City-owned lands legally described as Black 
3 to 4, Plan 965, except Plan 10- Block 3 except 
Plan 10644; and Block 4 except Plan 161 0 and 10644; 
all in District Lot 837, Range 5, Coast District and more 
particularly known and described as the Kin Hut in the 
City of Terrace, Province of British Columbia, for the 
purpose of using the building on the land for public 
meetings, fund-raising events, and social activities. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 26 OF 
THE COMMUNITY CHARTER, AND AMENDMENTS THERErO. 
Denise Fisher 
Comorate Administrator 
I 
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WAREHOUSEMAN'S 
LlEN ACT 
The following 
person take notice: 
Peggy-Sue 
Degerness 
At a date not less than 
14 days from publica- 
tion of this notice items 
stored at Queensway 
Storage will be sold to 
recover unpaid rent. 
Queensway 
Mini Stora e 
2350 Queenswa y%ve 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3W8 
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h e  you interested in a Bachelor o y f i  . I !  , 
Masters of SOCIAL WORK Degree? 
To learn more about applying for  the 
next Bachelor of Social Work intake 
join us in Terrace a t  the new UNBC 
Campus Northwest fo r  an... 
INFORMIITION SESSI Ow 
January 11, tOIW at 700,pm 
There will be lots of opportunity to ask any 
questions you might have about the program ’ 
and requirements for obtaining a Bachelor 
of Social Work degree. We look forward 
Applications for UNBC’s Bachelor and- 
Masters of Social Work Programs in the 
to in September Nofiwest Region h e  Now Being Accepted. 
The University of Northern British Columbia Social 
Work Program is offering its Bachelor of Social 
Work and Masters of Social Work in the Northwest 
Region. Application deadlines ure as follms: 
Blch@l@r of s o u  Work 
‘ I ~ U ~ v  81, am 
Mutars of hem Work 
F0br-W 18. am 
